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ABSTRAK 

Jenama sedang menghadapi bentuk baharu tingkah laku pengguna yang berbahaya 
sejak beberapa tahun kebelakangan ini. Ia menghadapi pengguna yang sedang 
memberontak dan sangat bertekad untuk merosakkan jenama. Oleh itu, tujuan kajian 
ini adalah untuk mengkaji hubungan antara pengalaman jenama, reputasi jenama, dan 
kualiti hubungan jenama dengan sabotaj jenama pengguna dengan kesan pengantara 
emosi negatif. Kajian ini mengandaikan bahawa pengalaman jenama, reputasi jenama, 
kualiti hubungan jenama dan emosi negatif  menyumbang kepada penerapan sabotaj 
jenama pengguna. Penyelidikan ini berdasarkan teori tindak balas organisma 
rangsangan untuk mengisi jurang antara amalan penjenamaan dan sabotaj jenama 
pengguna. Data pengguna kajian ini dikumpulkan melalui pendekatan tinjauan 
pintasan sistematik di landasan-landasan kereta api utama di Pakistan. Data dianalisis 
dengan menggunakan Pemodelan Persamaan Struktur Kuasa Dua Terkecil (PLS-
SEM). Hasil kajian menunjukkan hubungan yang signifikan antara pengalaman 
jenama terhadap emosi negatif dan sabotaj jenama pengguna dengan kesan pengantara 
emosi negatif. Reputasi jenama juga mempunyai hubungan yang signifikan antara 
emosi negatif dan sabotaj jenama pengguna dengan kesan pengantara emosi negatif. 
Kualiti hubungan jenama mempunyai hubungan yang tidak signifikan dengan emosi 
negatif dan juga sabotaj jenama pengguna dengan kesan pengantara emosi negatif. 
Kajian ini berakhir dengan beberapa cadangan, sumbangan teori, praktikal, 
pengurusan, dan metodologi, serta batasan dan cadangan untuk penyelidikan masa 
depan. 
 
Kata kunci: Pengalaman jenama, reputasi jenama, kualiti hubungan jenama, emosi 
negatif, sabotaj jenama pengguna. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Abstract 
The brands are faced a new form of harmful consumer behavior in recent years. They 
face consumers who have turned hostile and who are highly determined to cause harm 
to the brand. Therefore, the purpose of the study is to investigate the relationship 
between brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality and consumer 
brand sabotage with the mediation effect of negative emotion. This study assumed that 
that brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality and negative 
emotion contribute towards to the adoption of consumer brand sabotage. The research 
is based on stimulus organism response theory to fill the gap between branding 
practices and consumer brand sabotage. The consumer data of this study was collected 
through systematic intercept survey approach at major railways of Pakistan. The data 
was analyzed by Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modelling. The result of 
the study indicates a significant relationship between brand experience towards 
negative emotion and consumer brand sabotage with the mediation effect of negative 
emotion. Brand reputation also has a significant relationship between negative 
emotion and consumer brand sabotage with the mediation effect of negative emotion. 
Brand relationship quality has insignificant relationship with negative emotion and 
also consumer brand sabotage with the mediation effect of negative emotion. The 
research concludes with recommendations, theoretical contribution, practical and 
managerial contribution and methodological contribution, as well as limitations and 
suggestions for future research. 
Key words: Brand experience, Brand reputation, Brand relationship quality, 
Negative emotion, Consumer brand sabotage. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of the Chapter 

This chapter starts with the background of the study, incorporates the need of the study 

for the railway sector of Pakistan, and describes the problem statement. In the problem 

statement, consumer sabotage behavior and gaps are discussed. This chapter also 

includes research questions and objectives, the scope and the significance of the study. 

The chapter concludes with the definition of key terms and organization of the whole 

study. 

1.2 Background of Study 

 
The transportation sector has generally been acknowledged as a source of economic-

sustainable development and fortunes of many nations (Gupta, 2018; Sun et al., 2019). 

Previous studies buttress this assertion by arguing that an effective transportation 

system “provides economic and social opportunities and benefits that result in 

positive multiplier effects such as better accessibility to markets, employment, and 

additional investments” (Rodrigue & Notteboon, 2013). For instance, United States 

regions are harnessing the transportation and logistics sector to create competitive and 

comparative advantages which include improved labour mobility and accessibility, 

enlarged employment markets, more access to intermediate commodities and goods, 

and an extent, improved productivity (Kumar et al., 2017). Similar contributions of the 

transportation sector have been noted in some other emerging and developing 

countries of Asia, Arab regions, and Africa (Gupta, 2018; Khan et al., 2018; Saidi et 

al., 2020). 
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The railway transport sector is a part of the global transportation system that eases the 

movement of people, goods, and services (Saidi et al., 2020). The sector also provides 

huge job opportunities, promotes trade development, and contributes to the economic 

prosperity of many nations, especially, the emerging and developed ones (Abd Aziz et 

al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019). The rail sector contributes £10.1bn to the United Kingdom 

economy annually and creates a more fecund economy by easing congestion in the 

road network and enabling the growth of clusters of economic activity (Mogaji & 

Erkan, 2019). The market size value of the global railway transportation system was $ 

468.60 billion as of 2020 and is expected to reach $658.40 billion in 2025 

(Globenewswire, 2021). As of 2018, Europe had the highest share of this market, while 

Asia-Pacific was predicted to achieve a remarkable growth rate in terms of revenue 

and other contributions (Allied Market Research, n.d.). 

However, while the global railway system promises fortunes for some emerging 

countries of Asia pacific, developed, and industrialized nations (Chege et al., 2019; 

Wang et al., 2020), developing countries’ systems are lagging seriously (Onokala & 

Olajide, 2019; Wangai et al., 2020). Different pathetic issues such as politics, 

inadequate funding, lack of modern technology facilities, natural disasters, terrorism, 

system failures, low speed, exorbitant prices, lack of reliability, and a host of others 

are bedevilling the railway transportation system generally (Bešinović, 2020; Lim et 

al., 2021; Mogaji & Erka, 2019; Moris, 2016; Purba, 2020), and in developing 

countries in particular (Kepaptsoglou et al., 2020; Bouraima et al., 2020). 

Consequently, these issues often lead to delivering of poor services as many trains are 

cancelled and unduly delayed, thereby, denying many travellers to reach their 

destinations scheduled and which compromises customers requirement for mobility 

(Bešinović, 2020). When transportation systems such as of railway systems are 
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deficient in terms of capacity or reliability, they can have an economic cost of reducing 

and missing opportunities and reduced quality of life for the people. Such issues also 

make the customers prefer alternative means of transportations that could meet their 

expectations, especially in developing countries (Mogaji & Erkan, 2019). 

The railway transportation system in Pakistan faces ugly situations. Though in the past, 

the Pakistan railway had the largest passenger carrier share in transportation (Li et al., 

2018), its performance has dwindled to the lowest ebb in recent time (Khalid et al., 

2016). Li et al (2018) noted that the Pakistani railway system has been disparaged for 

its falling quality of services and reducing the number of passengers, consignment, 

and trains. A review of previous reports also indicate that the Pakistan railway got 

accident around 100 times in 2019 which affected customers’ trust over the services 

rendered (Husnain, 2020).  

This points to the fact that the Pakistan railway system has not been leaving up to the 

expectations of the stakeholders, particularly, the passengers that represent the bulk of 

stock in trade of any organization and from whom profits and increase in market share 

can be gained through effective services and good relationship (Tahir, 2020). Perhaps, 

such laxity accounts for why the market shares of the Pakistan railway system have 

been falling consistently (See Table 1). Various evidence in the literature however 

suggests that when service providers fail to meet the expectations of their customers, 

the customers will reciprocate with sabotage behavior, exhibit negative reactions that 

may be detrimental to the existence of the organization by not keeping a profitable 

relationship with the service providers (Daskin & Kasim, 2016; Gursoy et al., 2017; 

Kahr et al., 2016; Khat et al., 2018). Recent evidence points to the fact that Pakistani 

customers adopt sabotage behavior against the railway sector of Pakistan which causes 

disruptions, suspensions, and service failure to other consumers (“Protests cause 
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suspension, delays in railway services,” 2018). Such sabotage behavior causes the loss 

of existing and potential consumers through the disruption in services. 

 

 

Obviously, in the marketplace, managing profitable relationships with consumers is a 

major concern of brands for profitability and prosperity (Ferdiawan, Hermawan, 

Wardana, & Arief, 2018). Consumer brand relationship studies are considered as 

important in marketing literature for decades (Gregoire, Tripp, &, Legoux, 2009). 

Brands recognize the value of profitable relationships with consumers and influence 

their behavior in favor of the brands (Kuo & Hou, 2017). Consumer brand relationship 

results in consumers’ loyalty and long-term commitments to the brand (Oliver, 1999). 

According to Fournier (1998), brands provide meanings to consumers’ lives and 

consumers reciprocate through repeat repurchases and express their association with 
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brands. Such kind of consumers’ association encourages them to interact positively 

with brand and brand try to reciprocate in appropriate manners (Haroon et al., 2014). 

When consumers perceive a positive experience from the brand, they adopt positive 

behaviors and pay premium prices for services (Ma, 2018). 

Due to numerous advantages of well-maintained consumers brands relationships, 

marketing literature mainly focused on positive interactions of consumers and brands 

which strengthen their relationship with each other. A review of marketing literature 

indicates that the positive relationship such as brand passion (Albert et al., 2013), 

brand devotion (Pichler & Hemetsberger, 2007), brand love (Batra et al., 2012), and 

brand liking (Spears & Singh 2004) have been incorporated well while lesser attention 

has been paid to consumer sabotage behaviour (Gursoy et al., 2017). Gursoy et al 

(2017) particularly noted that whereas numerous studies have been conducted on how 

employees can hurt customers’ service experiences, lesser attention has been paid to 

disruptive (sabotage) customer behaviours by marketing researchers despite that such 

behaviour is capable of causing severe damage to the reputation of the firm with 

consequential poor performance (Hwang et al., 2021). 

Moreover, though customer sabotage behaviour is important, marketing researchers 

have not reached a consensus about specific factors causing this type of behaviour 

generally. Series of factors including service recovery failure, revenge motive, 

emotional exhaustion, customer verbal aggression, dysfunctional employee behaviour, 

customer dysfunctional behaviour (Daskin & Kasim, 2016; Harris & Reynold, 2004; 

Harris & Ogbonna, 2006; Hwang et al., 2021; Yeh, 2016) have been noted as the 

causes of sabotage behaviour. Asides, the researcher’s review of the literature suggests 

that the findings of previous researchers on the relationship between sabotage 

behaviour and its antecedents have not been consistent. The lack of consensus about 
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the findings of the previous studies and the fragmentation of models being used by 

scholars to predict customer sabotage suggest a gap in the literature to be filled up. 

Notably, considering the diverse factors being discussed by previous scholars, 

evidence suggests that brand experience, brand reputation, and brand relationship 

quality are important factors that could palliate negative emotion and subsequently 

reduce customer sabotage behaviour (Brakus et al., 2009; Khatoon & Rhema, 2021; 

Ma, 2020; Rodrigues & Borges, 2020; Zhang & Zhang, 2020). However, the 

researcher’s review of the literature suggests that scholars barely pay attention to this 

conceptualization especially within the railway transportation sector and in developing 

countries such as Pakistan. 

Importantly, since the sabotaging behavior of consumers brings heavy losses to the 

brand not only by causing the loss of existing consumers but also a blockage to 

potential consumers (Kahr et al., 2016), it is important to investigate this concept 

broadly. This in line with the position of Zarantonello et al. (2018) that brands should 

deal more effectively with consumers who adopt sabotage behavior. Furthermore, it is 

crucial to minimize the sabotaging behavior of consumers of the railway sector of 

Pakistan. Table 1.2 highlights the number of customers turnover to alternative brands 

over the period. The turnover of consumers highlights that they have shifted to 

competitors or the other means of transportation.  To stem this trend, further research 

is urgently required. 
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Table 1.2 

Number of consumers 

Year 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 

Total Passenger in 

Thousands 
52951 52192 52388 

Source: (Yearbook, 2017) 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Customer brand sabotage (CBS) occurs as retaliation to persistent dereliction in 

service delivery, where the customers have been treated unfairly and are equally 

experiencing an unfriendly environment (Daskin & Kashim, 2016; Zhang & Zhang, 

2021). In those circumstances, the customers will blatantly disregard rules, norms, 

regulations, and customs of the given organization, because they are 

frustrated/dissatisfied with the services rendered by the firm (Daskin & Kashim, 2016). 

Tronvoll, (2010) noted that a frustrated customer exhibits sabotage behaviour that 

could damage the reputation of the firm by spreading negative word of mouth and in 

addition might take legal action.  

However, customer brand sabotage behavior has been used interchangeably with brand 

hatred (Japutra et al., 2021; Kucuk, 2019), customer revenge (Grégoire et al., 2018;), 

and consumer negative word of mouth (Garcia et al., 2019). Whereas, CBS is a kind 

of antagonistic hostility that is more destructive than other kinds of undesirable 

consumer behavior such as customer vengeance, where customers tend to punish a 

company to “get even” (Grégoire, et al., 2010). Nyffenegger et al., (2018) noted that 

CBS can have a severe negative influence on brands. For instance, Gulliver, (2009) 

cited in Nyffenegger et al., (2018) affirmed that CBS YouTube video branded as 
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“United Breaks Guitars” cost the United Airlines over $180 million damage while the 

viral crusade #FitchtheHomeless led (among other factors) to the firing of the CEO 

and subsequent strong crash in the share value of Abercrombie & Fitch (Peterson 2014; 

Trefis Team 2014). 

Despite its importance, marketing researchers have paid very meagre attention to CBS 

(Gursoy et al., 2017) as a majority of previous studies concentrated on employees’ 

sabotage behaviour (e.g., Harris & Ogbonna, 2006; Harris & Ogbonna, 2009; Hwang 

et al., 2021; Wallace & Chernatoney, 2009; Yeh, 2015) which has a lesser effect on 

company’s performance. Considering the neglect of this concept and given that 

organizations face huge customer sabotage behaviour in recent times (Khar et al., 

2016), Gursoy et al (2017) recommended further studies that could enhance the 

understanding of the academic community while proffering insights into how 

practitioners could resolve the issue, especially within the service sector such as 

railway system.   

Importantly, the discussion about consumer sabotage behavior (CSB) has been 

highlighted within the context of the railway sector of Pakistan. Notably, consumers 

target Pakistan's railway system, triggering disruptions, suspensions, and lack of 

service to other customers ("Protests cause suspension, delays in rail services," 2018). 

Pakistan Railway, according to Khan (2018), has not fulfilled the aspirations of 

consumers that influence the actions of consumers. By interruption of facilities, such 

sabotage activity causes the loss of current and future customers. It is acknowledged 

that brand gets vulnerable due to CSB and necessary steps should be taken to counter 

this kind of consumer behavior (Nyffenegger et al., 2018). 
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Considering this, various causative factors of sabotage behaviour have been proposed 

by previous researchers. These include but not limited to service recovery failure, 

revenge motive, emotional exhaustion, customer verbal aggression, dysfunctional 

employee behaviour, customer dysfunctional behaviour, interpersonal conflict, 

competition over extrinsic rewards (Daskin & Kasim, 2016; Harris & Reynold, 2004; 

Harris & Ogbonna, 2006; Hwang et al., 2021; Serenko, 2019; Yeh, 2016). Yet, the 

argument about the specific factors causing the customer sabotage is still ongoing 

while the findings of the previous studies are inconclusive (Khar et al., 2016) as other 

recent scholars propose that brand experience, brand reputation, and brand relationship 

quality are important factors that could palliate negative emotion and subsequently 

reduce customer sabotage behaviour (Brakus et al., 2009; Khatoon & Rhema, 2021; 

Ma, 2020; Rodrigues & Borges, 2020; Zhang & Zhang, 2020) especially within the 

service sector such as railway transportation system that has been largely neglected by 

previous researchers. 

For instance, Mogaji and Erkan (2019) in a study conducted within the railway sector 

argued that providing an enhanced consumer brand experience is an essential 

management objective. The author equally asserted that a positive brand experience is 

central to accomplishing profitability, particularly in an extremely competitive 

environment such as the transportation sector as the organization needs to set itself 

apart by offering quality services that will enhance the experiences of the customers 

and perhaps reduce any form of negative emotions that could arise from service 

dereliction. Likewise, Ding and Tseng (2015) argued that fierce competition in the 

marketplace has made products and services commoditized and less competitive 

thereby requires companies to provide favourable brand experience to their customers 

to gain a competitive advantage.  
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Additionally, brand experience engages consumers’ emotions and senses and tries to 

lead into brands’ favour to enhance relationships with consumers (Cleff, Walter, & 

Xie, 2018). Moreover, brand experience varies in its nature and it can motivate 

consumers’ positive and negative emotions (Cinar, 2020; Zarantonello & Schmitt, 

2010). Consumers experience several brands on a routine basis but apart from the 

arousal of positive emotions, experience with some brands evokes negative emotion 

in consumers (Zarantonello, Romani, Grappi, & Bagozzi, 2016). These negative 

emotions arise when consumers get treated badly more than their tolerance threshold 

level. Then the consumers revenge by adopting thoughtful actions to sabotage the 

brand (Kucuk, 2018).  The nature of experience determines the emotional effects on 

consumers and subsequent actions (Yasin, Liébana-Cabanillasb, Porcub & Kayef, 

2020; Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2007). 

Nevertheless, Nysveen et al. (2013) advocated the need to examine the influence of 

individual dimensions of brand experience as most previous studies treat the brand 

experience as a multidimensional construct since such treatment would be more 

beneficial for practitioners.  Gentile et al. (2007) equally asserted that a positive brand 

experience can engender an emotional connection between an organization’s brand 

and its customers. Merrilees and Merrilees (2016) additionally proposed that brand 

experience generates consumer's cognitive and emotional involvement leading to co-

creation. Ding and Tseng, (2015) also depicted that brand experience influences brand 

loyalty via the mediating role of hedonic emotions. Japutra and Molinillo, (2019) 

however, noted that scholars are inconclusive about their findings thereby 

recommended further examination of a direct and indirect effect of brand experience 

in line with Francisco-Maffezzolli et al., (2014), and Ding and Tseng (2015) within 
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the context of service sector such as railway system of Pakistan where customers brand 

experience has been battered due to dereliction in service delivery (Alam, 2017). 

Moreover, Brand reputation equally plays a key role to manage consumers’ emotions 

in brands’ favour. Brand reputation is generally consumers’ response towards the 

brand in a longer period (Lenak, Lapian, & Rumokyo,2019). Brand reputation 

influences the emotions of consumers for the brand. If a brands’ reputation is good 

consumers get positive emotions for the brand. Whereas, a bad reputation generates 

negative emotions for the brand (Su, Huang, Veen, & Cheen, 2014). The good 

reputation of the brand urges its consumers to think positively about the brand and 

encourages repurchases. It brings reduces the barriers in consumers’ minds to adopt 

the brand for a long time (Morgan,Thomas, & Veloutsou, 2013). 

The reputation of the brand determines the behaviour of consumers based on their 

emotions (Kim & Lennon, 2013). Brand reputation is a snapshot accumulated in 

consumers’ minds through multiple interactions. If the brand maintains its repute, then 

consumers look for further encounters and bad reputation discourages consumers for 

a long-term relationship with the brand (Foroudi, 2019). Literature has argued that 

brand reputation explains brands’ ability to fulfil the expectation of consumers and 

brands should have a keen focus on it (Fatma, Rahman, & Khan, 2015). Brand 

reputation indicates the brands’ efforts for its consumers’ well-being (Kolb & Madsen, 

2019). Whereas, if brands’ reputation goes down it triggers the consumers’ negative 

emotion which results in aggressive behaviour of consumers. (Ma, 2018). Negative 

emotion of consumers leads them to express their anger for the brand. Consumers try 

to sabotage the brand through negative word of mouth, anti-brand blogging and 

sharing their experiences and potential consumers (Kahr et al., 2016).  
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In the railway sector of Pakistan, a series of multiple bad incidents have caused a bad 

reputation in consumers’ minds thereby mistrusting the railway's system of Pakistan. 

The core function of the railway is to carry the consumers and freight. Whereas, 

multiple accidents over time have motivated negative emotions of consumers as they 

hesitate to use Pakistan railways’ services (Ali, 2016). Furthermore, consumers are not 

getting the services they paid for, which is a big reason for the bad reputation of the 

railway of Pakistan. The consumers of the railway are being served substandard food 

(Siddiqui, 2015). Such incidents damage the repute of the Pakistan railway and equally 

hurts consumers’ emotions (Siddiqui, 2015). Therefore, the railway of Pakistan needs 

to improve its brand reputation to manage consumers’ emotion in brands’ favour. 

However, studies have not been consistent about the specific role of brand reputation. 

For instance, while studies focused on the positive role of brand reputation (e.g., 

González-Rodríguez et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2021), others affirmed that negative 

reputation affects consumers’ overall evaluation of a product or company more 

strongly than does positive information (Jung & Seock, 2016). Besides, the 

researcher’s review of the literature revealed that holistic attention has not been paid 

to brand reputation within the railway sector, especially in a developing country such 

as Pakistan which therefore calls for a further study. 

Additionally, a review of the literature highlights that brand should focus on their 

relationship quality with consumers because it is critical to managing their long-term 

relationship (Balaji, 2014). Though consumer-brand relationship is important, 

Hollebeek, Glynn, & Brodie, (2014) however asserted that it is still an understudied 

phenomenon. A consumer brand relationship doesn’t simply exist; a brand must 

develop the desired relationship with consumers. Brands have to maintain the quality 

of relationships to keep it profitable (Bowden, 2009). Brand relationship quality is 
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being determined through the satisfaction of its consumers from the brand, attachment 

for the brand, trust in the brand, and the way a brand fulfills its commitment to 

consumers (Jain et al., 2018). Moreover, brand relationship quality determines the 

repurchases of consumers and their preferences for a brand (Lishan, Wenxuan, & 

Yinmei, 2014). When brands compromise their relationships with consumers, then 

consumers get negative emotion about the brand which causes the consumers to shift 

from the brand to competitors and also changes its behavior towards the brand 

(Romani et al., 2012). When consumers’ relationship fails, consumers feel aggression 

and negative feelings about the brand which urges consumers to harm the brand and 

sabotage it through blogging, posting, and sharing their experience with other 

consumers (Kahr et al., 2016). 

Prior studies have indicated the worth of consumer-brand relationships in the Pakistan 

railway sector and urge the need to develop a good relationship with consumers 

(Nguyen et al., 2015). Due to a number of reasons such as delay in trains, overcharging 

from consumers, the compromised value of services, and lack of management has 

affected brands’ relationship with consumers (Effendi, 2011). The railway sector of 

Pakistan couldn’t maintain brand relationship quality and the consumer switched to 

alternatives. More than half of the number of consumers left the Pakistan railway 

during 2001 to 2017 (Yearbook, 2017). It has also been realised by Pakistan railway 

officials and they also focused on the need to cope with the challenges and maintain 

their relationship with consumers (Mehmood, 2019). Though previous studies have 

been conducted in another sector concerning brand relationship generally, their 

findings are inconsistent (e.g., Ahn & Back, 2017; Jain et al., 2018) and which suggests 

that further studies are required. Moreover, a review of the literature shows that brand 
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relationship quality has been given a lesser priority within the context of the railway 

transportation system generally, and in Pakistan in particular.  

Marketing literature has equally highlighted the importance of negative emotions on 

brands as it could generate negative behavioral responses (Romani, Grappi, & Dalli, 

2012). When consumers feel extremely mistreated by the brand then the consumer gets 

strong negative emotions such as hatred or anger (Lis & Fischer, 2020). Such a 

phenomenon urges the consumers to boycott, hate, divorce the brand and triggers its 

hostile aggression to sabotage the brand (Kahr et al., 2016). When customers receive 

negative information about the brand, they will refuse to buy from it. Review of 

literature highlighted that most of the studies incorporated positive emotions of 

consumers whereas rare studies considered consumers’ negative emotions which are 

equally important for brands (Sampedro, 2017), However, Lievonen et al (2018) 

argued that since there is more tendency for an individual to recall and intensify the 

settings and events that were hostile or distressing when related to positive incidents, 

it is essential for organizations and brands to comprehend the processes of negative 

stakeholder emotion. This, therefore, suggests that it is immensely important to study 

the negative emotions of consumers, especially within the railway sector. 

Considering the inconsistencies in the findings of previous studies concerning the 

relationship between brand experience, brand relationship quality, brand reputation, 

and customer sabotage behaviour as initially highlighted, this research, therefore, 

employed negative emotions as a mediating factor and in line with the argument of 

Baron and Kenny (1986) which positions that the trend of inconsistent findings could 

be stemmed by an injection of mediating factor to strengthen the relationship. Asides, 

previous studies have equally established mediating role of negative emotions in 

different contexts (Cuit & To, 2020; Ding et al., 2020; Eissa et al., 2020; Pérez-
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Rodríguez et al. 2019) justifying its relevance in this study. Additionally, since 

negative emotions are the instantaneous responses to circumstances that are regarded 

as unfair (Pérez-Rodríguez, et al., 2019), and because they galvanize and motivate 

consequent behaviour and physiological change (Spector, 1988), they probably 

mediate the relationship between brand experience, brand relationship quality, brand 

reputation and CSB (Roy et al., 2012) as equally posited by Stimulus-Organism-

Response theory (Jang & Namkung, 2009; Mehrabian & Rusell, 1974).  

Furthermore, several studies have been conducted on the railway sector whereas very 

few studies incorporated consumers’ perspectives (Eboli & Mazzulla, 2012). Prior 

studies on the Pakistan railway sector focus solely on total quality management 

practices, supply chain management (Ameer, 2018), reasons for Pakistan railways 

collapse (Asim & Nafees, 2014), freight transportation infrastructure using porter’s 

framework (Choudhary, Arshad, & Abbas, 2014), country’s readiness for adopting 

transportation partnerships (Soomro, Soomro, & Memon, 2016), CPEC challenges and 

opportunities for Pakistan (Abid & Ashfaq, 2015), organizational commitment 

(Nawaz, Bhatti, Ahmad, & Ahmed, 2018), change management (Ahmad, 2007) and 

fairness management (Nguyen, Simkin, & Roy, 2015). Whereas, in the Pakistan 

railway sector, consumers’ emotions and sabotage behaviour for the brand rarely 

incorporated. According to the railway sector report that 74% of their employees 

reported that consumer adopts sabotage behaviour in any kind of inconvenient 

situation (Kang & Gong, 2019). Therefore, this study attempts to investigate the 

consequences of consumer sabotage behaviour in the railway sector of Pakistan. 

Moreover, this study also discusses the predictors of consumer brand sabotage. 

For any brand, its relationships with consumers determine the success of that brand. 

Brands assert their efforts to keep profitable relationships with consumers and look for 
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consumers’ positive responses (Rahi, 2016). The set of interactions while purchasing, 

promotional activities, and at a different level of services generate consumers’ brand 

experience (Saari & Makinen, 2017).  

Importantly, the consumers’ experience with the Pakistan Railway system is appalling, 

and such triggers their negative emotions, and consumers adopt aggressive behaviour. 

The previous report practically indicated that Pakistanis are stressed due to service 

dereliction of the railway system, such as unnecessary delays and other problems 

which urge passengers to adopt sabotage behaviour in the form of protest and harming 

the brand (“Passengers protest non-restoration of rail traffic,” 2018). Therefore, 

consumers’ experiences should be investigated in the railway sector of Pakistan. 

Given the gaps above, the present study contributes to the growing body of knowledge 

through investigation of factors that influence consumers' sabotage behaviour through 

the mediation of negative emotions. Importantly, this study focuses on brand 

experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, and mediating role negative 

emotions which subsequently influence consumer sabotage behaviour. By studying 

this relationship, this study provides deep relevant insight into consumer sabotage 

behaviour in the context of the Pakistan railway sector. 

1.4 Research Questions 

Following the presentation of the background and problem statement of this study 

concerning customer sabotage behaviour in the context of Pakistan railway 

transportation system, the following are the research questions of this study: 

1. Is there any significant relationship between brand experience and negative 

emotions? 
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2. Is there any significant relationship between brand reputation and negative 

emotions? 

3. Is there any significant relationship obetween brand relationship quality and 

negative emotions? 

4. Is there any significant relationship between negative emotions and consumer 

sabotage behaviour? 

5. Do negative emotion mediate between the relationship between brand 

experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality and consumer sabotage 

behaviour. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

This study investigates the role of brand experience, brand reputation and brand 

relationship quality on negative emotions and its effect on consumer sabotage behavior 

in railway sector of Pakistan. Therefore, the research objectives based on the research 

questions are as follow: 

1. To examine the relationship between brand experience and negative emotion. 

2. To examine the relationship between brand reputation and negative emotion. 

3. To examine the relationship between brand relationship quality and negative 

emotion. 

4. To examine the relationship between negative emotion and consumer sabotage 

behaviour. 
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5. To examine the mediating effect of negative emotion on the relationship 

between brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, and consumer 

sabotage behaviour. 

1.6 Scope of Study 

The study focuses on consumer sabotage behavior in the railway's sector of Pakistan. 

The railway sector is a great contributor towards GDP. However, it is reported that a 

significantly high number of consumers in the railway sector exhibit sabotage behavior 

(Kang & Gong, 2019). "The non-restoration of rail traffic, railway customers get stress 

and negative feelings, such as delays and other issues that allow passengers to follow 

sabotage conduct that comes in the form of protest and damage to the brand 

("Passengers protest non-restoration of rail traffic," 2018). This study focuses on the 

consumers that use the railway service of Pakistan for inter-country travelling. The 

sabotage behavior of consumers is harming the Pakistan railway and it is also affecting 

the experience of other consumers. Moreover, existing consumers are switching to 

alternative brands, market share is dropping and potential consumers are not being 

attracted anymore. Therefore, this study intends to study consumer brand sabotage in 

the railway sector of Pakistan. Moreover, this study discusses the role of brand 

experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality on consumer negative emotion 

and incorporates sabotage behavior due to the negative emotions of consumers. If 

customers have a good experience with the brand, they think positively about the 

brand. If the customers' experience is not good with the brand their thinking is negative 

towards the brand. The research model is underpinned by the stimulus-organism 

response model which views branding practices as a stimulus, negative emotions as an 

organism, and consumer brand sabotage as a response. By applying the S-O-R theory, 

the researcher enables to understand the role of stimuli (objective and social 
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psychology stimuli) to shape the negative emotions in railway transport and turn it into 

consumer sabotage to the railways. The mediator of negative emotions suggests that 

individuals do not necessarily make decisions rationally but may be influenced by 

environmental stimuli. This study also provides the idea that an organism also involves 

in emotive evaluations, which can predict behavioral outcomes. However, the present 

study undermines the role of cognition in an organism as a process between stimuli 

and final action, it underscores the role of emotions in the process. The study explores 

the role of consumer brand sabotage in the railway sector of Pakistan 

1.7 Significance of Study 

The study has practical and theoretical significance. This study uses the stimulus-

organism- response (S-O-R) model as an underpinning theory (Jang & Namkung, 

2009; Mehrabian & Rusell, 1974). This study offers theoretical insight, especially the 

role of negative emotions in the mediating effects of brand experience, brand 

reputation, brand relationship quality, and consumer brand sabotage. This study 

contributes to the body of knowledge and provides stimulus-response theory to support 

the role of brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality predicting 

negative emotion of consumers which causes CBS. This theory contributes practically 

and theoretically in the field of branding and as well as in behavioral studies. A review 

of the literature revealed that there are rare studies that incorporated the relationship 

of brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, negative emotion to 

understand CBS. Yet, to the extent the perception of the consumer is determined by 

the negative emotions toward the railways and what factors are responsible for 

developing their negative emotions. The theoretical issues are also examined in this 

research. 
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The findings of this study would provide the service sector with the execution of 

successful branding practices. The significant path between branding practices brand 

experience, brand reputation, and brand relationship quality, and negative emotions 

and consumer brand sabotage allow managers to gain a better understanding of factors 

contributing toward minimizing consumer brand sabotage. From a practical point of 

view, this study helps to provide insight to understand consumer sabotage behaviour. 

From a practical perspective, this study highlights the importance of consumers and 

their behavior for the railway sector of Pakistan. This study highlights the role of 

consumer's brand sabotage behavior for consumer turnover, loss of market share, and 

decline of brands’ revenue in the railway sector of Pakistan. Moreover, this study 

discusses the role of experience, reputation, and relationship quality for enhancing 

aggressive emotion and which eventually influences sabotage the brand. Lastly, the 

finding of this study would help the railway sector to identify the factors responsible 

for the collapse of this sector. 

1.8 Definition of Key Term 

1.8.1 Consumer Brand Sabotage 

Consumer brand sabotage consists of conscious, well-planned behavior in which the 

consumer invests a high level of effort to harm the brand. (Keller, 1993). 

1.8.2 Brand Experience 

Brand experience is defined as a consumer’s, inner responses that can be categorized 

into sensation, emotion, perception, and physical responses evoked by a brand-related 

stimulus. Brand experience is the foundation to build up brand relationships (Sensory, 

affective, intellectual, behavioral) (Brakuset al., 2009). 
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1.8.3 Brand Reputation 

Brand reputation is the perceptual evaluation of a brand by its stakeholders (Fombrun, 

Gardberg, & Sever, 1996). 

1.8.4 Brand Relationship Quality 

Brand relationship quality consists of trust, satisfaction, commitment, intimacy and 

self-collective attachment, consumer satisfaction, trust, and commitment toward a 

brand represent good brand relationship quality. Good brand relationship quality will 

lead to brand preference, which will result in repurchasing behavior and referral to 

other consumers (Xie, Zhang, & Peng, 2014). 

1.8.5 Negative Emotions 

Negative emotions are, according to “negative reactions, or mental stages of readiness 

that arise as a consequence of specific events or experiences (Bagozzi et al., 1999). 

1.9 Organization of Study 

This study consists of five chapters. Chapter one narrates the importance of consumer 

sabotage behavior in the railway sector of Pakistan. This chapter discusses the 

relationship between brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, 

negative emotions, and CBS. This chapter starts with an overview and discusses the 

background of the study. Research background and the need to study consumer 

sabotage behavior are highlighted in this part. Then problem statement has been 

discussed which explains the gaps of study, contribution, and relationship of the 

construct. Additionally, it includes research questions followed by research objectives. 
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Scope of study and significances has been discussed and the chapter ends on the 

definition of key terms. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview of Chapter 

The chapter discussed the consumer brand sabotage literature. Using stimuli-organism 

response (S-O-R) theory (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974). This theory is used to construct 

a framework of consumer brand sabotage and to provide implication service sector in 

railways transport. The chapter also discusses the relevant literature in brand 

experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, negative emotions, and 

consumer brand sabotage is discussed. 

2.2 Consumer Brand Sabotage 

The term “sabotage” has French origin where French workers were involved in 

throwing sabot, a kind of wooden clog, into machines when they rebelled against the 

establishment to harm machines and their companies (Analoui, 1995). Prior marketing 

literature defined consumer brand sabotage behavior as a conscious, and deliberate 

attempt to harm the brand through hostile aggressive or another kind of negative 

behavior (Kahr et al., 2016). A brand saboteur plans carefully and invests a high level 

of effort to change other consumers’ perceptions and attitudes toward the specific 

brand (Kähr et al. 2016). Consumer brand sabotage (CBS), is a consumers’ attempt to 

damage a brand intentionally or brand-related things (Nyyffenegger, Kahr, Krohmer, 

& Hoyer, 2018).  

According to Wallace and De Chernatony (2007), prior researchers have majorly 

focused on employee sabotages behavior, while lesser attention has been paid to CSB, 

require further in-depth studies. Moreover, the involvement of the consumer in 
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sabotage behavior is not dwelt upon. In modern marketing terms, CBS is being viewed 

as "deliberate behavior by a consumer who has the dominant objective of causing harm 

to a brand via the impairment of the brand-related associations of other consumers" 

(Nyyffenegger, Kahr, Krohmer, & Hoyer, 2018). Brands provide value to consumers 

and link their associations with them (Keller, 1993). Whereas, some failure of service 

delivery or related task turns their associations from positive to negative and which 

causes consumers to engage in aggressive activities. 

CBS involves both global and local activities performed by the consumers (Van Doorn 

et al., 2010) and also includes the behavior of the consumer as well (Harris & Ogbonna, 

2002). While dealing with modality, sabotage behavior can be adopted and delivered 

through online or offline platforms (e.g., creating & uploading the sabotage video on 

the internet) or online and offline strategies to damage the brand e.g. use of social 

media to increase the propaganda to the British Petroleum’s (BP’s) catastrophe (Flickr, 

2010). Sabotage activities are inexhaustive as there are different variants. However, 

there are always specific activities that can be considered as consumer brand sabotage 

behavior when its goal is to harm a brand. 

Under different situations, consumers react differently towards the brands. Sometimes, 

consumers do not only hate the brand or angry with the brand, they go further one step 

by involving themselves in hostile aggressive behavior which is the strong desire of 

the consumers to harm the brand (Kahr et al., 2016). For this purpose, brand saboteurs’ 

emotion plays a significant role to create negative attitudes towards the brand, which 

is considered an easy job in this digital world. The negative use of the digital world by 

the consumer can result in the loss of numerous existing and potential consumers 

(Khan, Inman, & Verholf, 2018). Prior studies indicated the difference between 

consumer-brand sabotage & other kinds of negative behaviors of consumers in 
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behavioral studies. The activities involved in the consumer-brand sabotage include the 

well-planned and conscious behavior of the consumer.  

Consumer puts real effort in harming and destroying the brand because it is an easy 

task relating to brand-related associations (Keller, 1993). The well-targeted and highly 

intense “attack” is one of the crucial attacks made by the “enemy” and is under the 

sabotage concept (Lefevre, 2000). When the intensity of the action is high then it is 

referred to as ‘Deliberate Act’. The activities involve in the consumer-brand sabotage 

are not obligatory but rather they are action-oriented and thoughtful and are carefully 

selected as they contribute significantly in damaging the reputation of the brand. In 

other words, sabotage refers to the planned and conscious behavior of the consumers 

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1977), with comparison to the automatic and instinctive response 

to the stimuli (Anderson & Bushman, 2002).  

Literature has identified many kinds of such deliberate harming activities. The 

"negative brand associations may play a more active role than beneficial ones" (Kucuk, 

2019). There are "different nuances of brand dislike from brand dislike to brand 

sabotage" in the context of negative brand relationships (Fournier and Alvarez, 2013), 

which involves negative feelings, actions, and attitudes towards brands (Veloutsou et 

al., 2020). During the election time of President Donald Trump, a new campaign was 

started by one of the consumers “Grab your Wallet” in which consumers are asked to 

boycott the brands that are related to Trump and his family. The boycott resulted from 

the outflow of the communication that was between Billy Bush and Donald Trump. In 

the communication, Trump made some lewd comments on the treatment of women. 

Communication was publicized enormously by social media. There were more than 

626 million tweets on Twitter regarding the consumers’ impressions and expresses 

outrage about the lewd conservation made by Trump. The major targets were the Shoe 
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brand and Ivanka Trump’s clothing, which were operated by various retailers like 

Amazon, Macy’s, Zappos, and Nordstrom (Taylor, 2017). Macy’s and including other 

store chains did not participate in the campaign “Grab your wallet”. Whereas, in the 

amid of this campaign, Nordstrom dropped their assortment from the Ivanka brand of 

Trump (they officially stated that they discontinued this brand as the sales were 

decreasing). 

The discussed example is a new phenomenon for the consumers as new technologies 

highlighted the negative associations and experiences of the brand. These negative 

experiences make consumers more hostile and deliberately involve themselves in 

activities that would directly damage the brand. According to Kähr et al. (2016), this 

phenomenon is referred to as the Consumer-brand sabotage (CBS) that intends to harm 

the brand by impairing the brand-related associations for other consumers.  

In the past years, musician ‘Dave Carroll’ got depressed and upset with United Airlines 

about the breaking of the cherished guitar. From the repeated and continuous negative 

responses received from the United’s management, Dave turned angry and composed 

the music video in which he shared his negative experience. The video was posted on 

YouTube and viewed by over 14 million of consumers on the first day. This resulted 

in the damage of approximately more than $18 million for United Airlines (The 

Economist, 2009) and long-lasting communication started regarding the “United 

breaks guitars”. The above example also demonstrates the power of new technology 

(Labrecque et al., 2013) and many negative experiences discussed where consumers 

become aggressive and try to damage the brand. Like saboteurs in warfare, consumers 

can easily develop negative feelings for the brand.  
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In this digital world, each consumer is very powerful to influence many other existing 

and potential consumers to exhibit sabotage behaviour. Thus, this could easily result 

in the loss of millions of dollars to the brand (Kahr et al., 2016). Subsequently, 

academics and marketing managers need to understand the reasons behind this type of 

consumer attitude. 

Consumer Brand Sabotage is harmful to every brand, regardless of its size, to sustain 

in the competitive market landscape. Minimizing consumer brand sabotage is 

important as it contributes toward a brand's profits through repeated purchases of a 

brand. Consumer brand sabotage in the service sector adversely affected 

competitiveness and the brands’ need to remain in the market. A study on service 

organization reveals that consumer brand sabotage had discouraged and disheartened 

their efforts towards implementing consumer-centric services and plan a continuous 

service improvement to gain a competitive advantage (Irfan, Kee, & Shahbaz, 2012).  

The marketing literature revealed that to prevent repeated consumer brand sabotage 

behavior and to safeguard brands’ financial performance, it is important for brands to 

motivate their employees to comply with the brand's management systems and its code 

of conduct (Harris &Ogbonna, 2009). However, the research gap still exists as few 

studies have been able to understand why consumers get involved in sabotage. There 

is a dearth of studies on consumer sabotage behavior and consumers’ perceptions of 

satisfaction and loyalty to prevent sabotage (Gremler & Gwinner, 2000). The situation 

is worst when it is found out that service saboteurs comprise consumers who vent their 

aggressiveness and frustration on the employees (Harris & Ogbonna, 2009). Consumer 

brand sabotage in the service sector is the cause of huge financial market losses (Chen, 

Lei, & Hao, 2015). 
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Services sector must minimize the sabotage behavior of consumers. According to 

Harris and Ogbonna (2009), it is estimated that during the 1990s, service negligence 

caused a loss of over 800 thousand US dollars to the service industry. Their earlier 

research on the subject (Harris &Ogbonna 2002), had already established a linkage 

between consumer brand sabotage or service sabotage and brands productivity, profits, 

and growth. Their findings showed that sabotage to brand diminishes service 

efficiency and reduces brand performance. Giacalone and Rosenfeld (1987), identified 

this phenomenon as sabotage which refers to any harmful behavior which causes harm 

to production or inflicts loss to the organization or its brand.  This study highlighted 

the efforts of brands for consumer care because of their vital importance for 

profitability. 

A large amount of research exists in the management domain that shows that when 

services provider does not meet the expectations of consumers, it will not only affect 

the consumers’ loyalty as it is sometimes beyond their expectations and perceptions, 

it will also destroy the faith between the brand and the consumers (Harris & Ogbonna, 

2006) and financial losses and disruption to their operations (Harris & Ogbonna, 

2009). Research studies have also focused on other determinants of consumer sabotage 

such as consumer mistreatment (Wang et al., 2011), consumer-caused stressors (Kao 

et al., 2014), and employee’s negative emotions and moods (Chi et al., 2015). 

Studies have also recommended improving service brand behavior and staff’s 

treatment with the consumers to improve service quality and come up to consumers’ 

expectations and secure their satisfaction (Wallace et al., 2009). It has been found out 

that consumers are willing to pay the price provided they get good treatment and 

service quality in return. But from the brands’ perspective, sometimes they failed to 

provide good services and sometimes they mistreat a consumer, which causes the 
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consumers’ anger to cross the threshold point and turn to sabotage behavior 

(Chernatony et al., 2003). 

Sabotage destroys the reputation of the company and the perception of its brand in the 

eyes of other consumers (Daunt & Harris, 2014). Consumer sabotage is regarded as 

“Any (costly) actions that one consumer takes that adversely affect the output of 

another” (Chowdhury & Gurtler, 2015). Once the reputation of the brand is sabotaged 

given current consumer, then it ultimately reaches the potential consumers because of 

the fast delivery of information (Douglas et al., 2015). Social media sites are the most 

common places for brand sabotage to occur (Hailat, 2016). Negative reviews are 

posted by different existing consumers about institutions and dysfunctional consumers 

become the cause of the damaged image of the brand. Mainly, this is done by their 

comments or messages in chat rooms (Hagel & Armstrong, 1997). The behavior of 

frontline service personnel or consumer contact employees is the most salient factor 

affecting consumer perceptions because consumers usually adopt sabotage behavior 

due to worse experiences (Sergeant & Frenkel, 2000).  

Sabotage is defined as deviant behaviors performed by consumers and employees that 

are intentionally designed to adversely affect functional encounters (Harris & 

Ogbonna, 2002). Examples of service sabotage include altering the speed of service; 

exhibiting displeasure, frustration, or hostility toward customers; embarrassing or 

laughing at customers; arguing with customers; and deliberately overcharging for 

services provided to customers. Sabotage is far more widespread in the hospitality 

industry than generally supposed (Harris & Ogbonna, 2002, 2009). According to 

Harris and Ogbonna's (2002) research on the hospitality industry, more than 85% of 

customer-contact employees admitted to engaging in some form of service sabotage 

within the week before the survey, more than 90% of informants said that service 
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sabotage occurs daily, and 100% of frontline employees in the survey reported having 

witnessed some form of service sabotage. Service sabotage exerts negative influences 

on customers' evaluation of that service encounter and undermines customer 

satisfaction and loyalty, which also damages the profitability and growth of hospitality 

firms (Anderson & Fornell, 2000; Harris & Ogbonna, 2006) and can even threaten 

their survival (Analoui & Kakabadse, 1992). 

Unlike industrial sabotage, which typically focuses on the saboteurs' organization or 

coworkers, sabotage aims merely at customers in service encounters (Lee & Ok, 2014). 

Saboteurs deliberately harm customers by worsening their experiences or deliberately 

frustrating them (Harris & Ogbonna, 2009). In addition, service sabotage differs from 

simple mistakes because service saboteurs intend to harm the customer (Harris & 

Ogbonna, 2009). Additionally, simple mistakes result mostly from carelessness, 

inexperience, or excessive work pressure and are not intentionally designed. Examples 

of service sabotage include intentionally mistreating customers; deliberately changing 

the speed of service; expressing displeasure, frustration, or hostility toward customers; 

ignoring customers; embarrassing or laughing at customers; arguing with customers; 

exacting revenge on rude customers; and deliberately overcharging for services 

provided to customers (Anderson & Fornell, 2000; Harris & Ogbonna, 2006; Lee & 

Ok, 2014). All these behaviors are likely to negatively influence not only customers' 

evaluation of that service encounter but also customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, 

and the hospitality firm's profitability and growth (Anderson & Fornell, 2000; Harris 

& Ogbonna, 2006; Lee & Ok, 2014). 

The term sabotage originates from the French word sabots (wooden clogs) which 

disgruntled French workers threw into machines during the industrial revolution to 

harm the company. This phenomenon of sabotage by employees has been examined 
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in management research (e.g., Analoui 1995). In marketing research, brand saboteurs 

have been defined as employees who work actively against the brand (Wallace and de 

Chernatony 2007). However, this definition does not recognize that individuals outside 

the company can also harm the brand. Consumer brand sabotages a company-external 

perspective and examines sabotage activities by consumers. In this study, consumer 

brand sabotage (CBS) is defined as a deliberate behavior by customers or non-

customers who have the dominant objective of causing harm to a brand via the 

impairment of the brand-related associations of other consumers. The CBS comprises 

five key elements. First, a deliberate act implies that an action is taken consciously and 

intentionally. CBS activities are not impulsive but thoughtful actions that are carefully 

selected based on their potential to damage the brand. Thus, sabotage refers to 

consumers’ conscious and planned behavior (see Fishbein and Ajzen 1975), in contrast 

to instinctive, automatic responses to stimuli (Anderson and Bushman 2002).  

Second, the word behavior signifies that some actions must be undertaken. Hence, 

thoughts of committing CBS without engaging in any activity (i.e., behavioral 

intention) or preliminary activities (e.g., making a brand sabotage video without 

publishing it) would not be classified as CBS. This action-oriented perspective can 

also be found in military law where sabotage refers to actual activities and not just 

intentions (Warner 1941). CBS activities can differ with regard to their scope and 

modality. Concerning geographical and temporal scope, CBS comprises local and 

global activities (van Doorn et al. 2010) and can involve both sporadic and customary 

behavior (Harris and Ogbonna 2002). Concerning modality, sabotage activities can 

either be offline or online only (e.g., creating and uploading a sabotage video to the 

Web) or combined online and offline activities (e.g., using social media to stimulate 

graffiti relating to BP’s oil catastrophe; Flickr 2010). However, there is no specific 
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activity that automatically qualifies as CBS. Rather, a particular activity qualifies as 

CBS if the objective to harm the brand is the dominant underlying motive.  

Third, CBS can be executed by both customers and non-customers. Consumers who 

have purchased and consumed the brand’s products may engage in CBS activities but, 

also, individuals who have never experienced the brand as customers may do so as 

well. This was the case with the brand Abercrombie & Fitch where a non-customer 

was outraged by the following statement of the brand’s CEO: “A lot of people don’t 

belong [in our clothes], and they can’t belong. Are we exclusionary? Absolutely. 

Those companies that are in trouble are trying to target everybody: young, old, fat, 

skinny” (Denizet Lewis 2006). As a consequence, the consumer engaged in CBS by 

creating a viral YouTube and Twitter campaign (“Abercrombie & Fitch Gets a Brand 

Readjustment #FitchTheHomeless”) in which he tried to reposition the brand as the 

“uncool brand for the homeless” by asking other consumers to donate Abercrombie 

and Fitch clothes to homeless people. In addition, CBS can be committed by one 

individual consumer or can be the result of a group activity whereby multiple 

consumers work together. For example, the brand sabotage campaign against 

Abercrombie & Fitch was created by one consumer (Karber 2013), while graffiti 

relating to British Petroleum’s oil catastrophe sprayed on buildings worldwide was 

created by multiple consumers (Flickr 2010).  

Fourth, the dominant objective of CBS is to harm a brand. The objective of causing 

harm is consistent with the concept of hostile aggression in social psychology for 

which this objective is a key defining element (Anderson and Bushman 2002; Baron 

and Richardson 1994). A brand saboteur acts as a hostile aggressor and chooses 

activities which s/he believes to cause harm to the object of his/her aggression (i.e., 

the brand). According to military literature, a saboteur typically targets a crucial 
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element of the enemy (Lefevre 2001). This is also the case with a brand that is a highly 

valuable but also somewhat vulnerable asset of the company and, therefore, represents 

a worthwhile target for sabotage activities of consumers.  

Finally, the brand saboteur tries to harm the brand by impairing the brand-related 

associations of other consumers. Since the power and the true value of a brand lies in 

the brand associations made and held by consumers (Keller 1993),  negatively altering 

these associations represents a key means of causing harm to the brand. 

During the election of President Donald Trump, one consumer started the campaign 

#GrabYourWallet, which encouraged shoppers to boycott brands with ties to Trump 

and his family. The boycott was a response to the leak of a conversation between 

Donald Trump and Billy Bush, wherein Trump made lewd comments about how he 

treats women. Initiated by a single consumer, this social media campaign achieved 

enormous reach. On Twitter alone, there were more than 626 million impressions of 

other consumers expressing their outrage about Trump’s lewd conversation. The 

campaign has particularly targeted Ivanka Trump’s clothing and shoe brand, which 

was carried by many retailers such as Nordstrom, Macy’s, Amazon, and Zappos 

(Taylor 2017). While Macy’s and other department store chains did not react to the 

#Grab Your Wallet campaign, Nordstrom announced amid this campaign to drop 

IvankaTrump’s brand from its assortment (officially stating that it discontinued the 

brand due to decreasing sales). This example illustrates a relatively new phenomenon 

in which consumers, empowered by new technologies and driven by negative 

experiences or associations with a brand, become hostile and engage in aggressive 

activities that deliberately try to harm the brand. Kähr et al. (2016) have conceptualized 

this phenomenon as consumer brand sabotage (CBS), which is an attempt by 

consumers to harm a brand through the impairment of the brand-related associations 
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of other consumers. A brand saboteur carefully plans and often invests a high level of 

effort to change other consumers’ associations and attitudes toward the offending 

brand (Kähr et al. 2016). Thus, CBS is a form of hostile aggression that is more 

harmful than other forms of negative consumer behavior such as customer revenge, 

where consumers try to punish brands to “get even” (Bechwati and Morrin 2003; 

Grégoire, Laufer, and Tripp 2010). CBS can have a substantial negative impact on 

brands. For example, the YouTube video “United Breaks Guitars” caused United 

Airlines estimated damage of more than $180 million (Gulliver 2009), and the viral 

campaign #FitchtheHomeless contributed to the dismissal of the CEO and a strong 

drop in share value. 

Harris & Ogbonna (2012) believe that experience of consumers with the brand can 

result in sabotage behaviors and at the same time, it drives a negative impact on 

individuals, brands profitability, and services. Consumer-brand sabotage is the novel 

relationship, quite different and unique from other kinds of the negative behavior of 

the consumers that discussed in the prior literature such as negative WOM (De Matos 

& Rossi 2008), consumer boycott (Klein, Smith & John, 2004), consumer retaliation 

(Gregoire, Tripp, & Legoux, 2009). The major feature that depicts the separation of 

the CBS from other related constructs the level of aggression reflected by the 

consumer. CBS involves the hostile aggression of consumers that involves the 

dominant motive for damaging the brand (Anderson & Bushman, 2002). The 

consumer does not want to re-establish or renew the relationship with the brand and 

the relationship breaks down (Kahr et all., 2016). 

Sabotage refers to the consumer's intentional effort to punish and harm the brand for 

the damages it brought to the consumers. Typologies of the anti-brand activities 

overlap with consumer sabotage. The negative experience of the consumers with the 
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brand results in a high level of consumer sabotage because consumers believe to 

punish the brand. Societal and personal concerns also motivate consumer sabotage and 

anti-brand activities. Moreover, an anti-brand lifestyle is the refusal to purchase from 

the brand. It is the active refusal of the individuals from the brands that generated 

negative experiences and spending energy and time with them is useless (Su& Wolff, 

2017). 

The consumer sabotage and their psychological process lead to some of the extreme 

responses. For example, considering the case of ‘revelations of the Volkswagen’s 

diesel engine’ emissions of cars ignited huge anger from the private dealers, owners, 

and wholesalers, etc. Many car dealers have to handle and answer angry calls, tweets, 

emails from different owners. The whole crisis resulted in the total cost of 87 billion 

dollars to Volkswagen (Bodeklint, Lindhe, & Unosson, 2017). 

Online applications are another way by which brands are developing consumer 

sabotage and many people are already aware of this form of sabotage (started 10 years 

ago). There are numerous examples on the Twitter and Facebook of different 

consumers that were overcharged by the mobile-phone operators and missed the 

connection for a delayed flight. The reason why consumers engage in such sabotage 

behavior, in which actions are motivated by the desire to damage the brand in the first 

place. According to Gregoire and Fisher (2008), sabotage  results from the failure of 

the brand to properly violate the societal norms that are important for the environment, 

product quality, brand experience, brand reputation, and brand relationship quality. 

Many scholars have subsequently advocated the use of relationship marketing to retain 

consumers by continuously seeking their satisfaction with the services offered 

(Brunner & Ostermaier, 2019). 
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2.2.1 Previous Studies on Brand Sabotage 

A review of the literature investigated brand sabotage in different contexts. Whereas, 

very few studies exist that have examined consumer brand sabotage, particularly in the 

service sector of railway transportation. Literature review about the investigation of 

brand sabotage revealed the existence of studies in different contexts such as lack of 

commitment leading to sabotage (Giacalone & Knouse, 1990), wrongful employee 

sabotage (Ambrose, Seabright, & Schminke, 2002), organizational sabotage (Guo, 

Jiang, Vakharia, & Lim, 2014), explosives of sabotage (Mujumdar, Price, & Doleh, 

2016), sabotage behavior (Giacalone & Rosenfeld, 1987),self-sabotage (Sappington, 

Weisman, 2005; Skarlicki, Jaarsveld, & Walker, 2008), employee sabotage (Crino, 

1994; Harris & Ogbonna, 2006; Mandy & Sappington, 2007; Tao & Wei, 2017; Chen, 

Lei, & Hao, 2015; Lin, 2017; Park, &Kim, 2018), service sabotage (Shneikat, 

Abubakar, & Ilkan, 2016), education sabotage (Bose, Pal, Sappington, 2010), sabotage 

in team (Dogan, Keskin, & Saglam, 2019), workplace sabotage (Timmerman, 

Gussman, & King, 2012), liberating sabotage (Wallace & Chernatony, 2009), brand 

sabotage (Giacalone & Knouse, 1990), organizational sabotage (Wallace & 

Chernatony, 2008), brand saboteur (Bu & Chen, 2015), directed sabotage behavior 

(Nyffenggar, Kahr, Krohmer, & Hoyer, 2018), consumer sabotage (Kahr, Nyffengar, 

Krohmer, & Hoyer, 2016). However, little or no attention has been paid to customer 

brand sabotage within the context of the railway system. 

2.2.2 Consumer Brand Sabotage in Pakistan Railways 

The importance of competitiveness and remaining successful in the marketplace is 

realized by the service sector (Irfan, Kee & Shahbaz, 2012). The role played by 

consumer perception is very significant in developing changes in the service quality 

given by the service provider and thus affects the brand performance. From the 
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previous researches, it is evident that superior service quality helps in gaining 

satisfaction, consumer loyalty, high productivity, and high market share (Irfan Kee, & 

Shahbaz, 2012). CBS is becoming one of the most important issues for brands. 

According to the multi-focal justice perspective, individuals must display the 

normative rule of justice (e.g. perceived fairness for procedure, outcomes& 

interpersonal treatment) along with the moral accountability, increasing the similarity 

effects, thus allowing the individuals to direct reactions for the injustice source 

(Lavelle, Rupp, & Brockner, 2007). People are least likely to engage in the dubious 

behavior of retaliation such as sabotage when faced with unjust treatment (Skarlicki, 

Jaarsveld, Shao, Song, & Wang, 2016). 

Consumer Brand Sabotage is harmful to every brand, regardless of its size, to sustain 

in the competitive market landscape. According to Chernatony and Riley (2010), any 

organization and company can be regarded as a brand and it provides the opportunity 

to achieve a coherent focus across the brand portfolio and conveying consistent 

messages to all stakeholders. Creating consumer brand sabotage is important as it 

contributes toward brand profits through repeated purchases of a brand. It can be 

undoubtedly asserted that the economic development of a country is mainly subjected 

to its efficient transport system (Xuemei, Alam, & Wang, 2018). Transportation is an 

essential requirement for sustained economic growth in this globalized era. 

Transportation determines the success of the production, business, logistics, and 

market economy. Whereas, there is lack of studies in the transportation sector, 

particularly, the railway' transports. An overview of previous literature in the service 

sector reveals studies in the beauty industry (Chi et al., 2015), telecommunication 

(Skarlicki, Jaarsveld, & Walker, 2016; Wang, Liao, Zhan, & Shi, 2011) hospitality 

(Kao, Cheng, Kuo, & Huang, 2014). A few of these studies have focused on service 
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sabotage in the form of consumer mistreatment (Skarlicki et al., 2008; Wang et al., 

2011), consumer-caused stressors (Kao et al., 2014), and employee’s negative 

emotions (Chi et al., 2015).  

A study of consumer brand sabotage in the transport sector requires examination of 

the potential damage that consumer brand sabotage can cause to its operations and 

sustenance. It is essential to understand the negative consequences of consumer brand 

sabotage to the railways’ transport where the saboteur railways pair is just another face 

of a relationship between a consumer and a brand. In comparison to other modes of 

transport, air, land, and sea. Rail transport has been affirmed as safe, reliable, and 

therefore most favourable and preferable to consumers (Alam, 2017). In the context of 

Pakistan, there is a great prevalence of consumer sabotage behavior to brands. 

Sabotage is also focused upon in railways in contemporary research (Farooq Ch, 

2013). As a result, Pakistan Railways has consistently decreased over the past few 

years resulting in high financial losses and operational crises which make it difficult 

for the regulatory bodies to operate it (Irfan, Kee & Shehbaz, 2012). 

2.3 Pakistan Railways 

In the present era, transportation is one of the basic needs of the consumer and due to 

its cruciality, the government has pinned top priority to the transport sector (Qamar & 

Saeed, 2016). It can be undoubtedly asserted that the economic development of a 

country is mainly subjected to its efficient transport system (Xuemei, Alam, & Wang, 

2018). Logistics is one of the key inputs in the production process and adequate 

provision of logistics and transport infrastructure helps in increasing productivity and 

lowering the production overheads. In comparison to other modes of transport, 

railways transport is comparatively reliable, safe, and fast. The railway is a 
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comfortable, environment-friendly, and cheapest mode of transportation in Pakistan 

(Irfan, Kee, & Shehbaz, 2012).  

Railway transport is the most emissions-efficient, the electric trains powered by 

renewable energy offer practically carbon-free journeys (Xuemei, Alam, 

&Wang,2018). Moreover, the transport sector of Pakistan contributes about 10% 

towards gross domestic products (GDP) (Yearbook, 2018). On May 13, 1861, Pakistan 

Railways was established. The Pakistan Railways is under the direct control of the 

Federal Government of Pakistan. Prior literature includes studies on the Pakistan 

railway sector from a different perspective. The railway transport system is the main 

public transport system in Pakistan, the Federal Government is administered by the 

name of Pakistan Railways. Pakistan Railways relates to all the major cities of the 

country. The overall length of the railway tracks is about 11,713 kilometers (Irfan, 

Kee, Shahbaz, 2012). During the last few years, the Pakistan railway has been losing 

its existing consumers and potential consumers are not being attracted. The market 

share of the railway is also decreasing due to the lower number of consumers. To 

appropriately illustrate this as at 1975, the Pakistan railway had 145 million consumers 

approximately but the figure had decreased to 52.4 million as of 2017 (Yearbook, 

2018). 

There are different classes of consumers for railway transportation. This includes four 

classes of first-class, second class, business class, and economy class. Reports show 

that most consumers travel in the economy class. The number of consumers in first 

class is 1229,959 which is 2.34% of the whole population. The number of consumers 

in the business class is 1117,034 which is 2.13% of the whole population. The number 

of consumers in the economy class is 49938,740 which is 95.33 of the whole 
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population and the number of consumers in the second class is 101,988 which is 0.19% 

of the whole population (Yearbook, 2017). 

As consumer relationship management always attempts to create and retain 

consumers, this helps them build long-term relationships (Nawaz, Nazir, Jamil, Aftab 

& Razzaq, 2016). Pakistan railway plays a crucial part in the growth of the national 

economy of a country (Javed, Ahmed, Nawaz & Sajid, 2016). Whereas, due to 

globalization and liberalization, a challenging market has taken place which eventually 

poses a big competition to Pakistan railways. 

Transportation in Pakistan plays a vital role in its economy (Khalid, Nasir & Mohsin, 

2016) which involves several activities like service delivery in the form of goods and 

services, but consumption of goods and services were interrupted due to the frontline 

employee’ bad attitude, poor behavior and retarded service (Irfan, Kee, & Shehbaz, 

2012). There are several studies on consumer brand sabotage which reveal that 

relationship gets affected due to the disruptive behavior of consumers who are using 

Pakistan railways (Qurashi, & Huapu, 2007; Irfan, Kee, & Shahbaz, 2012; Farooq, 

2013; Qamar & Saeed, 2018; Nawaz, Bhatti, Ahmed, & Ahmad, 2017; Xuemei, Alam, 

& Wang, 2018). 

These studies have the ample number of facts and evidence that reveal mechanisms 

and determinants of consumer brand sabotage in Pakistan railways. Consumer Brand 

Sabotage in the transport context examined the damages by existing consumers and its 

transfer of negative effects from one consumer to another that was not involved in the 

brand transgression. To understand the negative effects caused by consumer brand 

sabotage, researchers must study a consumers’ perspective that goes beyond the simple 

negative behaviors towards railways brand. 
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2.4 Underpinning Theory 

The underpinning theory provides the foundation upon which the entire study is built 

by elucidating the essence of the relationship among the variables of the study. 

According to Malhotra (1999), the research studies should be based on some theories 

to explain and support the relationship between the variables. The theory also works 

as a guide for researchers to completely understand the relationships among the 

variables (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). This study is based on stimulus 

organism response (S-O-R) theory which explains the relationships between the 

variables of the research model. 

2.4.1 Evolution of S-O-R Theory 

Stimulus organism response theory describes the effects of stimuli on the organism 

and the effects of the organism at the response (Russell & Mehrabian, 1977). The 

stimulus organism response theory is related to the rationality of consumers with 

stimuli to their response. The stimulus is further divided into two main parts which 

include external stimulation caused by brands and internal factors caused by the 

individual (Bunpis & Haron, 2014). Moreover, S-O-R is a well-known theory to 

determine the effects of stimuli on consumer behavior (Algharabat, 2007). 

2.4.2 S-O-R Theory 

S-O-R theory can be explained by using an input and output perspective, where input 

is referred to as a stimulus, a process referred to as an organism, and output is referred 

to as a response. S-O-R theory states that if an organism triggers by stimuli, then it 

triggers a response, while as organism works as a mediator (Russell & Mehrabian, 

1977). In this study, brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality are 

the stimuli. Whereas, negative emotions are acting as the organism and consumer 
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brand sabotage is the response. Based on the arguments, the S-O-R model depicts a 

theoretical perspective of consumer behaviors. The model depicts that when an 

organism is exposed to stimuli, the internal processes that contain an emotional state 

gives a response (Jang & Namkung, 2009). The emotional responses mediate the effect 

among stimuli and response.  

According to Arora (1982), stimuli can be classified into two stages that are objective 

stimuli and social psychology stimuli. An objective stimulus means product 

characteristics, time, and complexity while social psychology stimuli stem from the 

surrounding environment.  

In a study, Bagozzi (1986) explains the organism as the internal processes that connect 

the stimuli and the response. Prior studies also highlighted organism as a process that 

intervenes between stimulus and the utmost response of consumers. This intervening 

process can be physiological, perceptual, activities thinking and feelings (Changa, 

Eckmanb, & Yan, 2011). 

 The response is defined as an outcome or behavioral reaction of consumers (Jacoby, 

2002). In this study, the S-O-R theory is used to explain the relationship of predictors 

and consumer brand sabotage with mediating effects of negative emotions (Zhu et al., 

2016). 

Stimuli influence the emotional state of the consumer in a way that the consumer may 

not fully aware of, but it affects the behavior of consumers towards the brand (Sherman 

et al., 1997). The fundamental purpose of this theory is to evaluate the impact of stimuli 

on behavior that is mediated by emotions. Moreover, any kind of condition that 

generates emotional reactions influences a consumer’s behavior (Graa & Dani-

Elkebir, 2012). According to Bakker, Voordt, Vink, & Boon (2014), stimuli are 
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regarded as evaluation, activity, and potency which influence consumer behavior 

through the organism. Therefore, it can be purposed that stimuli refer to that activity 

that shapes consumer behavior. 

The present study fills the gaps in the marketing literature and psychology with S-O-

R theory that explains stimuli as a factor that influence the organism and subsequently 

response. Specifically, brand experience, brand reputation, and brand relationship 

quality act as stimuli. These stimuli lead consumers towards negative emotions and 

subsequent consumer brand sabotage. In general, this study is underpinned by S-O-R 

theory to investigate the effect of branding strategies to shape behavior of consumers 

in the context of Pakistan railways. 

2.5 Predictors of Brand Sabotage in the past literature 

A review of the literature reveals several predictors to investigate brand sabotage in 

different contexts. These past studies include commitment empowering supervision 

(Zhou, Ma, & Dong, 2018), consumer verbal aggression (Yeh, 2015), family 

interference with work (Dai & Chen, Arnulf, & Dai, 2014), sale agent perception of 

service cannibalization (Diaz, Consugera, & Esteban, 2015), employee cynic 

(Abubakar & Arasli, 2016), performance-based brand stimuli, value-based brand 

stimuli (Kahr, Nyffengar, Krohmer, & Hoyer, 2016), consumer sabotage (Nyffenggar, 

Kahr, Krohmer, Hoyer, 2018), consumer mistreatment (Wang, Liau, & Zhan, 2011), 

service recovery (Daskin & Kasim, 2016), nepotism (Shneikat, Abubakar, & Ilkan, 

2016) and consumer justice (Skarlicki, Jaarsveld, Saho, Song, & Wang, 2016). 

Moreover, a review of prior studies reveals that consumer sabotage studies are mostly 

done in western countries like Irish, Australia, Taiwan, Canada, Spain, and the USA, 

and very few were carried out in the non-Western contexts, such as Pakistan. 
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Furthermore, rare studies have incorporated a branding perspective. After 

identification of theoretical gaps identified, this study is designed to assess consumer 

brand sabotage in the context of the service sector with an emphasis on railways 

transportation of Pakistan. Specifically, this study investigates the role of branding 

strategies and negative emotion in triggering consumer sabotage behavior. 

2.6 Brand Experience 

The brand experience helps consumers to know its features or characteristics and its 

effects and helps to differentiate among brands (Keller, 1998). As a concept, brand 

experience has been thoroughly researched and debated in marketing and branding 

literature and has received a great deal of interest from both scholars and practitioners 

(e.g. Keller and Lehmann 2006; Khan and Rahman 2016).  It can be defined as a sign, 

name, symbol, term or design, or combination” that differentiates the goods and 

services of an employee from their competitors. According to Murphy (1988), brand 

experience is a sum of packaging, promotion, advertising, and overall presentation. 

Brand experience is also described as consumers, inner responses in the form of 

sensation, emotion, perception, and physical response acting as a brand-related 

stimulus. Furthermore, brand experience lays the foundation to build up a sensory, 

affective, intellectual, behavioral relationship (Brakus et al., 2009). 

Brand experience has a direct influence on emotions which is regarded as a critical 

success factor to differentiate brands in a highly competitive market landscape 

(Brakuset al., 2009). Brand experience is a feeling of enjoyment that is meant to be 

emotional, exceeding the standards of the brand in question, even motivating 

individuals to have a meaningful interaction (Aaker,2015). Brand experience is 

described, according to Brakus et al. (2009: 52-68), as the sensations, emotions, 
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cognitions, and customer responses evoked by the brand related to the stimuli 

generated by brand design, brand identity, marketing communications, individuals, 

and the marketing of the brand environment. If required, the requirements of the client 

are met, it will cultivate the trust of loyal customers (Murwatiningsih&Apriliani, 

2013). For the service sector, brand experience is more important to maintain long-

term relations with consumers it is one of the important factors of successful 

relationships (Iglesias et al., 2011), and the survival of the brand (Reijonen, 2010). 

Initially, experience was derived from different fields of study which are cognitive 

science and philosophy. Moreover, it is conceptualized in different aspects before 

adopting in business literature (Brakus et al., 2009). 

In early 1980s, studies started to explore brand experience. Brand experience is the 

main motive for the relationship between a brand and a consumer and got much 

consideration in the marketing literature (Brakus et al., 2009). According to (Brakus 

et al., 2009), brand experience arises directly when consumers shop, purchase and 

consume goods. The conceptualization of brand experience is as a subjective, internal 

customer reaction (sensations, emotions, and cognitions) and behavioral responses that 

are caused by brand-related stimuli which are a part of the brand’s design and identity, 

packaging, communications, climate. Brand interactions can foster strong customer 

emotional responses that can lead, for example, to happiness, devotion, or loyalty. 

(2011 by Iglesias et al.)  Brands need to understand consumers’ experience with the 

brand and the effects of product, services, and marketing strategies. Nowadays, 

consumers are not getting satisfactory experience with purchasing products from 

renowned brands too. Numerous studies indicated the influence of emotional 

consumers' response in shopping, consumption, and product (Batra & Holbrook, 

1990). According to Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello (2009), four different facets to 
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judge brand experience. These are emotions, senses, actions, and cognitions, and once 

the consumer connects with the brand the attitudinal and behavioral stimuli occur. 

Whereas, prior studies urged that the negative emotional aspect of brand experience 

creates high consumer negative emotion specifically in the service sector (Kahr et al., 

2016). 

In marketing practice, brand experience has attracted much attention (Brakus, Schmitt 

& Zarantonello, 2009).  Marketing professionals need to understand how customers 

experience brands and how the brand experience affects marketing strategies for 

services and products. Nowadays, customers are not satisfied with buying products for 

functional benefits. Many researchers suggested that the pervasive influence of 

emotional response in product consumption and shopping (Holbrook, Chestnut, Oliva 

& Greenleaf, 1984; Batra & Ray, 1986; Westbrook, 1987; Batra & Holbrook, 1990; 

Cohen, 1990). Schmitt (1999) said consumers increasingly make choices based on the 

experiential factor that the product offers. It has been suggested that an emotion-rich 

experience provides not only brand differentiation and consumer loyalty but also sales 

increase and promotion of the brands (Morrison & Crane, 2007). It means that brand 

experience can affect the customer-brand relationship. 

Relationship Marketing has been studied by using Fournier's (1998) conceptualization 

of brand relationship quality (BRQ). The brand relationship has arrived at a new stage 

to be one of the principal foci of research on consumers and brands (Aaker, Fournier 

& Brasel, 2004; Breivik & Thorbjornsen, 2008; Chang & Chieng, 2006; Hass, 2007; 

Huber, Collhardt, Matthes & Vogel,2009). 

Brand experiences are “subjective, internal consumer responses (sensations, feelings, 

and cognitions) and behavioral responses evoked by brand-related stimuli that are part 

of a brand’s identity, packaging, design, environments, and communications” (Brakus, 
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Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2009). Consumer and marketing research has shown that 

experiences happen when consumers search for products when they are shopping for 

products or receive services, and when they consume products or services (Arnould, 

Price, & Zinkhan, 2002; Brakus, Schmitt, & Zhang, 2008; Holbrook, 2000). 

The types of brand experience are related to product, shopping and service, and 

consumption experience. Product experiences occur when consumers interact with 

products (Hoch 2002). First, the product experience happens directly when there is 

physical contact with the product (Hoch & Ha, 1986) or indirectly when a product is 

presented virtually or in advertisement (Hoch & Ha, 1986; Kempf & Smith, 1998). 

Second, shopping and service experiences happen when consumers interact with a 

store’s physical environments, policies, and practices (Hui & Bateson, 1991; Kerin, 

Jain & Howard, 1992). Thus, research in this area investigates how atmospheric 

variables and salespeople affect the consumer’s experience (Arnold et al., 2005; 

Boulding et al., 1993; Jones, 1999; Ofir & Simonson, 2007). 

Third, consumption experiences arise when consumers consume and use products. 

These are multidimensional and contain hedonic dimensions, such as feelings, fun, and 

fantasies (Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982). Many interpretive studies about 

consumption experiences have investigated hedonic goals that happen during and after 

consumption such as at concerts and sports games (Arnould & Price, 1993; Celsi, 

Rose, & Leigh, 1993; Holt, 1995; Joy & Sherry, 2003). 

Brand experiences vary in intensity and strength (Brakus, Schmitt & Zarantonello, 

2009). Also, brand experiences vary in valence. Customers can face positive or 

negative brand experiences and short-lived or long-lasting brand experiences. Long-

lasting brand experiences, stored in the customer’s memory, should affect customer 
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loyalty and satisfaction (Oliver, 1997; Reicheld, 1996). These kinds of brand 

experience are different from brand image and brand association (Keller, 1993). 

Brand experiences are different from other brand constructs. Attitudes are related 

evaluations based on affective reactions or beliefs (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Murphy 

& Zajonc, 1993). However, brand experiences include specific sensations, cognitions, 

and behavioral responses caused by specific brand-related stimuli (Brakus, Schmitt & 

Zarantonello, 2009). 

Brand experiences also distinguish between affective and motivational notions like 

involvement (Zaichkowsky, 1985) and customer delight (Oliver, Rust & Varki, 1997) 

because brand experiences can take place when customers are not interested in or do 

not have a personal connection with a brand. Finally, brand experiences are different 

from brand image and brand associations (Keller, 1993). A typical construct of brand 

association is brand personality (Aaker, 1997). Brand personality is processed 

inferentially (Johar, Sengupta, & Aaker, 2005), but brand experiences deal with actual 

sensations, cognitions, and behavioral responses to brand experience. 

Dimensions of brand experiences are studied in philosophy, cognitive science, and 

experiential marketing and management (Brakus, Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2009). In 

the experiential marketing and management area, Schmitt (1999) suggested five 

experiences: when consumers sense, feel, think, act, and relate. These five experiences 

are related to Dewey’s (1922, 1925) categorization, and Dube and Lebel’s (2003) 

pleasure construct. Based on these researches, Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello 

(2009) developed four dimensions of brand experience. These are composed of 

sensory, affective, intellectual, and behavioral dimensions.  

The sensory dimension means that brands can make a strong visual impression on the 

customer. Zarantonello and Schmitt (2010) said a sensory dimension is “visual, 
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auditory, tactile, gustative, and olfactory stimulations provided by a brand”. The 

affective dimension means that brands induce feelings or sentiments. The affective 

dimension includes feelings produced by brands and their emotional tie with 

consumers (Zarantonello & Schmitt, 2010). 3) The intellectual dimension refers to 

brands’ ability  to make customers think or feel curious. 4) The behavioral dimension 

means when a customer uses a brand, it makes the customer physically active. The 

behavioral dimension includes bodily experiences, lifestyles, and interaction with 

brands (Zarantonello & Schmitt, 2010) 

The brand experience contains emotional, behavioral, and cognitive reactions 

stimulated by product, components, services, such as design, identity, quality 

packaging, communications, consumers care, and environment where the brand 

delivers services (Brakus, Schmitt & Zarantonella, 2009). Whereas, brands deliver 

benefits in the form of services and emotion sought by consumers (Cleff et al., 2018). 

In marketing literature consumers' brand direct and indirect experience is discussed, 

brand direct experience is through physical with product, purchase, services the brand. 

Brand indirect experience is through advertising, news, word of mouth, and reports 

(Meyer & Schwager, 2007). Brand experience can be long or short terms and can be 

negative or positive (Ha & Perks, 2005). Positive brand experience with the consumers 

differentiates brands in a competitive situation (Berry, Carbone, & Haeckel, 2002) 

mostly in the service sector (Markovic, Iglesias, Singh, & Sierra, 2018). In the 

competitive market, consumers have various options to choose brands and therefore 

brands are keenly focused on the experience (Broniarczyk & Griffin, 2014). Despite 

the importance of brand experience as discussed in other sectors, little attention has 

been paid to its relevance in the railway sector as revealed by the review of the 

literature. 
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2.6.1 Relationship between Brand Experience and Negative Emotions 

There are a number of empirical studies on brand experiences and its emergence in the 

marketing literature (Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009). Studies in psychology 

reveal that emotions are linked to experience and behavior (Shaver et al.,1987). 

Contextually, it is linked with the brand and a negative experience attached to it. It can 

be categorized as a product or service-related determinant and eventually that product 

or service can be studied under consumer brand sabotage. Negative behavior is the 

result of a negative experience, leading to dissatisfaction and subsequently leading to 

hatred of the brand and finally to consumer brand sabotage. 

In the case of Pakistan railways, it is noticed that consumers' brand experience is not 

up to mark. Consumers are not satisfied with brand experience which leads them 

towards sabotage behavior. Therefore, it is required to study the factors influencing 

consumer brand sabotage to reduce the sabotaging behavior of consumers in Pakistan 

railway transport. Consumer brand sabotage in the response to such poor brand 

experience. Many researchers have recognized that brand experience is the key 

concern of any brand and once the experience gets worse it generates a negative 

response of consumers (Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009). Brand experience 

solely depends on the way of interaction between brands and consumers (Klaus & 

Maklan, 2007). A successful brand campaign needs to reflect the brands' experience 

and vision and to communicate its mission clearly with its audience so that they can 

have a positive brand experience (Yasin, Cabanillas, Porcu, & Kayef, 2019).  

In a study conducted in Austria, the brand experience was reported to have a direct 

relationship with emotions in the context of shoes and mobile phones (Matzler, 

Bidmon, & Krauter, 2006). Similarly, it is demonstrated that brand experience 
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influenced the emotions of consumers of various brands, such as Burger King, Cold 

Stone Creamery, McDonald’s, and Starbucks in Taipei (Ding & Tseng, 2015). Past 

studies have empirically shown the relationship between different aspects of the brand 

experience and the emotion of consumers (Ali, Hussain & Omar, 2016). The 

relationship is studied between brand experience and emotions in metropolitan urban 

centers in India (Das, Agarwal, Malhotra, & Varshneya, 2019). Brand experience in 

sectors such as banks, dental services, hairstylists, or cars has been well incorporated 

(Grace & O’Cass, 2004; Iglesias et al., 2011). A larger number of studies have 

empirically shown the relationship between different aspects of the brand experience 

and consumer emotions (Grace & O’Cass, 2004; Iglesias et al., 2011; Lin & Liang, 

2011; Ali, Hussain & Omar, 2016). However, little attention has been paid to such a 

relationship within the context of Pakistan. Therefore, this study aims to investigate 

the relationship between brand experience and negative emotions in the context of the 

Pakistan railway 

2.7 Brand Reputation 

Brand reputation is the view of others that the brand is highly trusted and reliable. The 

brand reputation is developed through marketing, public relations, and advertising but 

it is enhanced by product quality and performance (Lau & Lee,1999). There are several 

advantages for the brand with a strong reputation. It attracts the consumers, and 

reduces their price sensitivity, and enhances brand revenues (Keller, 1993). Brand 

reputation gives a strategic impact on the brand, so that reputation management is one 

of the excellent competitive rewards in the business field (Supriyatno & Handyani, 

2019). To enhance brand reputation, the brand requires to shape its strategies in a long-

term perspective. The brand reputation cannot be made in one day or night; it takes 

time to build a reputation. If a brand has good a reputation over a long time, it will 
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increase the number of consumers. However, if the brand does not fulfill its 

commitments, the reputation decreases (Herbig & Milewicz, 1993). From the 

consumer's perspective, brands that have a good reputation, also have good offerings 

and high quality of reputation. The higher the reputation, the more likely it is that 

consumers expect the consumption of the product to be safe. Brand reputation is a 

consumer’s image over the years of a brand based on the aggregated various views 

held by both its internal and external (Fombrun, 1996). 

According to Foroudi et al. (2017), the brand reputation is observed as an aggregation 

of the image, accumulating in consumers’ minds overall and time to time assessment 

of a brand. The brand reputation impact on consumers can be perceived as global and 

individual consumers' emotional involvement. Brand reputation is “a perceptual sign 

of a brand past events and prospects that describes the brand (Fombrun, 1996). 

Consumers associate themselves with brands to express their engaging activities. 

According to Karaosmanoğlu et al., (2011), individuals deliberately assess the brand's 

reputation when evaluating a brand. They tend to base their ultimate emotional 

evaluations on the brands (Foroudi, 2019). 

Several studies have presented their assessments on brand reputation through various 

factors including higher revenues (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 2003) and branding strategies 

in different markets (Aaker, 1996). Moreover, these studies measured and appraised 

brands through consumer recognition. Brand reputation is defined as the consumer's 

observation of the whole quality or superiority of a service or product (Aaker,1991). 

Brand reputation is also described as an intangible characteristic of a brand subjective 

in nature reflected in its name and symbol, offering value to the products or services. 

Another study termed brand reputation as psychosomatic with economic value to a 

brand. According to Kotler and Keller (2006), the reputation of a brand relates to its 
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reliability and consistency. However, Lau and Lee (1999) explain brand reputation 

through brand endorsement and advertisements rather than product quality and 

performance. 

Both practitioners and academics believe that brand reputation is important for 

consumer-brand relationships. The positive reputation of brands makes them 

successful and profitable (Herbig & Milewicz, 1993). On the other hand, consumers 

seem to be involved in a sabotaging behavior when brands’ reputation goes down. 

Positive brand reputation is the primary goal of the brands once they enter to the 

market or establish the brand (Herbig & Milewicz, 1993). Brand reputation has been 

described as the long period combination of the consumer's assessment of the brand; 

its good side and either the brand meets its commitments and how good the brands’ 

overall performance is as per expectations or not (Logsdon & Wood, 2002). Brand 

reputation has a specific form of response received by a brand from its consumers 

(Whetten & Mackey, 2002).  

Both academics and practitioners believe that brand reputation is becoming 

increasingly important. To be successful and hence profitable, brands should have a 

positive reputation (Herbig and Milewicz, 1995).   Reputation is the aggregate 

perception of outsiders on the salient characteristics of companies (Fombrun and 

Rindova, 2000), or brands. The development of brand reputation means more than 

keeping consumers satisfied, it is something a company earns over time and refers to 

how various audiences evaluate the brand. Companies and brands with a good 

reputation are likely to attract more customers and a brand will lose its positive 

reputation—and eventually develop a negative reputation—if it repeatedly fails to 

fulfill its stated intentions or marketing signals (Milewicz and Herbig, 1994). The 

various audiences recognize brands as independent market organisms. Consumers 
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perceive them as characters, while both managers and the environment sustain them 

(Jevons et al., 2005) and consumers can perceive brands as characters. For example, 

research indicates that consumers can think of brands as if they are celebrities 

(Rook,1985), or as if they have a character of their own (Blackston,1992, 1993). Brand 

reputation occurs primarily through the signals that producers send to the market and 

the degree that the organizational tactics support the marketing signals establish it 

(Herbig and Milewicz, 1995). Reputation is one of the primary contributors to the 

perceived quality of the products carrying the brand name. Consumers expect that 

products manufactured today have a similar quality as products manufactured in the 

past since the brand is adding credibility (Milewicz and Herbig, 1994). Individuals 

form positive views only for the brands they perceive as credible. They assess the 

incomplete brand information collected over time and companies to secure the 

development of a sound reputation, have to try to project consistent messages. It is not 

easy to drastically alter a brand's reputation over a short period. People tend to classify 

brands and have a specific opinion on these categories. In addition, there is always a 

time lag effect (Shapiro, 1983), which is expected to influence the future opinion that 

consumers form on the brand. The brand's current reputation will influence the 

prediction for its actions. Customers anticipate that a brand will meet their 

expectations, formed by its existing reputation. In this respect, the market expects 

consistency from the brand, both in terms of its projected identity and the support of 

this identity. Mixed signaling (saying one thing and doing another) damages 

reputation. Customers will not perceive a brand as reliable and credible when it does 

not deliver what it promises (Herbig and Milewicz, 1995). 

Brand reputation has been regarded as a significant antecedent of future behaviors, 

consumer responses and brand quality (Jin et al., 2008). Brand reputation  is a strong 
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predictor of consumers’ future behavior and attitude (Lee & Shavitt, 2006). While 

media play an important role to build a good or bad reputation of brands, word of 

mouth conveys the actual repute of brand because of social networking website word 

of mouth spreads easily (e.g. Facebook, Twitter). Consumers review blogs to evaluate 

the brand's reputation and obtain information about the brand. Thus, given all these 

resources, consumers not only aggregate price informations and product (Gregg, 

2009). The reputation of brands can be seen by the consumers based on the brand's 

behavior in the market. This includes the brand communicated philosophy and brand 

identity as well as the brand demonstration of unethical or unsocial behavior (e.g., use 

of child labour in offshore factories). Brand reputation, which represents a brands’ 

view of customers and influences how much they are willing to pay for their goods, is 

a valuable intangible asset for the brand, particularly when there is knowledge 

asymmetry in the markets. In short, a good brand reputation helps the brands create 

trust with customers, which is likely to improve the brand's sales and revenues. In 

addition, the company's negative brand reputation is likely to cause customers to 

hesitate about purchasing the brand's products and services (Xiaogang, & Peter, 2020). 

2.7.1 Relationship between Brand Reputation and Negative Emotions 

The study of brand reputation influence regards consumer emotions as affective states 

of mind of hotel guests in China (Su, Huang, Veen, & Cheen, 2014). Other studies of 

consumer research show the reputation of a brand and its effects on consumers 

emotions (Dawar & Parker, 1994; Hoyer & Brown, 1990; Jacoby, Szybillo & Berning, 

1976; Rao & Monroe, 1989; Bolton & Drew, 1991; Richardson, Dick & Jain, 1994; 

Teas & Agarwal,2000). In a study, Cretu and Brodie, (2007) showed the relationship 

between brand reputation and the emotions of consumers. Another study that was done 

in the United Kingdom also highlighted the effects of brand reputation on consumers’ 
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emotions (Mac, Millan, Money, Downing, & Hillenbrand, 2005). Though previous 

studies have highlighted the importance of brand reputation in different fields, it 

requires further elucidation within the service sector. Therefore, this study intends to 

study the relationship between brand reputation and negative emotions in the context 

of the Pakistan railway service sector. 

2.8 Brand Relationship Quality 

Relationship quality has been among the key issues for brands while establishing their 

brands especially in the perspective of relationships between brands and consumers 

(Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Relationship quality can be explained as consumers feel that 

the relationship meets their needs, expectations, and desires regarding the overall 

relationship (Jarvelin & Lehtinen, 1996). According to Morgan and Hunt (1994) brand 

relationship quality refers to all actions that are focused on developing, creating, and 

sustaining useful relationships within the brand and consumers. Moreover, Pi and 

Huang (2011) explained that marketing relationship motive is the relational process to 

improve, provide, and sustain values both for brands consumers. Consumer purchase 

behavior depends on consumer-brand relationship quality. This is very important for 

the growth of brands especially for services (Chen & Myagmarsuren, 2011).  

Prior studies urged that successful associations with consumers is the main strategic 

role to sustain competitive advantage and influence the success of a brand (Palmer, 

2010). According to Ford and Hakanson (2006), all brands need to build good brand 

relationship quality with consumers to enhance brands' profits and competitive 

advantage (Hunt, Arnett, & Madhavaram, 2006). Good and long-term relationships 

provide a constant and unique competitive benefit (Buttle, 1996) and good financial 

performance (Hunt et al., 2006). The association of the consumers with the brand is 
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defined as a specific relationship between the brand and consumers' repurchases 

(Aaker, 1991). This relationship makes a positive influence on consumers choice, 

preferences, purchase intention, and acceptance of the brand (MohdYasin et al. 2007). 

Hence, brand relationship quality is directly linked with consumers' needs and beliefs 

that are both functional and symbolic, having a direct relationship with the brand 

(Dall’Olmo Riley & De Chernatony, 2000). 

Marketing literature revealed that brand relationship quality is measured differently by 

different authors (Baker, Simpson, & Siguaw, 1999). It is also explained that 

commitment and trust are the basic components of brand relationship quality. 

According to Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990), trust and satisfaction as the main 

element of relationship quality. Further, Dorsch et al. (1998) demonstrated that brand 

relationship quality is formed in terms of three main elements namely trust, 

satisfaction, and commitment of consumers. Further, relationship quality is recognized 

as a concept that involves two dimensions namely commitment and trust. (Yang, Wu, 

& Wang, 2010). The repurchase behavior of consumers is based on consumers' brand 

relationship quality (Hewett et al., 2002). To evaluate the brand relationship quality, 

relationship strength and the depth of consumer-brand relationship must be measured 

(Xie & Heung, 2009). 

The brand relationship is an emerging concept and a focused area of research on brands 

and consumers (Huber, Vollhardt, Matthes & Vogel, 2010). Moreover, prior studies 

revealed that brand relation quality determines the quality of consumer and brand 

relationship (Hennig Thurau, Gwinner, & Gremler, 2002; Aaker, Fournier, & Brasel, 

2004). The brand relationship is the emotional reaction between consumers and brands 

(Fournier,1998). Brand relationship quality is not just simple repurchase; it's also 

based on consumers' satisfaction with the product and services of the brand. The focus 
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of this study is to reduce consumer sabotage behavior towards the brands. Brand 

relationship quality is regarded as a consumer indicator of the depth and strength of 

the consumer's brand relationship quality (Hudson et al., 2015). Consumers build good 

relationships with the brand when they are satisfied with the brand (Hudson et al., 

2015). In marketing, brand relationship quality is to build valuable relationships with 

consumers (Chang & Chieng, 2006). 

The brand relationship is derived from the interpersonal relationship with the 

consumer. Brand relationship quality inherently exists between consumers and brands 

(Breivik & Thorbjornsen, 2008). The brand relationship quality is a much richer 

construct than other behavioral intentions of consumers (Kim et al., 2014). Brand 

relationship quality is a multifaceted construct with components (Fournier,1998). The 

components can engender direct, stable and strong consumer-brand relationships (Kim 

et al., 2014). One of the reasons why Pakistan railway is encountering problem poor 

brand relationship quality. Due to brand relationship, brand and consumer get attached 

(McAlexander et al., 2002). One of the principles for consumers and brand research is 

the brand relationship (Kaltcheva and Weitz, 1999; Kates, 2000;Ji, 2002; Aaker et al., 

2004; Chang & Chieng, 2006; Smit et al., 2007; Breivik & Thorbjornsen, 2008; Huber 

et al., 2010). organizations must invest in the relationships between the brands and the 

consumers (Nguyen et al, 2011). The potential consumer attraction is very high 

because of advertising, setting up new accounts, and consumer training, personal 

selling (Mittal & Lassar, 1998). So, it is more profitable to manage consumers through 

the strengthening of  the relationship (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990). 

When brands established their marketing strategies, they are establishing good quality 

relationships between consumers and brands with the purpose of decreasing the 

consumer switching rate, reduce brand hate, and minimize consumer sabotage. 
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Consumers who have a high level of brand relationship quality are more likely to take 

offense if they have a negative thing with a brand. The loyalty of consumers and high 

level of commitment are the result of consumers’ good relationship with the brand 

(Anderson & Sullivan, 1993; Oliver, 1997; Mittal & Kamakura, 2001).  

Brand relationship quality can be described as the consumers perception that the 

relationship meets their expectations, needs, and the overall relationship concerning 

their desires (Jarvelin & Lehtinen, 1996). The brand relationship quality is the  

regarded as the quality of interactions between the brands and its consumers 

(Gummesson, 1987). Consumers view relationship quality as continuously developing 

perceptions and quality over time. Brand relationship quality was further defined by 

Hennig, Thurau, and Klee (1997) as complete the needs of the consumers associated 

with the degree of appropriateness of a relationship. Relationship quality was 

elaborated by Crosby et al. (1990) as a common assessment of relationship strong 

points and the extent to which a relationship fulfils the expectations of the exchanging 

parties, determined by the success or failure of their previous events. 

Marketing literature has given a huge amount of attention to f consumer-employee 

relationship (Olsen & Ellram, 1997). The relationship quality was termed as an 

assortment of intangible values that enhance the product or service, resulting in 

expected transactions between the consumers and the employees (Levitt & Levitt, 

1986). Relationship quality is the true quality of interaction between a consumer being 

interpreted in terms of accumulated value (Gummesson, 1987). It postulated that to 

fulfil the needs of the consumers associated with the relationship quality is the degree 

of appropriateness (Hennig et al., 1997). Relationship quality is regarded as a tool for 

given the overall opinion of relationship strength gathering the expectations of both 

the consumers and employee, based on a history unsuccessful successful event.  
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The overall environment of brand relationships was termed as relationship quality by 

(Johnson, 1999). Gronroos, (2000) from the view of timeline defined relationship 

quality as the key factor for long-term quality in a continuing consumer relationship.. 

This shows that relationship quality is different significantly from the quality of 

services with a better prediction ability of behavioral intentions. 

Importantly. consumers and employee’s relationship work like a double-edged sword 

(Aziz, 2012). This relationship can create a “win-win” situation for consumers and 

brands. A brand involves in a long-lasting relationship with consumers and the brand. 

This relationship can be continued by establishing brand trust in consumers’ minds. If 

consumers trust the brand, it reduces the sabotaging behavior of consumers 

(Hanaysha,2015). The significance of trust has already been confirmed as the most 

critical factor for maintaining and brand relationships (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Brand 

relationship quality trust is the perception of the consumers towards the brand (Doney 

& Cannon, 1997). 

Fournier (1998) suggested that consumers perceive a brand as a behavioral entity. The 

core proposition that the framework of consumer-brand relationships is built is the 

assumption that consumers translate a brand’s behavior into trait language (Bengtsson, 

2003). The brand relationship has reached a new stage to be one of the principal  foci 

of research on consumers and brands (Aaker, Fournier & Brasel, 2004; Breivik & 

Thorbjornsen, 2008; Chang & Chieng, 2006; Hass, 2007; Huber, Collhardt, Matthes 

& Vogel, 2009). Brand relationship quality is usually used to evaluate the relationship 

strength and the depth of the consumer-brand relationship (Xie & Heung, 2009). 

Consistent with previous studies (Aaker, Fournier, & Brasel, 2004; Hennig-Thurau, 

Gwinner, & Gremler, 2002), the researcher applies the brand relationship quality 

concept to identify the strength of the relationship. Generally, relationship quality 
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plays a role in reducing uncertainty, transaction cost, and improving interaction 

efficiency, and social need fulfillment (Hennig-Thurau & Klee, 1997). 

In early research of relationship quality, Hennig-Thurau and Klee (1997) suggested 

that relationship quality is a concept related to “salesperson’s ability to reduce 

perceived uncertainty (Crosby et al., 1990). They argued that relationship quality 

consisted of two dimensions, 1) trust in the salesperson and 2) satisfaction with the 

salesperson (Crosby et al., 1990). Relationship Quality is described as a second-order 

construct consisting of trust, commitment, and social benefits (Gregoire, Tripp & 

Legoux, 2009). Trust means that consumers have confidence that a brand is 

dependable and can be relied on. Commitment is the willingness to maintain a 

relationship with a brand. Social benefits mean that consumers perceive that a brand 

has one-to-one close connections employing the personalization and customization of 

services. Hennig-Thurau and Klee (1997) maintained that  a product or service-related 

quality perception is a component of the more complex construct relationship quality. 

Relationship quality consists of the customer’s trust and commitment to the marketer.  

Consumers who perceive a high level of relationship quality are more likely to take 

offense if they have a negative incident with a brand. When a consumer feels good 

about their relationship with a brand, a high level of commitment and loyalty results 

(Anderson & Sullivan, 1993; Mittal & Kamakura, 2001; Oliver, 1997). Horppu, 

Kuivalainen, Tarkiainen and Ellonen(2008) suggested that a customer’s positive brand 

experiences can affect brand cognition, commitment, purchase intentions, and brand 

reputation. Relationship quality can serve as a predictor variable for customer retention 

and purchase decision. 

Morgan and Hunt (1994) demonstrated that good quality of relationships depends on 

trust and commitment as the most important elements in the progress of consumers 
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and brands relationships. Commitment influences consumers' behavior.. Brand 

relationship quality engenders consumer brand satisfaction by meeting the needs and 

expectations of consumers and which brings about good deeds on the part of 

consumers towards the brand (Khadem & Alauddin, 2011). The consumer's perception 

of relationship quality influences the repurchases behavior of consumers (Hewett et 

al., 2002). 

2.8.1 Relationship between Brand Relationship Quality and Negative Emotions 

A number of studies have discussed the relationship between brand relationship quality 

and negative emotions. A study that was conducted in a restaurant in Europe 

highlighted the effects of brand relationship quality on consumers’’ emotions (Ekinci, 

Yoon, & Oppewal, 2005). Moreover, another study was also done with united states 

respondent and comparison of social media users and non-users show the relationship 

between brand relationship quality and emotions. (Hudson, Roth, Meaden, & Hudson, 

2015). Whereas, another study conducted in China explains the effects of relationship 

quality on consumers of hotels (Xie, Heung, 2012). Though these studies argued for 

the relationships between brand relationship quality and consumer emotions, this 

research investigates the relationship between brand relationship quality and negative 

emotions of consumers which most studies have not paid attention to especially in the 

context of the railway sector in Pakistan. 

2.9 Negative Emotions as a Mediator 

The mediating variable explains the interaction between output variables and input 

variables (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Bolin & Hayes, 2013). If the independent variables 

do not t have a  direct relationship with the dependent variable a mediating effect can 

still be tested (Preacher & Hayes, 2007).  Previous studies that investigate the role of 
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negative emotion in decision-making process and consumer reaction tested negative 

emotion as a mediator (Zeelenberg et al., 2007; Bagozzi et al., 1999). Prior studies 

have shown the significant mediating nature of negative emotion (Kahr et al., 2016; 

Eren, 2014; Ahmed, Minnaert, Werf, & Kuyper, 2010; Walsh, Shiu, Hassan, 

Michaelidou, & Beatty, 2011; Thengso et al., 2013).All the mentioned studies 

highlighted the mediating role of negative emotions. The present study, therefore, 

examines the mediating effect of negative emotions in the railway's transport context 

by investigating the relationship between  brand strategies and consumer sabotage 

behavior. 

2.9.1 Negative Emotions 

Emotion refers to an individual state of mind after some kind of incidents  or people’s 

experience towards things (Hua, Yi, & Yang, 2011). Consumer emotion has been 

studied extensively by researchers while investigating perceptions of experiences (Lin 

& Liang, 2011). Emotions are consumers’ negative and positive feelings. Consumers 

in positive emotional response have limited decision times compared to the consumer 

in negative emotional states (Lee, Back, & Kim, 2009). Emotion refers to a state of 

mind of an individual consumer after critical incidents or experience (Hua, Yi, & Ying, 

2011). 

Several researchers have pointed out the significant contribution of consumer 

emotions in the selection of service providers, evaluation of d of brand, service quality, 

and repeat purchasing behaviors of consumers (Burns & Neisner, 2006; Lee et al., 

2009). The negative emotions of consumers towards the brand-harm the brand because 

of anger, frustration, and dissatisfaction. The psychological phenomena are understood 

as an emotion by experience, the mood of an individual, feeling state, individual 
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evaluation of causes, and consequences of a stimulus (Westbrook, 1987). Negative 

emotions breed from “negative reactions” for a specific event or experience (Bagozzi 

et al., 1999). It makes a negative impact on individuals’ behavior (Kiefer, 2005). 

Psychological studies have suggested that such negative or inverse experiences cause 

cognitive processes of the mind to activate and cope with negative feelings (Grandey 

et al., 2004).  

Emotions are intentions because they are relying on intensity, not only on mood but 

also motivational potency, situational specificity, and psychological urgency (Lee et 

al., 2009). Emotion plays an important role to shape consumer behavior. (Bagozzi et 

al., 1999; Luce, 1998; Ruth, 2001; Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982; Pham, 1998; 

Leone et al., 2005). Consumers belong to products and services emotionally and their 

purchasing behavior depends on their relationship. When talking about such 

relationships, there are three components involved: consumers, services, and brands in 

which marketing communication acts  historically. Different researchers treated 

emotions differently in marketing literature. Some researchers say that emotion is 

perceptual and is an important behavioral characteristic of humans (Dormann, 2003; 

Chaudhuri, 2006).  

The other studies believe that emotions are the responses of external stimuli and 

attribute emotion to a human’s evaluation of information (Ortony et al., 1988; Kalat 

and Shiota, 2007). Whereas emotions are involved in all consumer activities including 

decision-making processes and evaluations (Gobe, 2007; Pine and Gilmore, 1999; 

Schmitt, 1999; Cunnell & Prentice, 2000). Marketers can take benefits of such 

emotions to affect consumers' decision-making processes and purchasing behaviors 

(Gobe, 2007). 
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Consumers are also a key focus of brands, but rare studies incorporated this 

phenomenon from consumers’ perspectives (Kennedy & Smith, 2006). Emotions can 

be positive and negative according to situations. Consumers’ emotions are very 

important for brands because consumers’ feeling about a product or service shows 

consumer satisfaction, repeat purchase, switching, negative word of mouth, 

complaining about third parties and loyalty of consumers (De Witt & Brady, 2003; 

Keaveney, 1995; Stephens & Gwinner, 1998). Consumers’ emotions affect the 

behaviors of consumers and their emotions. Hoyer and MacInnis (2008)  defined 

consumer behaviors as “the whole of consumers’ decisions  regarding consumption, 

production and disposition of goods, different activities, experiences, goods and 

services, people, and ideas by (human) decision-making strategies over time”. 

Consumer behavior is much more than buying things; it is solely about how and why 

consumers use services and products. consumer behavior researchers believe that 

different emotions play an important role in consumer behavior (Hoyer and MacInnis, 

2008). 

 Consumer behavior is linked with emotions (Leek & Chanaswatkit, 2006) and 

emotion regulation (Cohen and Andrade, 2004). It is not even worthy to mention that 

consumers can be wrong sometimes about their perceptions or beliefs about some 

products or brands, but they have not even a single misconception about their 

emotional responses toward the brands (Chaudhuri, 2006). Consumer purchase 

behavior is not the only works for emotion; there are so many other factors that get 

involved in emotions both indirectly and directly. Maintaining consumers' 

consumption about intention and reducing consumers' complaints and negative 

responses in the service industry situations are very important aspects in service sector 

management. Outraged consumers cause damage and exhibit attacking behaviors 
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when the service sector fails to meet up with their expectations (Bechwati & Morrin, 

2003). Due to the poor service experience, consumers get negative emotions such as 

aggression or anger (Bao, Lin, & Lee, 2019). 

Whereas, there are rare researches about negative emotions and branding strategies 

(Dalli et al., 2006; Fournier and Alvarez, 2013; Romani et al., 2012; Sarkar & Sreejesh, 

2014). This study focuses solely on the role of emotions in consumers' sabotage 

behavior (Zeelenberg et al., 2007; Bagozzi et al., 1999). Brand saboteurs have a 

different mindset and have “burned all bridges” with the brands. In other words, 

saboteurs are in a state of personal issues with the brand. Sometimes they show so 

much harmful behavior and engage in intensive efforts to harm the brand. During the 

last years railways system of Pakistan has s been declining in  performance  on daily 

basis and for the past years, it had stopped operating in many cities due to wrong 

strategies. Consumers face a lot of problems before, after, and sometimes during 

traveling (Irfan, Kee, & shehbaz, 2012). Considering this, the researcher has chosen to 

study negative emotions in the context of the railway of Pakistan. 

2.9.2 Relationship Between Negative Emotions and Consumer Brand Sabotage 

In marketing literature, a number of studies have discussed effects of negative 

emotions on consumer sabotage behavior (Arnold, 1960; Allport, 1958; Shaver et al., 

1987; Kemper,1987; Plutchik,1991; McDougall,2001; Sternberg,2003; Rempel & 

Burris, 2005; AumerRyan & Hatfield 2007;Opotow&McClell,2007;Romani et al., 

2012; Kucuk, 2010). These studies mentioned that negative emotion has become a 

sabotage behavior. According to Bryson et al., (2013) the brand sabotage is a result of 

an intense negative emotion of consumers toward the brand. However, different 

scholars define brand sabotage in different ways. Some of the scholars view the 
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consumers extreme negative feeling towards the brand (Bryson et al., 2013). Also, 

some other scholars define sabotage as  a specific type of negative emotion (Grégoire 

et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2010; Romani et al. 2012;Alba and Lutz 2013;Bryson et 

al., 2013;).In prior literature, consumer brand sabotage was viewed as attacking and 

even destroying the brand (Frijda, 1986; Lazarus, 1991; Roseman et al., 1991). 

2.10 Theoretical Framework 

This research focused on the major determinants of consumer brand sabotage. The 

research model shows the association between the independent variables (brand 

experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality), the intervening variable 

(negative emotions), and the dependent variable (consumer brand sabotage). 
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The study model was developed based on variables extracted from the relevant 

literature. This study is concerned with the understanding of consumers of Pakistan 

railway's perception towards a brand and sabotage behavior of consumers. The 

research model is divided in three parts. The first part links brand experience, brand 

reputation, brand relationship quality with negative emotions. The second part links 

the relationship between negative emotion and brand-consumer brand sabotage. The 

last part examines the mediating effect of negative emotions on the relationship 

between the independent variables and dependent variable. In other words, Negative 

emotions mediate the relationship of branding strategies and consumer brand sabotage. 

2.11 Hypotheses 

Previous studies have affirmed that brand experience has a direct influence on 

emotions which is regarded as a critical success factor to differentiate brands in a 

highly competitive market landscape (Brakuset al., 2009). Emotions are involved in 

all consumer activities including decision-making processes and evaluations (Gobe, 

2007; Pine and Gilmore, 1999; Schmitt, 1999; Cunnell & Prentice, 2000). There are a 

variety of longitudinal studies in marketing literature on brand experience and their 

emergence have equally asserted that brand experience has a major influence on 

emotion. (Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello2009). Psychological tests show that 

emotions are related to experience and action (Shaver et al., 1987). Recently, Mostafa 

and Kasamani (2020) equally argued that brand experience could stimulate customer 

emotions. Based on the previous literature, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

H1: There is a significant relationship between brand experience and negative 

emotion. 
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Brand reputation gives the brand a strategic effect, so reputation management is one 

of the business sector's excellent competitive rewards (Supriyatno & Handyani, 2019). 

Emotion refers to the state of mind of individual customers following the relaxation of 

the mindset or perception of people towards items after critical incidents (Hua, Yi, & 

Ying, 2011). Previous studies of brand reputation have equally confirmed the influence 

of brand reputation on consumer emotions (Foroudi, 2019). Based on the previous 

literature this hypothesis proposed:   

H2: There is a significant relationship between brand reputation and negative emotion. 

Brand relationship quality can be explained when customers believe that the 

relationship meets their overall relationship needs, preferences, and desires (Jarvelin 

& Lehtinen, 1996). For a particular incident or experience, negative emotions derive 

from "negative responses" (Bagozzi et al., 1999). It has a detrimental influence on the 

actions of people (Kiefer, 2005). The study of consumer research shows that the 

reputation of a brand affects  consumers' emotions (Teas & Agarwal,2000). Based on 

the previous literature the following hypothesis is proposed: 

H3: There is a significant relationship between brand relationship quality and negative 

emotion. 

Emotion refers to the state of mind of individual customers following relaxation of the 

mindset or perception of people towards items after critical incidents (Hua, Yi, & 

Ying, 2011). Consumer brand sabotage (CBS) is an effort by customers to deliberately 

hurt a brand or items connected to the brand (Nyyffenegger, Kahr, Krohmer, & Hoyer, 

2018). In marketing literature, a number of studies have discussed the effects of 

negative emotions on consumer sabotage behavior.. According to Bryson et al., (2013) 
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the brand sabotage is a result of an intense negative emotion of consumers toward the 

brand. Based on the previous literature the following hypothesis is proposed: 

H4: There is a significant relationship between negative emotion and consumer brand 

sabotage. 

Previous studies discussed earlier have presented mixed findings concerning the 

relationship between brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, 

and customer sabotage behavior. Considering the inconclusive findings and in line 

with Baron and Kenny (1986), the researchers introduced negative emotions as a 

mediating variable between the independent variables and the dependent variable. This 

is also in line with the S-O-R theory which underpins this study. Importantly, emotions 

are the negative and optimistic emotions of customers. Consumers have short time 

decision periods in positive emotional responses relative to the user in adverse 

emotional states (Lee, Back, & Kim, 2009). However, the consequences of unsatisfied 

experiences or service dereliction are often customer sabotage  behavior. Consumer 

brand sabotage is therefore the response to such poor brand experience and it is usually 

conducted by a consumer at different touch points with the brand Previous studies have 

equally established the mediating roles of negative emotions in different contexts (Cui 

& To, 2020; Roy et al., 2012), with little or no attention paid to the railway sector 

Based on the previous literature this hypothesis proposed: 

H5: Negative emotion mediates the relationship between brand experience and 

consumer brand sabotage 

Brand reputation is the view that the brand is highly trusted and trustworthy by others. 

The reputation of the brand increases through marketing, public relations, and 

advertisement, but it is affected by the quality and output of the product (Lau & 
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Lee,1999). Brand reputation research affects customer emotions as affective states of 

mind  (Su, Huang, Veen, & Cheen, 2014). Another market research t revealsthat 

brands reputation impacts on consumer emotions (Teas & Agarwal,2000) while 

previous studies have equally established the mediating role of negative emotions in 

different contexts with little attention paid to the railway sector. In view of this 

argument, the following hypothesis is presented:: 

H6: Negative emotion mediates the relationship between brand reputation and 

consumer brand sabotage 

Emotions are consumers’ negative and positive feelings (Lee, Back, & Kim, 2009). 

Negative emotions breed from “negative reactions” for a specific event or experience 

(Bagozzi et al., 1999). Brand relationship quality refers to all actions that are focused 

toward developing, creating, and sustaining useful relationships between brand and 

consumers (Morgan and Hunt 1994). The effects of brand relationship quality on 

consumers’’ emotions have been established by previous studies (Ekinci, Yoon, & 

Oppewal, 2005) likewise the mediating role of negative emotions (e.g., Cui & To, 

2020; Roy et al., 2012). Based on the previous literature this hypothesis proposed: 

H7: Negative emotion mediates the relationship between brand relationship quality 

and consumer brand sabotage. 

Based on the above, the following table recaptures the objectives and hypotheses of 

this study. 

Objectives Hypothesis 
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To examine the relationship between 

brand experience and negative emotion. 

There is a significant relationship 

between brand experience and negative 

emotion. 

To examine the relationship between 

brand reputation and negative emotion. 

There is a significant relationship 

between brand reputation and negative 

emotion. 

To examine the relationship between 

brand relationship quality and negative 

emotion. 

There is a significant relationship 

between brand relationship quality and 

negative emotion. 

To examine the relationship between 

negative emotion and consumer brand 

sabotage. 

There is a significant relationship 

between negative emotion and consumer 

brand sabotage 

 

To examine the mediating effect of 

negative emotion on the relationship 

between brand experience, brand 

reputation, brand relationship quality, 

and consumer brand sabotage. 

 

Negative emotion mediates the 

relationship between brand experience 

and consumer brand sabotage. 

 

 

Negative emotion mediates the 

relationship between brand reputation 

and consumer brand sabotage. 
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Negative emotion mediates the 

relationship between brand relationship 

quality and consumer brand sabotage. 

 

2.12 Chapter summary 

This chapter has discussed the literature of this study. It equally discussed the gaps in 

the literature.. The chapter also presented  the underpinning theory (S-O-R) of the 

study. Finally, based on the literature review and the relationships among the variables, 

the researcher presented the hypothesis of the study in the chapter.. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The chapter aims to discuss the method employed in this study. This chapter begins 

with the research design of the study, discusses the population and sampling frame for 

the study. Moreover, it explains operational definitions and type of questionnaire 

surveys. This chapter also explains methods of data collection, analysis tools and 

strategies for data analysis. 

3.2 Research Design 

The research design refers to a framework and structure to carry out the method, 

philosophy, and strategies (Creswell, 2012). By collecting quantifiable data and 

conducting statistical, mathematical, or computational techniques, quantitative 

research is characterized as a systematic investigation of phenomena. Generally, 

research design can be divided into three different types, namely, longitudinal design, 

case study, and experimental design. Traditional methods of research are more 

powerful than modern techniques. Cross-sectional surveys are retrospective surveys 

carried out in circumstances where, at a given point in time, the researcher aims to 

gather data from a subset of the target population. According to Bryman, Bell, Mills, 

& Yue, (2011) cross-sectional design is more appropriate to study consumers’ point 

of view. A comparison is invariable between two entities. Correlation analysis is 

carried out to create a relationship between two closely-knit entities and how one 
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affects the other and what changes are subsequently observed. To provide meaning to 

naturally occurring relationships, this research method is carried out and at least two 

separate groups are needed to effectively perform this quantitative research method.  

To detect a shift in the attitudes of respondents and thought processes, longitudinal 

studies are performed over different periods. This can be done  in days, months, years, 

or even decades at this time. The longitudinal studies have more richness and quality 

as compared to cross-sectional studies. Still, a great number of studies prefer to do 

cross-sectional study due to its minimal cost and time constraints. For this study, the 

time and cost are parts of the big limitations. Therefore, this study follows cross-

sectional design (Flower, 2014).  

This research was conducted in the railway sector of Pakistan to investigate the 

sabotaging behavior of consumers. The survey technique has been chosen for the 

collection of primary data. Furthermore, a quantitative study approach is used for the 

interpretation of surveys, and the unit of analysis for this study is individuals who 

traveled through Pakistan railways. 

3.3 Instrumentation and Measurement of Variables 

A set of questionnaires were used for data collection from consumers at railway 

station. The questionnaire consists of 6 parts. The first page contains the detail of the 

researcher and the objective of the study. At the second page, first section contains 

questions about the personal profile of the respondents. Section two  has questions 

about consumer brand sabotage, as section three has questions about negative 

emotions, while the fourth, fifth and sixth sections have questions about brand 

experience, t brand reputation and  brand relationship quality  respectively. 
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For this study, a 7-point Likert scale was used. The 7-point Likert scale is justified 

because it is not having limited options as five-point Likert scale and it has a strong 

correlation to t-tests (Johns, 2010). 

3.4 Operational Definitions 

3.4.1 Consumer Brand Sabotage 

Consumer brand sabotage is  the deliberate behavior by consumers or non-consumers 

who have the dominant objective of causing harm to a brand via the impairment of the 

brand-related associations of other consumers (Kahr et al., 2016). 

3.4.2 Brand Experience 

Brand experience is defined as a subjective, internal consumer response (sensation, 

feeling, and cognition) and behavioral responses evoked by brand-related stimuli that 

are part of brand design and identity, packaging, communication, and identity (Brakus 

et al., 2009). It includes the sensory, affective, behavioral, and intellectual experience 

of customers. 

3.4.3 Brand Reputation 

A brand reputation refers to the opinion of others concerning  how much the brand is 

good and reliable. Brand reputation can be developed through advertising and public 

relations, but it is also likely to be influenced by product quality and performance (Lau 

& Lee, 1999). 

3.4.4 Brand Relationship Quality 

Brand relationship quality is defined as a customer-based indicator of the strength and 

depth of the customer-brand relationship (Smit et al., 2007).  
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3.4.5 Negative Emotions 

Negative emotions are, “negative reactions, or mental stages of readiness that arise as 

a consequence of specific events or experiences (Bagozzi et al., 1999).  

3.5 Population 

The population of the study refers to the interested group of people who is selected by 

the researcher to gather information according to the objective of the study (Sekaran, 

2003). A sample can be defined as a part of that population that the researcher is 

intending to study. According to Bryman et al., (2011), a sample is a subpart of the 

population or sub-group that represents the whole population of interest. For this study, 

the researchers chose consumers of Pakistan railways travellers who use first class, 

business class, economy class, and  second-class facilities. The researcher targeted the 

walk-in consumers at the railway station of Pakistan. The population of the study is 

52,387,722 in the railway sector (Yearbook, 2017). 

Table  

The total number of passenger’s travel in Pakistan railways year 2017 

Year 2017 

Total number of consumers  52,387,722 

Source: (Yearbook, 2017)  

3.6 Sample Size 

After the selection of the population, the next step is to determine sample size. The 

determination of sample size depends upon the statistical estimation of data and the 

number of variables included in the study. The sampling size should be appropriate 

and satisfactory for the research because when a sample size is too larger it may never  

be suitable and while a smaller size doesn’t fit to remove errors (Hair, Black, Babin, 
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& Anderson, 2010). For this study, a small sample size has been chosen. For the small 

sample size, the Partial least square structural equational modelling (PLS-SEM) data 

analysis software  was used because it provides high statistical results as compared to  

covariance-based structure equation modelling (Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2017). 

The population of the study is 52,387,722 (Yearbook, 2017). According to Krejcie and 

Morgan, (1970), if the population of a study is more than one million, the sample size 

of 384 is appropriate. Past studies related to social science also indicated that it is not 

necessary for respondents from a chosen sample to respond. Furthermore, during the 

data collection process, some outliers  would emerge as some of the respondents don’t 

fill data with full consciousness and do not pay proper attention while some of them 

don’t return the questionnaire even. Such problems can cause doubt to the credibility 

of the research. Therefore, it is recommended that the researcher should distribute 

excess questionnaire above the sample size of the study to avoid such kind of 

problems. According to Salkind (2012), the sample size should be increased by 50% 

due to the non-response behavior of respondents. In the railway sector, the research 

population is 52,387,722 (Yearbook, 2017). According to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), 

the survey of 384 respondents is sufficient if the research population is more than one 

million. That is why the sample size of 384 questionnaires was  be raised to 576 to 

distribute among respondents. 

Table 3.6 

Population of this study  

Classes   Number of Passengers Percentage 

First Class 1229,959 2.34% 

Business class 1117,034 2.13% 

Economy Class 49938,740 95.33% 
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Second Class 101,988 0.19% 

Source (Yearbook, 2017)   

3.7 Sampling Frame 

After identification of population and sampling, the next step is to determine the 

sampling frame. A sampling frame is the list of the whole population of interest where 

a sample is being drawn (Sekaran, 2003). An ideal sampling frame could be a list of 

consumers who travelled through the Pakistan railway. Whereas, it is almost 

impossible to get a list of consumers of the whole population in the railway sector. 

Therefore, cluster sampling was chosen for this study due to consumer heterogeneity  

arising from different classes. Homogeneity equally exists because that the researcher 

chose on consumers who travelled through railways of Pakistan. The heterogeneity of 

customers is anchored on the fact that customers have different destinations and 

homogeneity because they are consumers of the same railways as others. 

Moreover, the Pakistan railways’ main stations and headquarter are in Lahore 

(Yearbook, 2017). For this study, the list of consumers’ names is not available because 

they are in large quantity. According to Cooper and Schindler, (2014), when the list of 

consumers or individual elements is not available then cluster sampling is a good 

choice to adopt for sampling purposes because of its cost reduction and efficiency. The 

core benefit of using cluster sampling is the least biasness and it ensures that every 

cluster has an equal chance to get selected and enhances the validity of statistical 

results (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). 

For cluster sampling, railway consumers from different classes were chosen (Abid, &, 

Khan, 2013). The total number of consumers in the Pakistan railway sector is 

52,387,722 during 2016-2017 (Yearbook, 2017). Railway consumers are divided into 
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four clusters: first class, second class, business class and economy class. Industry 

reports highlighted that most  of the consumers travel in the economy class. However, 

1,229,959 (2.34% ) of the whole population are in the first cluster while 1117,034 

(2.13% ) are in business class cluster. Additionally, 4,993,8740 consumers  

representing 95.33% of whole population are in the economy cluster as 101, 988 

(0.19%) customers occupy the second class cluster. 

3.7.1 Sampling procedure 

Cluster sampling has been chosen for this study. Cluster sampling is a form of 

probability sampling which divides the population into subgroups and each group 

represents the population. Cluster is used when the population is heterogeneous 

internally and homogeneous within the clusters (Burns & Bush, 2014). The railway 

sector of Pakistan  has four classes of consumers namely, first-class, second class, 

business class, and economy class and each class is considered as a cluster. First-class 

cluster has a population of 1,229,959 consumers, business class cluster had a 

population of 1117034 consumers, while economy class cluster  and second class 

cluster have  population of  49938,740 and 101988 consumers respectively. 

3.8 Data Collection Method 

After identification of population and sample, the next phase is the data collection 

method. For this study, self-administrated survey questionnaires were distributed 

among respondents at the railway stations of Pakistan. Since the list of consumers of 

the Pakistan railway was confidential, an intercept survey approach was selected for 

this study. An intercept survey yields higher response from respondent than any other 

kind of technique. Moreover, it is an economical technique that can be used to reach 

the respondents easily.. It is also noted that the intercept participants are more 
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knowledgeable in brand-related information and can provide more accurate responses 

(Bush & Hair, 1985). The intercept approach is therefore appropriate for this study 

based on the preferences of previous marketing literature that indicated that intercept 

approach is a  popular approach among scholars (Hornik & Ellis, 1998). 

For this study, systematic intercept survey was chosen. This approach gives all the 

consumers equal chances to be selected. To minimize the biasness, every 5th consumer 

was chosen and to provide consumers enough time to fill the data. Moreover, data 

collection was conducted at different times of the day while keeping in mind the 

availability of ample consumers who could respond to the questionnaire within the 

survey period. The data were collected in five months and 16 days from 03/07/2019 to 

19/12/2019. 

The data of this study were collected from consumers of Pakistan railways. However, 

to reduce sampling errors and biasness, the data were collected at different times and 

days of the week and weekends as suggested by Sudman (1980). The main railway 

station of Pakistan is in the Lahore, Pakistan. For data collection, the railway station 

was visited and the researcher spent the major time of the day at the railway station. 

Questionnaires were self-administrated among  the consumers who were waiting for 

the tickets.. Questionnaires were distributed according to the classes of consumers. 

Economy class was having 49938,740 consumers which was 95.33% of the whole 

population. 576 questionnaires according to the percentage of consumers were 

distributed to economy class customers. Number of first-class consumers were 

1229,959 which was 2.34% of the total population. Therefore, 13 questionnaires were 

distributed to them. The number of business class consumers was 1117,034 which was 

2.13% of the whole population with 12 questionnaires distributed to this group. The 
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number of second-class consumers was 101,988 which was 0.19% of total population 

so 2 questionnaires were distributed to this group as well.. 

3.9 Pilot Study 

To ensure the questionnaire’s intelligibility and to avoid any lapses, the questionnaire 

undergoes a pilot test, by gathering data from the targeted population to verify the 

validity and reliability of the instrument (Alan Bryman & Bell, 2011). It is suggested 

that the size of the group commonly ranges from 25 to 100 subjects to conduct the 

pilot study (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). Therefore, a pilot study was conducted to test 

the reliability and validity of the instrument. The opinion of experts and comments 

were incorporated to ascertain the language and structure of the instrument. The brand 

experience had 12 questions with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.919. The brand reputation had  

3 questions with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.698. The brand relationship quality had 21 

questions with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.971. The negative emotion had  5 questions and 

Cronbach's alpha of 0.857. The consumer brand sabotage had  6 questions with  

Cronbach’s alpha of 0.905. 

Multiple analyses were used to analyze the data which include descriptive statistics, 

percentage, frequency, standard deviations, mean, factors analysis, descriptive 

analysis, regression, and structural equation modelling (SEM). After the data were 

collected from the respondents they were keyed into a statistical package for the social 

science (SPSS). After that, the data were analyzed with structural equation modeling 

using partial least squares (SEM-PLS). To further examine the data, two types of 

approaches were used which are (1) measurement model to test the reliability and 

validity, followed by (2) structural model to test the direct and indirect effect to achieve 

the objectives of the study. The result of the pilot study is stated in Table 3.3 below;  
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Table 3.3   

Variables Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

No. of Item 

Brand 

Experience 

0.919 12 

Brand 

Reputation 

0.698 3 

Brand 

relationship 

quality 

0.971 21 

Negative 

Emotion 

0.857 5 

Consumer 

Brand 

Sabotage 

0.905 6 

3.10 Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis depends on the interest of researcher and objective of study. 

According to Sekaran & Bougie (2016), the unit of analysis  can either be individuals 

and organizations. The unit of analysis for this study is individuals and the respondents 

were chosen at railway stations of Pakistan according to their classes  

3.11 Reliability 

The reliability coefficient of Cronbach’s alpha was used in this study to assess the 

consistency of the scale. According to Hair et al. (1998), the Cronbach’s alpha value 

should be at least 0.60 for exploratory study, and 0.70 can be considered better. 
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However, Fleming (1985) suggested that an alpha value of .50 is still considered 

acceptable but a value that is less than .50 is very poor and unacceptable. As indicated 

in the table above, the reliability coefficients of all the variables range between 0.698 

to 0.971 which were higher than the suggested value of 0.60 (Hair, Tatham, Anderson, 

& Black, 2006). 

3.12 Validity 

The validity can be defined as the degree by which a construct measures what it has to 

measure. For this study, few types of validity tests were used  to validate the constructs 

of the study namely construct validity, content validity, convergent validity, and 

discriminate validity. Content validity ensures the adopted scales from the past studies. 

Construct validity measures the accuracy and  the extent to which the theory-based 

variable reflects the variable. 

3.13 Research Instruments 

The research instruments of this study are given as follows 

Brand Experience 
. 

S/N Brand Experience 

BE 1 
Pakistan railway is interesting in sensory way (e.g. sight on attractive 

environment) 

BE 2 
Pakistan railway makes a strong positive impression on my senses (e.g. 

comfort, and over all pleasant journey) 

BE 3 Pakistan railway focuses on experience through positive senses 

BE 4 Pakistan railway induces positive feelings 

BE 5 I have positive feelings for Pakistan railway 

BE 6 
Pakistan railway focuses on experience through positive emotions. (e.g. 

railways – So Good) 
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BE 7 
Pakistan railway tries to remind me of activities I can do.(e.g. friends or family 

gathering) 

BE 8 Pakistan railway makes me to think about life style (e.g. hang out, travel out) 

BE 9 Pakistan railway brand focuses on experience through activities 

BE 10 
I engage in a lot of positive thinking when I encounter this Pakistan 

railway.(e.g. comfortable travel moments with friends or family) 

BE 11 Pakistan railway stimulates my curiosity (e.g. reward points) 

BE 12 Pakistan railway focuses on experience through positive thoughts 

 
Brand Reputation 
The following statements explain brand reputation of your railways.  

S/N Brand Reputation 

BR 1 The Pakistan railways is a big brand so everyone recognizes it. 

BR 2 Pakistan railways is well known 

BR 3 Pakistan railway has good reputation 

 
Brand Relationship Quality 
The following statements explain brand relationship quality of railways.  

S/N Brand Relationship Quality 

BRQ 1 I am intrigued by Pakistan railway because it shows who I am 
BRQ2 Pakistan railways goes so well with my lifestyle that I would feel empty 

without it 
BRQ3 Since this Pakistan railway show who I am I would feel empty without it 
BRQ4 I like Pakistan railway because it makes me feel more special than other 

people 
BRQ5 Pakistan railway is exactly what I want 
BRQ6 I don't regret choosing Pakistan railway 
BRQ7 I really like Pakistan railway 
BRQ8 Using railway is good experience for me 

BRQ9 The performance of Pakistan railway is better than my expectations 
BRQ10 I really enjoy by using Pakistan railway 
BRQ11 I don't have to consider other brands in the presence of Pakistan railway 
BRQ12 I want to keep using the Pakistan railway 

BRQ 13 I want to maintain a long-term relationship with the Pakistan railway 
BRQ 14 I enjoy my relationship with Pakistan railway So I want to keep buying it 
BRQ 15 Pakistan railway always cares about the consumers’ needs 
BRQ 16 Pakistan railway keeps its promises 
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BRQ 17 I believe that the Pakistan railway would help me in any unexpected situation 
BRQ 18 Pakistan railway works hard for my well-being 
BRQ 19 I am familiar with the Pakistan railway 
BRQ 20 Pakistan railway makes me feel comfortable 
BRQ 21 Pakistan railway brand fits me naturally 

 
Negative Emotion 
This section explains your emotions towards the brand. 

 

 

Consumer brand Sabotage 
This section explains consumer brand sabotage towards the railways sector of 

Pakistan. Kindly indicate the magnitude to which you agree or disagree with each 

statement using the scale provided above by either a tick or circle that best describes 

your feelings or opinion. 

 
S/N Consumer Brand Sabotage 

CBS1 I recognize that I have misused some of the Pakistan railway 

CBS2 I have refused to follow instructions from the Pakistan railway staff 

CBS3 I try to violate the rules of the Pakistan railway 

CBS4 I tend to dirty the rail more than I could 

CBS5 I put less effort into my duties being a consumer of Pakistan railway 

CBS6 I use resources of Pakistan railway more than acceptable 

3.14 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the research methodology of the present study. It emphasizes 

on the research design, sample design, data collection method, pilot study, 

S/N Negative Emotion 

NE 1 I feel enraged while using Pakistan railway 

NE 2 I feel incensed to Pakistan railway 

NE3 I feel furious to travel in Pakistan railway 

NE4 I feel irate to use Pakistan railways 

NE5 I feel distress to use Pakistan railways’ services 
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instrumentation and measurement of variables, scale assessment, data analysis and 

operational definition. 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis and Findings 

4.1 Introduction 

The chapter explains the results of statistical analysis. It provides justifications to 

incorporate the particular data analysis technique for this study. Review of literature 

has provided various methods to clean the data before doing further analysis (Creswell, 

2002; Sekaran and Bougie (2009). This chapter provides data cleaning process, 

techniques of data cleaning, and replacing missing values through statistical package 

for social sciences (SPSS) analysis. Furthermore, multicollinearity and outliers are 

checked, and the demographics of respondents are also described in this study. After 

the validity and reliability of data, the measurement model was  tested through smart 

partial least square structural equational modelling (PLS-SEM). It also explains 

response rate, hypothesis testing, and discussion. 

4.2 Response Rate 

The data was collected from consumers of Pakistan railways. The questionnaires were 

self-administrated to 576 respondents which were selected through the systematic 

intercept survey method. The 412 questionnaires were returned out of 576 

questionnaires, yielding a 71.5% of response rate. A response rate between 50 to 80% 

is sufficient for the survey (Latour & Rotfeld, 1997; Miller et al., 1997). Few of 

questionnaire were not completely filled and there were errors in some of the 

questionnaires. According to Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), the questionnaires which 

have missing values are not useable for data analysis. Therefore, after the 

questionnaires were checked carefully, only 382 were selected for a further analysis 

as shown in the table below  
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Questionnaires No 

Distributed Questionnaire 576 

Returned Questionnaire 412 

Response Rate 71.5% 

4.3 Data Screening and Preliminary Checks 

Data screening was conducted to identify errors in the data set. After the collection of 

the data, it was checked that the data entry was done correctly and whether the data do 

have missing values or not. According to Hair et al. 2014, if missing values are less 

than 5% of data, then the mean method can be applied to replace the missing values. 

For screening, the SPSS software version 20 was used. In SPSS variable view, first of 

all the demographic variables such as gender, age, qualification, profession, province, 

the purpose of travel by train, use of the railway, and class-wise were entered. Then 

numeric variables were entered one by one. Then brand experience was coded as BE, 

brand reputation as BR, brand quality relationship as BRQ, negative emotions as NE, 

consumer brand sabotage as CBS. According to the procedure recommended by 

previous researchers such as (Green & Salkind, 2010) decimal, width, type was also 

specified according to data entry and coding.  After that, a frequency test was run to 

check the data entry error and aberrant value. Aberrant values may cause the observed 

response to differ considerably from the predicted response (Thompson, 1991). There 

were 5 errors in data entry. Thus, the values were corrected accordingly. 

The initial verification of the draft application and supporting documentation before 

submission for registration is a preliminary check of the documents. The frequency 

table shows all the  extreme values errors in data entry. This was used to observing the 

values of each item of the scale. As a result, no extreme values were identified. 

According to Alwin (1997) and Miller (1956), a seven-point Likert scale provides 
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more options to the respondents, therefore, seven-point Likert scales was used. It is 

also notable that in  three-point Likert scale can cause ambiguity for the respondents 

(Alwin ,1997). As compared to the three-point or five-point Likert scale the seven-

point Likert scale is more reliable (Withey, 1976). 

Review of literature highlighted that seven-point Likert scale provides a higher mean 

score (Dawes, 2008). According to Miller & Miller (1956, 1994), the seven-point 

Likert scale is accurate, evident and absolute to get information from the respondents. 

Therefore, seven-point Likert scales was used to measure the responses in this study. 

4.3.1 Missing values 

According to (Hair et al., 2010), a number of analyses do not tolerate missing values 

in the data. Therefore, the missing values were checked in the data. If the missing 

values are less than 10 percent generally that can be ignored. However,  if the missing 

values are more than 20% appropriate steps must be taken to correct that. According 

to Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), if there is no missing value in the data or the missing 

value is less than five percent , the value is not crucial. 

Missing values occur when no data value is stored for the variable in the current 

observation. Missing data are a common occurrence and can have a significant effect 

on the conclusions which is drawn from the data. Missing values can occur because of 

non-response or because no information is provided for several items or the whole 

unit. Some items are more sensitive for non-response than others, for example, items 

about private subjects such as age. Missing data is divided into three categories: 

missing completely at random (MCAR), Missing at random (MAR), Not missing at 

random (NMAR). There are some popular missing data treatment methods such as 

series means, linear interpolation, and hot duck method. The series mean method states 
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that  we may replace missing data with the mean (numeric attribute) or mode (nominal 

attribute) of all cases observed. As shown in the table below that there were few 

missing values in the data. According to Hair et al., (2010), if the missing values are 

less than 10% and no missing at non-random then the missing values are ignored. In 

this study, the missing value was 9% and the series mean technique was  used to 

replace missing values by mean. 

Table 4.3.1.1 
Missing Values 

 Valid Missing Mean Minimum Maximum 

BE1 382 0 3.64 1 7 
BE2 381 1 3.61 1 7 
BE3 380 2 3.8 1 7 
BE4 381 1 3.86 1 7 
BE5 380 2 4.29 1 7 
BE6 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE7 382 0 4.19 1 7 
BE8 382 0 3.97 1 7 
BE9 381 1 3.86 1 7 
BE10 382 0 4.03 1 7 
BE11 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE12 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BR1 382 0 3.98 1 7 
BR2 382 0 4.39 1 7 
BR3 382 0 3.66 1 7 

BRQ1 382 0 3.49 1 7 
BRQ2 382 0 3.36 1 7 
BRQ3 382 0 3.45 1 7 
BRQ4 382 0 3.61 1 7 
BRQ5 378 4 3.57 1 7 
BRQ6 376 6 3.87 1 7 
BRQ7 380 2 4.02 1 7 
BRQ8 378 4 4.08 1 7 
BRQ9 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ10 375 7 3.95 1 7 
BRQ11 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BRQ12 382 0 3.96 1 7 
BRQ13 381 1 3.97 1 7 
BRQ14 380 2 3.8 1 7 
BRQ15 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ16 381 1 3.6 1 7 
BRQ17 382 0 3.74 1 7 
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BRQ18 381 1 3.67 1 7 
BRQ19 381 1 4.28 1 7 
BRQ20 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BRQ21 382 0 3.96 1 7 

NE1 382 0 3.71 1 7 
NE2 382 0 3.89 1 7 
NE3 381 1 3.87 1 7 
NE4 381 1 3.9 1 7 
NE5 382 0 3.98 1 7 

CBS1 382 0 3.18 1 7 
CBS2 382 0 3.38 1 7 
CBS3 382 0 3.2 1 7 
CBS4 382 0 3.23 1 7 
CBS5 382 0 3.51 1 7 
CBS6 382 0 3.7 1 7 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality 
Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand sabotage) 

` Table 4.3.1.2 
Missing Value Analysis (After Treatment) 

 Valid Missing Mean Minimum Maximum 
BE1 382 0 3.64 1 7 
BE2 382 0 3.62 1 7 
BE3 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BE4 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE5 382 0 4.29 1 7 
BE6 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE7 382 0 4.19 1 7 
BE8 382 0 3.97 1 7 
BE9 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE10 382 0 4.03 1 7 
BE11 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE12 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BR1 382 0 3.98 1 7 
BR2 382 0 4.39 1 7 
BR3 382 0 3.66 1 7 

BRQ1 382 0 3.49 1 7 
BRQ2 382 0 3.36 1 7 
BRQ3 382 0 3.45 1 7 
BRQ4 382 0 3.61 1 7 
BRQ5 382 0 3.57 1 7 
BRQ6 382 0 3.87 1 7 
BRQ7 382 0 4.02 1 7 
BRQ8 382 0 4.08 1 7 
BRQ9 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ10 382 0 3.95 1 7 
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BRQ11 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BRQ12 382 0 3.96 1 7 
BRQ13 382 0 3.97 1 7 
BRQ14 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BRQ15 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ16 382 0 3.6 1 7 
BRQ17 382 0 3.74 1 7 
BRQ18 382 0 3.67 1 7 
BRQ19 382 0 4.27 1 7 
BRQ20 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BRQ21 382 0 3.96 1 7 

NE1 382 0 3.71 1 7 
NE2 382 0 3.89 1 7 
NE3 382 0 3.87 1 7 
NE4 382 0 3.9 1 7 
NE5 382 0 3.98 1 7 

CBS1 382 0 3.18 1 7 
CBS2 382 0 3.38 1 7 
CBS3 382 0 3.2 1 7 
CBS4 382 0 3.23 1 7 
CBS5 382 0 3.51 1 7 
CBS6 382 0 3.7 1 7 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality 
Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand sabotage) 

4.3.2 Outliers 

After incorporating missing values and data normality, the next step is to check the 

outliers in the data. The outliers are the  data values that are very different from the 

majority of data values in the data set. The detection of outliers is important because 

of its considerable influence on the results of the data analysis. A review of past studies 

revealed that including or excluding of outliers from a data analysis depends on the 

reason why the case is an outlier and the purpose of the analysis (Iacobucci & 

Churchill, 2004; Hair et a., 2014). Although having outlier(s) in one’s dataset is not an 

issue in PLS, as it handles non-normal data (Hair et al., 2011). Whereas, it is equally 

important to examine data for such cases and provide a solution if they exist. For the 

detection of outliers in this study, the Mahalanobis Distance D2 approach is being used 
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(Pallant, 2011). The D2 approach measures the distance of a case from the centroid 

(multidimensional mean) of a distribution, given the covariance (multidimensional 

variance) of the distribution (Hair et al., 2007). In SPSS 20, the Mahal distance is 

calculated by use of linear regression. The new variable with name of ‘MAH_1’ for 

each item appears in the separate column in SPSS which was then compared with chi-

square. Based on the above argument, this study concludes that there are no outliers in 

its data set.  

4. 4 Description of the Demographic Profile of the Respondents 

The demographic factors of this study include gender, age, qualification, profession, 

railways, class-wise, purpose, frequent travel in the railways. Table 4.5 presents the 

demographic profile of the participant. 

Table 4.4   

Demographics   

Characteristics Frequency Percentage 

Gender   

Male 298 78.00% 
Female 84 22.00% 
Age   

18-25 years 369 96.60% 
26-35years 9 2.40% 
36-45 years 1 0.30% 
More than 45 years 3 0.80% 
Qualification   

Matric 8 2.10% 
Intermediate 124 32.50% 
Bachelor 245 64.10% 
Master 3 0.80% 
PhD 2 0.50% 
Profession   

Student 370 96.90% 
Employee 8 2.10% 
Business 4 1.00% 
Use of railway in province   
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Punjab 361 94.50% 
Sindh 5 1.30% 
KPK 10 2.60% 
Baluchistan 6 1.60% 
Class   

first class 9 2.34% 
business class 8 2.1% 
economy class 364 94.8% 
second class 1 0.52% 
Purpose of travel   

business tour 29 7.60% 
travel with friends 135 35.30% 
travel with family 182 47.60% 
study tour 36 9.40% 
Frequent of travel   

Daily 13 3.40% 
Once a week 18 4.70% 
Once a month 52 13.60% 
Once a year 299 78.30% 

 

4.5 Data Normality 

According to Hair et al. (2014), In PLS-SEM non-normal data can be treated but 

studies should use skewness and kurtosis methods to examine the normality of the 

data. Because highly skewed and kurtotic data can inflate the bootstrapped standard 

error estimates (Chernick, 2011). According to Gravetter and Wallnau (2007), 

normality is defined as “a symmetrical bell shape curve, which have smaller 

frequencies toward extremes and greater score in the middle”. A great number of 

statistical tests require that data should be normally distributed (Hair et al, 2007). It is 

necessary to evaluate the distribution of data before doing the analysis (Hair et al, 

2007). The normality of data is tested by following the guideline of Pallant (2011). 

Normality can be tested by scattered plat, boxplot, Skewness, Kurtosis, Shapiro-Wilks, 

and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). To assess the distribution 
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of data two different approaches were used which are skewness, kurtosis, and Shapiro-

Wilks, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The results of are listed in the table below. 

 

 

Table 4.5.1 
Skewness Kurtosis 

 Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error 
BE 382 -.001 .125 .342 .249 
BR 382 -.082 .125 -.766 .249 

BRQ 382 -.042 .125 .124 .249 
NE_M 382 .024 .125 -.043 .249 
CBS 382 .371 .125 -.596 .249 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality 

Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand sabotage) 

The table shows that all the values have skewness and kurtosis between 1 to -1. It 

therefore shows that data are  normally distributed (quasi normality). 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilks Statistics 

Table 4.5.2 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk 
 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
BE1 0.175 382 0 0.931 382 0 
BE2 0.132 382 0 0.94 382 0 
BE3 0.168 382 0 0.94 382 0 
BE4 0.132 382 0 0.944 382 0 
BE5 0.15 382 0 0.935 382 0 
BE6 0.138 382 0 0.946 382 0 
BE7 0.146 382 0 0.939 382 0 
BE8 0.116 382 0 0.94 382 0 
BE9 0.151 382 0 0.945 382 0 
BE10 0.141 382 0 0.942 382 0 
BE11 0.147 382 0 0.945 382 0 
BE12 0.134 382 0 0.937 382 0 
BR1 0.137 382 0 0.921 382 0 
BR2 0.12 382 0 0.923 382 0 
BR3 0.123 382 0 0.915 382 0 
BRQ1 0.137 382 0 0.931 382 0 
BRQ2 0.128 382 0 0.928 382 0 
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BRQ3 0.146 382 0 0.928 382 0 
BRQ4 0.116 382 0 0.932 382 0 
BRQ5 0.126 382 0 0.926 382 0 
BRQ6 0.169 382 0 0.935 382 0 
BRQ7 0.142 382 0 0.937 382 0 
BRQ8 0.166 382 0 0.94 382 0 
BRQ9 0.13 382 0 0.934 382 0 
BRQ10 0.156 382 0 0.94 382 0 
BRQ11 0.114 382 0 0.937 382 0 
BRQ12 0.138 382 0 0.945 382 0 
BRQ13 0.144 382 0 0.938 382 0 
BRQ14 0.144 382 0 0.941 382 0 
BRQ15 0.116 382 0 0.937 382 0 
BRQ16 0.122 382 0 0.934 382 0 
BRQ17 0.148 382 0 0.927 382 0 
BRQ18 0.135 382 0 0.937 382 0 
BRQ19 0.139 382 0 0.937 382 0 
BRQ20 0.151 382 0 0.939 382 0 
BRQ21 0.172 382 0 0.934 382 0 
NE1 0.174 382 0 0.926 382 0 
NE2 0.17 382 0 0.942 382 0 
NE3 0.128 382 0 0.945 382 0 
NE4 0.137 382 0 0.943 382 0 
NE5 0.126 382 0 0.938 382 0 
CBS1 0.159 382 0 0.896 382 0 
CBS2 0.126 382 0 0.923 382 0 
CBS3 0.155 382 0 0.9 382 0 
CBS4 0.171 382 0 0.9 382 0 
CBS5 0.122 382 0 0.921 382 0 
CBS6 0.119 382 0 0.918 382 0 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality 
Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand sabotage) 

Although, generally, a value less than 0.05 shows that data is not normal, the above 

table shows that all values are above  0.05 and this indicates that the data are normal. 

Thus, based on the above examination it is concluded that data are  normally 

distributed. 
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4.6 Descriptive Statistics 

The research employed statistical packages for social sciences (SPSS) 20 and Partial 

Least Square Structural Equational Modelling (PLS-SEM) version 3 to perform data 

analysis and hypothesis testing. Descriptive analyses were performed to classify the 

samples of respondents. Furthermore, data were  filtered and cleaned, outliers 

excluded and data normality was being checked. The descriptive statistics is stated  in 

Table 4.6.1. below.  

 

Table 4.6.1 

Descriptive Statistics 

 

Mean Std. Deviation 

Statistic Statistic 

Brand experience 3.90 1.215 

Brand reputation 4.01 1.660 

Brand quality relationship 3.79 1.264 

Negative emotions 3.87 1.400 

Customer brand sabotage 3.36 1.576 

In table mean values are ranging between 3.36 to 4.0 which indicate that respondents 

generally somewhat neutral or agreed to the statements. 

4.7 Common Method Bias 

The common method bias occurs when data is collected from one source for all the 

variables (Simonin, 1999). There are few statistical techniques suggested by past 

studies such as Harman’s single-factor test, common latent factor test, and marker 

variable technique to deal with common method bias (Podsakoff, 2003). In this study, 

the Harman’s method is used to measure common method bias. Although there are 
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few other methods, Harman’s method is preferred by scholars (Fuller, Simmering, 

Atinc, Atinc, & Babin, 2015). In SPSS 20, the Harman’s single factor was run by 

loading all the indicators as a single factor. The un-rotated principle common factor 

analysis was subjected for all measurement items. According to Podsakoff & Organ, 

(1986) when the majority of the variance is explained by one factor, the common 

method bias exists in the data. As shown in table 4.4 that all the factor has an 

Eigenvalue greater than 1 and total variance is 31%. According to Harman (1960), the 

variance should be less than 50% Therefore, it is concluded that there is no issue of 

common method variance in the data. 

Table 4.7.1   
Common Method Bias 

Component Initial Eigen values Extraction Sums of Squared 
Loadings  

 Total % of 
Variance 

Cumulative 
% Total % of 

Variance 
Cumulative 

% 

1 15.013 31.942 31.942                      
15.013 31.942 31.942 

2 6.043 12.857 44.799       
3 3.806 8.097 52.896       
4 2.055 4.372 57.268       
5 1.421 3.024 60.292       
6 1.291 2.747 63.039       
7 1.145 2.437 65.475       
8 1.076 2.289 67.764       

 

4.8 Multicollinearity 

The relationship between the various independent variables is called multicollinearity 

(Hair et al., 2010). It is suggested that there should be a little correlation between 

independent variables, and a high correlation exists between independent and 

dependent variable. It is assumed that independent variables should not be linearly 

related in multiple regression. The multicollinearity makes it difficult to explain the 

variables and distorts the investigation of the regression coefficient. According to Field 
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(2009), if correlation among construct is high then multicollinearity exists. If there is 

multicollinearity in data then inter construct correlation matrix should be investigated 

to check the correlation between two independent variables (Hair et al., 2010). Hair et 

al (2007) suggested a variance inflated factor (VIF) and tolerance values. According 

to Hair et al (2010) multicollinearity exists if VIF value is greater than 10 and the 

tolerance value is less than 0.10. The collinearity diagnostic was run in SPSS. Based 

on the output of the analysis, no value exceeds the threshold value as all VIF values 

are less than 10 and all tolerance values are greater than 0.10. 

 

Table 4.8 
Collinearity Statistics Model 

 Tolerance VIF 
Brand Experience 0.692 1.444 
Brand Reputation 0.871 1.148 

Brand Relationship Quality 0.704 1.42 
Negative Emotion 0.884 1.132 

4.9 Convergent Validity 

Convergent validity is the degree to which an operation is similar to (converges on) 

other operations (Hair et al., 2014). According to Hair et al., (2010), average variance 

extracted (AVE) can be used to measure the convergent validity. Convergent validity 

can be determined by checking the factor loading of items over the construct. Factor 

loadings (pattern coefficients) are interpreted as regression coefficients that estimate 

the direct effects of the factor on the indicator (Kline, 2005). The cut-off value of AVE 

should be 0.5 or greater than this. The value of AVE that is greater than 0.5 indicates 

that latent construct is  more than half of the variance of indicators (Hair et la, 2014). 

Result reveals that the AVE of all constructs is greater than 0.5 and it is provided in 

the table. 
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4.10 Pearson Correlation 

A review of literature has highlighted correlation issues and urged to check 

correlations of constructs. Some studies suggested that a high value of correlation 

between two constructs can overlap the concepts (Garson 1998, 2006). According to 

Gujrati (2009) the Correlation between two constructs should not be more than 0.9. 

Pearson correlation values are provided below 

Table 4.10 
Correlation 

 
 

Brand 
Experience 

Brand 
Reputation 

Brand 
Quality 

relationship 

Negative 
Brand 

Emotions 

Customer 
Brand 

Sabotage 
Brand 

Experience 
Pearson 

Correlation 1     

Brand 
Reputation 

Pearson 
Correlation .293** 1    

Brand 
Quality 

relationship 

Pearson 
Correlation .512** .305** 1   

Negative 
emotions 

Pearson 
Correlation -.302** -.209** -.256** 1  

Customer 
Brand 

Sabotage 

Pearson 
Correlation -.173** -.184** -.123* .663** 1 

 
This table describes that most of the respondents are male with the frequency of 298 

(78%) and females are 84 (22%) of the data. A great number of respondents belonged 

to the age group of 18 to 25 years with 96.6%, age group of 26 to 35 years having 

2.4%, 3 respondents belonged to the age group of more than 45 years having 0.8% and 

only 1 respondent belongs to the age group of 35 to 45 years. Most respondents were 

at the graduate level of education. The 64% of respondents have graduation degree, 

124 respondents have an intermediate degree which is 32.5%, 3 respondents had 

master’s degree which consists of the percentage of 0.8% and 2 respondents have PhD 

degree with 0.50%. The table represents that most respondents were students with 

96.9%., and only 4%  belonged to the businesses category. A greater number of 
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respondents belonged to the province of Punjab which 94.5% of sample, and only 

1.6% belong to Baluchistan. Most consumers seemed to be traveling in economy class 

which is 94.8% of total consumers. Majority of consumers were noticed to be 

travelling with their family which is 47.6%. Regarding their frequency of travel, most 

respondents travelled once in a year which is 78.30% of respondents. 

4.11 Measurement Model Assessment 

In this study, smart (PLS) software is used to test the model and it is a component base 

method approach (Hutchinson, Lai & Wang, 2009). Partial least square modelling is 

an appropriate approach for theory building and predictive application. Although, PLS 

does not require a normality of data (Chin, 1998), it provides support to the analysis 

of indirect and direct relationship. The model in hand has the association between 

indicator and latent variables. The measurement model is calculated through loadings 

of all the variables. Discriminant and convergent validity, reliability, composite 

reliability of all the variables are evaluated. The measurement model contains five 

latent variables and 47 indicators. The discriminant validity is evaluated through cross 

loading (Fornell & Larker, 1980). Convergent validity is evaluated by outer loadings 

and calculated the average variance extracted value. The consistency between the 

items was measured through composite reliability. The threshold value for composite 

reliability of above 0.7 is satisfactory (Hair et al., 2017).  

For this study, Cronbach’s alpha is used to ensure reliability of the model which is a 

reliable technique (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). The value of Cronbach alpha less than 

0.6 is considered as poor. The value lies between 0.6 to 0.7 is considered acceptable 

and the values between 0.8 to 0.95 is considered good value (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). 

However, the value that is more than 0.95 is not adequate (Ursachi, Horodnic & Zait, 
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2015). In this study, reliability values of all the constructs are provided in the following 

table and all constructs are reliable. 

After the reliability test, the next step is to check convergent validity. Convergent 

validity reveals that how much the constructs are similar to each other (Sekaran & 

Bougie, 2016).  The AVE is being calculated as defined by past studies (Hair et al., 

2017) and the acceptable value of convergent validity is greater than 0.5 (Bagozzi & 

Yi, 1988). In this study, the value of convergent validity for all the constructs is greater 

than 0.5. The factor loading of all variables was  also examined. According to Hair et 

al (2010) factor loading of all the variables should be greater than 0.5. In this study, 

all the variables have factor loading that is greater than 0.5 as shown in Table 4.1.1
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Table 4.11       
Weights       

First Order Second 
Order Item Labelling Loadings CR AVE Cronbach’s Alpha 

Sensory    0.885 0.721 0.806 
  BE1 0.777    
  BE2 0.911    
  BE3 0.854    

Affective    0.890 0.729 0.814 
  BE4 0.861    
  BE5 0.833    
  BE6 0.867    

Intellectual    0.885 0.720 0.806 
  BE7 0.837    
  BE8 0.852    
  BE9 0.857    

Behavioral    0.896 0.742 0.826 
  BE10 0.851    
  BE11 0.855    
  BE12 0.878    
 Brand Experience   0.933 0.533 0.922 
  Sensory     
  Affective     
  Intellectual     
  Behavioral     

Brand 
Reputation Unidimensional   0.892 0.734 0.821 

  BR1 0.886    
  BR2 0.873    
  BR3 0.810    
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Self 
connective 
attachment 

   0.896 0.685 0.844 

  BRQ1 0.694    
  BRQ2 0.876    
  BRQ3 0.893    
  BRQ4 0.832    

Satisfaction    0.919 0.654 0.894 
  BRQ5 0.815    
  BRQ6 0.800    
  BRQ7 0.840    
  BRQ8 0.803    
  BRQ9 0.787    
  BRQ10 0.808    

Behavioral 
commitment    0.925 0.711 0.898 

  BRQ11 0.823    
  BRQ12 0.867    
  BRQ13 0.858    
  BRQ14 0.857    
  BRQ15 0.811    

Trust    0.892 0.735 0.819 
  BRQ16 0.873    
  BRQ17 0.866    
  BRQ18 0.831    

Emotional 
intimacy    0.897 0.745 0.829 

  BRQ19 0.774    
  BRQ20 0.918    
  BRQ21 0.892    
 Band Relationship Quality   0.961 0.500 0.957 
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  Self-connective 
attachment     

  Satisfaction     

  Behavioral 
commitment     

  Trust     
  Emotional intimacy     

Negative 
Emotion Unidimensional   0.918 0.690 0.888 

  NE1 0.807    
  NE2 0.837    
  NE3 0.856    
  NE4 0.850    
  NE5 0.803    

Consumer 
Brand 

Sabotage 
Unidimensional   0.936 0.709 0.917 

  CBS1 0.759    
  CBS2 0.862    
  CBS3 0.884    
  CBS4 0.873    
  CBS5 0.868    
  CBS6 0.765    

 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand 
sabotage) 
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4.12 Discriminant Validity 

Discriminant validity represents the extent to which constructs are different to each 

other and how well indicators represent a construct (Hair et al., 2014). In this study 

discriminant validity is assessed based on Fornell and Larcker's (1981) guideline. One 

of the most used method of evaluating the discriminant validity is Fornell and Larcker 

method. By using the Fornell and Larcker (1981) criteria and cross-loading, the 

discriminant validity is evaluated. The past studies suggested that loading of items 

should be maximum on their construct and not on another construct (Chin, 1998). To 

measure discriminant validity the square root of AVE was examined it should be 

greater than correlation among latent constructs. It is shown in table 4.10 that AVE 

value of all the constructs is greater than the correlation among latent constructs 

(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The AVE value of brand experience is 0.857, brand 

reputation is 0.925 brand relationship quality is 0.857, negative emotions is 0.911 and 

consumer brand sabotage is 0.917 and which shows that the loadings are at maximum 

on their construct thereby indicating its discriminant validity and correlations. 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality 
Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand sabotage) 

 
There is another method of examining the discriminant validity. This method evaluates 

the cross-loadings to provide further support to reflective indictors. It is suggested that 

loadings of all items must be greater on their their constructs instead of any other 

Table 4.12 
Discriminant validity 
 BE BR BRQ CBS NE 
BE 0.857     
BR 0.299 0.925    
BRQ 0.512 0.314 0.857   
CBS -0.176 -0.184 -0.124 0.917  
NE -0.305 -0.22 -0.26 0.665 0.911 
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construct in case of reflective measurements (Hair et al., 2017; Chin, 1998). It is 

ascertained that the items represent their constructs and if it is not loaded highest on 

their construct then the items would be deleted.  In this study, on the thresholds of the 

discriminant validity are met as shown in Table 4.12.1 (Hair et al., 2013). 

Table 4.12.1 
Factor Loading 

 BE BR BRQ NE CBS 
BE1 0.587 0.269 0.288 -0.171 -0.039 
BE2 0.783 0.267 0.426 -0.245 -0.127 
BE3 0.762 0.22 0.408 -0.224 -0.149 
BE4 0.782 0.21 0.397 -0.283 -0.182 
BE5 0.714 0.315 0.399 -0.26 -0.237 
BE6 0.787 0.211 0.376 -0.249 -0.173 
BE7 0.734 0.232 0.316 -0.251 -0.134 
BE8 0.704 0.19 0.379 -0.2 -0.118 
BE9 0.749 0.19 0.388 -0.212 -0.085 
BE10 0.74 0.226 0.379 -0.214 -0.128 
BE11 0.713 0.129 0.351 -0.153 -0.049 
BE12 0.74 0.187 0.391 -0.215 -0.114 
BR1 0.249 0.886 0.193 -0.209 -0.213 
BR2 0.198 0.873 0.189 -0.132 -0.16 
BR3 0.298 0.81 0.398 -0.204 -0.099 

BRQ1 0.338 0.228 0.546 -0.145 -0.1 
BRQ2 0.309 0.194 0.668 -0.126 -0.026 
BRQ3 0.336 0.201 0.753 -0.179 -0.051 
BRQ4 0.378 0.159 0.743 -0.137 -0.03 
BRQ5 0.361 0.198 0.795 -0.132 -0.013 
BRQ6 0.362 0.19 0.728 -0.202 -0.123 
BRQ7 0.412 0.266 0.751 -0.238 -0.148 
BRQ8 0.426 0.272 0.706 -0.231 -0.141 
BRQ9 0.405 0.215 0.738 -0.2 -0.064 
BRQ10 0.4 0.278 0.763 -0.223 -0.161 
BRQ11 0.357 0.255 0.753 -0.14 -0.028 
BRQ12 0.421 0.304 0.782 -0.225 -0.141 
BRQ13 0.379 0.301 0.735 -0.211 -0.104 
BRQ14 0.406 0.284 0.751 -0.243 -0.117 
BRQ15 0.383 0.233 0.787 -0.234 -0.075 
BRQ16 0.363 0.235 0.774 -0.164 -0.034 
BRQ17 0.355 0.174 0.744 -0.261 -0.139 
BRQ18 0.355 0.228 0.761 -0.18 -0.109 
BRQ19 0.285 0.187 0.545 -0.141 -0.094 
BRQ20 0.429 0.214 0.78 -0.187 -0.116 
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BRQ21 0.435 0.248 0.79 -0.206 -0.103 
NE1 -0.201 -0.083 -0.131 0.807 0.506 
NE2 -0.246 -0.15 -0.172 0.837 0.536 
NE3 -0.253 -0.218 -0.227 0.856 0.543 
NE4 -0.273 -0.195 -0.286 0.85 0.586 
NE5 -0.284 -0.25 -0.243 0.803 0.578 

CBS1 -0.17 -0.117 -0.135 0.555 0.795 
CBS2 -0.166 -0.133 -0.139 0.584 0.862 
CBS3 -0.158 -0.166 -0.115 0.562 0.884 
CBS4 -0.157 -0.193 -0.094 0.547 0.873 
CBS5 -0.164 -0.181 -0.094 0.564 0.868 
CBS6 -0.072 -0.142 -0.045 0.541 0.765 

Note: BE (Brand Experience), BR (Brand Reputation), BRQ (Brand Quality 
Relationship) NE (Negative Emotions), CBS (consumer brand sabotage) 
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4.13 Structural Model 

The next step is to evaluate the structural model after calculating the measurement 

model. In this part of the study, the predictive relevance (Q2), coefficient of 

determination (R2), the significance of paths, and effect sizes were examined. In a 

reflective model, collinearity is not an issue because items are substitutable, however, 

in a formative study, collinearity is always calculated. Still, collinearity was examined 

before running bootstrapping. The data had no collinearity issue (Hair et al, 2017). 

4.14 Path coefficients 

In this study, seven hypotheses were tested by using structural equation modelling. 

Through bootstrapping in PLS, path coefficients were tested at 5000 sampling to create 

t values. At the 5% level, t value is considered to be significant using two tail tests. 

Furthermore, the path coefficient is significant if t value is greater than 1.96 (Hair et 

al., 2011). To assess the significance level of the hypothesis p-value is used. The 

relationships can be said to be significant when p-value is less than 0.05 at 5% level. 

First of all, the model began with the investigation of the direct relationship between 

independent variable to mediator and mediator to the independent variable. Through 

the mediation test, all indirect relationships were measured. Path coefficient was used 

to check the significance of the relationship and PLS algorithm was run to test β values. 

In smart PLS bootstrapping was applied at 500 sub-sample option. Hence it can be 

seen from the table that five out of seven hypotheses were significant. 

Hypothesis 1 

This hypothesis shows the positive relationship between brand experience and 

negative emotion. The result of the study show a significant relationship between 
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brand experience and negative emotion (= 0.212, p < 0.05). This hypothesis is 

therefore supported.   

Hypothesis 2 

This hypothesis shows the positive relationship between brand reputation and negative 

emotion. The result of the study shows a significant relationship between brand 

reputation and negative emotion (= 0.126, p < 0.05). This hypothesis is therefore 

supported.   

Hypothesis 3 

This hypothesis shows the positive relationship between brand relationship quality and 

negative emotion. The result of the study shows the significant relationship between 

brand reputation and negative emotion (= 0. 113, p < 0.05). This hypothesis is therefore 

supported.   

Hypothesis 4  

This hypothesis shows the positive relationship between brand negative emotion and 

consumer brand sabotage. The results of the study show the significant relationship 

between negative emotion and consumer brand sabotage (= 0.665, p < 0.05). This 

hypothesis is supported.   

4.15 Mediation Analysis 

The current study follows the structural equation approach also called as partial least 

square to evaluate and investigate the mediating role of brand experience, brand 

reputation, brand relationship quality to consumer brand sabotage through the 

mediation of negative emotions (Fairchild & McQuillin, 2010; David et al., 2004; 

MacKinnon et al., 2002). There are two well-known approaches of mediation test, one 

is Baron and Kenny (1986) approach and other approach is Preacher and Hayes (2004). 
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According to Baron and Kenny (1986) approach mediation exists when there is a 

significant relationship between independent and dependent variable and includes 

some other assumptions. Whereas, this approach was criticized by number of 

researchers. Thus, this study uses Preacher and Hayes (2009) approach. This approach 

presents the individual effect distribution, bootstrapping and also includes the standard 

error (Hayes, 2009). 

According to (Preacher & Hayes, 2004), mediators are the variables that mediate the 

relationship between independent and dependent variable. According to this approach, 

mediation exists even when there is no direct relationship between independent and 

dependent variable. By following this approach researchers are able to understand to 

which extant mediating variable mediates the relationship between the independent 

and dependent variable and complete effect of mediation in a study. This study uses 

the bootstrapping technique to test the mediation (Preacher and Hayes, 2008). Smart 

PLS (SEM) based process is used to test the bootstrapping technique. Bootstrapping 

technique can be applied to a small sample size and there is no assumption of this 

technique regarding sampling distribution (Hair et al., 2017). 

Hypothesis 5 

This Hypothesis discusses the relationship between brand experience and consumer 

brand sabotage through the mediation of negative emotion. The result of this study 

shows a positive relationship between brand experience and negative emotion (= 

0.142, p < 0.05). The hypothesis is therefore supported. 

Hypothesis 6 

This Hypothesis discusses the relationship between brand reputation and consumer 

brand sabotage through the mediation of negative emotion. The result of this study 
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shows a positive relationship between brand experience and negative emotion (=0.084, 

p < 0.05). The hypothesis is therefore supported. 

Hypothesis 7  

This Hypothesis discusses the relationship between brand relationship quality and 

consumer brand sabotage through the mediation of negative emotion. The result of this 

study shows a positive relationship between brand experience and negative emotion 

(=0.075, p< 0.05). The hypothesis is therefore supported. 

4.16 Predictive Relevance (Q2) 

The Q2 ensures the predictive relevance of the measurement model through Stone–

Geisser criterion which is measured by blindfolding technique. The value of Q2 

indicates the influence of latent variable predictive relevance on endogenous latent 

(Henseler, Ringle & Sinkovics, 2009). Q2 is used to investigate the goodness of fit in 

PLS and it is a parameter of model estimating power (Hair et al., 2017). The Q2 can be 

evaluated by two approaches which are the cross-validated redundancy and the other 

is the cross-validity communality. It is recommended by Hair et al., (2017) to use the 

cross-validated redundancy approach because it estimates both structural model and 

measurement model of data prediction. 

A value that is less than zero is considered to  lack of predictive relevance and a value 

that is greater than zero has a good value. When Q2 is greater than zero value, it implies 

the model has a predictive relevance and it represents that all the values are well 

constructed (Hair, Ringle, et al., 2013). The predictive relevance Q2 was measured in 

this study and its value is 0.291 which highlights that model has predictive relevance. 
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4.17 Coefficient of Determination (R2) 

The coefficient of determination of endogenous latent variables is the most 

conventional technique to evaluate the structural model. The main objective of the 

coefficient of determination is to check how well the independent variable explains 

the dependent variable by increasing the value of R2  (Hair et al., 2014). The tolerance 

level of the coefficient of determination depends on the context of the research (Hair 

et al, 2013). According to Hanseler et al (2009), the tolerance level of coefficient of 

determination should be 0.25 or above. The R2 value of 0.25 is considered weak, 0.5 

is considered  moderate and 0.75 can be considered strong.  

One more study recommends that the threshold value of the coefficient of 

determination should be greater than 0.10 because it is the minimum acceptable value 

(Falk and Miller, 1992). In this study, the coefficient of determination is calculated 

which is up to the threshold value of 0.442. 

4.18 Effect Size (f2) 

The calculation of effect size is very important in the assessment of the measurement 

model after coefficient of determination and predictive relevance. It measures the 

extent to which a construct has impact on the dependent variable. This technique is 

highly encouraged by previous studies (Hair et al, 2017).  The effect size that is less 

than 0.02 means there is no effect, while an effect size value from 0.02 to 0.14 is 

considered as weak and from 0.15 to 0.34 is recommends as moderate. Whereas, effect 

size from 0.35 or more is considered as strong (Hair et al, 2013). In this study, the 

effect size of brand experience on negative emotions is 0.211. The effect size of brand 

reputation on negative emotions is 0.121. The effect size of brand quality relationship 

to negative emotion is 0.114. The effect size of negative emotions on consumer brand 
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sabotage is 0.665. So, based on these results, it can be said that exogenous variables 

have their effects on endogenous variable. 
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Table 4.18 

Structural Model  

Hypothesis/ paths Beta S.E T-
values Sig LLC1 

5% 
ULC1 
95% Decision VIF Effect Q2 R2 

H1:BE            NE -0.212 0.069 3.035 0.001 -0.318 -0.088 Accepted 1.395 0.036 0.291 0.442 

H2:BR            NE -0.126 0.051 2.401 0.008 -0.201 -0.033 Accepted 1.142 0.015   

H3:BRQ             NE -0.113 0.073 1.567 059 -0.232 0.006 Rejected 1.409 0.010   

H4:NE                    CBS 0.665 0.029 23.045 0.000 0.612 0.708 Accepted 1.000 0.791   

H5:BE       NE          CBS -0.142 0.047 2.964 0.002 -0.214 -0.058 Accepted     

H6:BR        NE         CBS -0.084 0.034 2.359 0.009 -0.136 -0.022 Accepted     

H7:BRQ       NE         CBS -0.075 0.049 1.577 0.060 -0.156 0.004 Rejected     
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4.19 Summary of Chapter 

This section describes the techniques and results of the data analysis as proposed in 

previous studies. This chapter began with data screening and preparation. . The 

analysis was started from the identification of missing values. It was revealed that 

missing values are less than 10% and missing at not random. The missing values were 

replaced by their mean values as suggested by Hair et al., (2010). The outliers were 

checked using Mahalanobis distance. Then, the normality of data was  checked using 

skewness, kurtosis, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Shapiro-Wilks tests. It was found that 

data did not have normality issues. The correlation among all the variables was 

significant. The demographic profile of all respondents was evaluated and presented 

in this  study. 

The testing of the model was performed, it started with checking of the reliability, 

convergent and discriminant validity  by following the guideline of previous 

researchers (Hair et al., 2014, Fornell and Larker, 1981).  This chapter reported the 

findings of the study. SPSS was used to describe the respondents’ profiles. However, 

Table 4.18.1   
Hypothesis Statement Findings 

H1 There is a significant relationship between brand experience and negative 
emotion. Supported 

H2 There is a significant relationship between brand reputation and negative 
emotion. Supported 

H3 There is a significant relationship between brand relationship quality and 
negative emotion. 

Not 
Supported 

H4 There is significant relationship between negative emotion and consumer 
brand sabotage Supported 

H5 Negative emotion mediates the relationship between brand experience and 
consumer brand sabotage. Supported 

H6 Negative emotion mediates the relationship between brand reputation and 
consumer brand sabotage. Supported 

H7 Negative emotion mediates the relationship between brand relationship 
quality and consumer brand sabotage. 

Not 
Supported 
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PLS-SEM analysis was employed to test the reliability and validity of the measures. 

The technique of bootstrapping in PLS-SEM analysis was used to test the research 

hypotheses. In general, the result indicated that the measurement model was deemed 

acceptable based on sufficient evidence of reliability, convergent validity, and 

discriminant validity. After the measurement, model was assessed, and the structural 

model was tested, the following chapter discusses the findings, accompanied by 

implications to practice and future research, limitations, and concluding remarks at the 

end of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Discussion, Conclusion & Recommendations 

5.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter starts with the discussion of the results of the relationships between brand 

experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, and consumer brand sabotage 

through the mediation of negative emotions. The theoretical and practical 

contributions of the study are also discussed in this chapter. The chapter ends with the 

limitations of the study, recommendations for future research, and the conclusion of 

the study. 

5.2 Recapitulation 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between brand experience, 

brand reputation, brand relationship quality, and consumer brand sabotage (CBS). It 

also investigated the mediating effect of negative emotions. The data were gathered 

from the railway sector of Pakistan to achieve these objectives. The findings help to 

understand consumer sabotage behavior in the railway sector of Pakistan. Based on 

the analysis, five out of seven hypotheses were supported. This study found that brand 

experience and brand reputation have a significant relationship with negative 

emotions. Furthermore, negative emotions were found to have a significant 

relationship with consumer brand sabotage. Brand experience and brand reputation 

also had a significant relationship with consumer brand sabotage through the 

mediation of negative emotions. However, no significant relationship between brand 

relationship quality and negative emotions and between brand relationship quality and 

consumer brand sabotage through the mediation of negative emotions were observed. 
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5.3 Discussion of Findings 

This part discusses the findings in the following order: (a) the relationship between 

brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, and negative emotions, 

(b) the relationship between negative emotions and CBS, and (c) the mediation effect 

of negative emotions on the relationship between brand experience, brand reputation, 

brand relationship quality, and consumer brand sabotage.  

5.4 Relationship between Brand Experience and Negative Emotions 

Brand experience is a compilation of consumer and brand integration (Moreira et al., 

2017). Brand experience is the consumer’s subjective inner response that can be 

generated through a series of activities (Brakus et al., 2009). This study showed a 

significant relationship between brand experience and negative emotions. The finding 

indicates that brand experience played an important role in the formation of emotions. 

That is, when a consumer has a positive experience with the brand, he or she will have 

good emotions and sentiments with the brand. On the contrary, when the brand 

experience is not favourable, the consumer will have negative emotions with the 

brand. The result of this study highlighted the significant relationship between brand 

experience and the negative emotions of consumers. In the context of the present 

study, since the brand experience of consumers of Pakistan railways was not 

satisfactory, they had negative emotions with the railway services. 

The significant relationship between brand experience and negative emotions with 

Pakistan’s railways can be explained in multiple ways. Consumers might experience 

negative brand experience with the railway services because of the poor physical 

environment of the railway stations or the bad behavior of the ticketing staff. 

Consumers might also not like the sitting area of the railway station. Another reason 

for not having a satisfactory experience could be that consumers were dissatisfied with 
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the railway services. They might not get the value for money from the railway services 

because the uncomfortable journey was below their expectations. As a result, they 

might not think positively about the railway brand. They might also not be satisfied 

because of the high train fares. The justifications are consistent with the brand 

experience measurement used in this study where the brand experience was measured 

with items related to sensory, affective, behavioral, and intellectual experiences. 

The significant relationship also supports the stimulus organism response (S-O-R) 

model. Consumers’ emotions are developed as a result of stimuli in the environment. 

When a favourable experience is stimulated, consumers develop good emotions and 

vice versa. Besides that, the results emphasize that brand managers should enhance 

the brand experience when promoting their brand, which can be improved by 

compensating consumers with promotional deals or awarding bonus points or more 

discounts on miles travelled via the Pakistan railway. Consumer experience can also 

be enhanced by providing better facilities, such as comfortable seating and mileage 

incentives. Consumers are likely to be satisfied when they receive appropriate value 

for the price charged. Other ways to enhance favourable brand experience include 

ensuring that consumers have fun during their ride, offering reduced student tariffs or 

promotional tariffs, and providing better physical facilities. 

Many researchers recognize that brand experience is a key concern for any brand 

because a bad experience is likely to generate negative responses of consumers 

(Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009). Brand experience depends on the way the 

brands and consumers communicate (Klaus & Maklan, 2007). Consumers have 

different choices in selecting brands in the competitive market; so, brand managers 

should focus on enhancing favourable brand experience (Broniarczyk & Griffin, 

2014). The results showed that consumer brand experience with the railway services 
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in Pakistan was not up to the mark. This study adds to the body of knowledge by 

studying the relationship between brand experience and negative emotions in an Asian 

country, specifically by focusing on a local brand, i.e., the railway services of Pakistan. 

5.5 Relationship between Brand Reputation and Negative Emotions 

Brand reputation is the picture a consumer has of a brand over the years that is formed 

based on the aggregated diverse views expressed (Fombrun, 1996). According to 

Foroudi et al. (2017), brand reputation is observed as an aggregate of the image, 

accumulating total and time-to-time appraisal of a brand in the minds of consumers. 

The effect of brand reputation on consumers can be viewed as the emotional 

engagement of consumers. Brand reputation is a perceptible indication of a brand past 

events and expectations defining the brand (Fombrun, 1996)”.  

The result of the present study demonstrated a significant relationship between brand 

reputation and negative emotions. The findings support previous studies. Su, Huang, 

Veen, and Cheen (2014) found that brand reputation affected consumer emotions as 

well as their affective mental states. Another study also highlighted the effects of brand 

reputation on consumer emotions (Mac, Millan, Income, Downing, & Hillenbrand, 

2005). In another study, Cretu and Brodie (2007) demonstrated a significant 

relationship between brand reputation and consumer emotions.  

Several explanations can be offered to suggest the findings. The Pakistan railway is a 

well-known brand in the country that people recognize. However, because its 

reputation is not up to consumer expectations, consumers are not happy with the 

services it provides. The Pakistan railway is the only operator in Pakistan. Therefore, 

it is easier for consumers to judge the brand reputation. Young consumers, such as 

students, are the biggest consumer group that uses the Pakistan railway. Because of 

their frequent use of the railway services, they could better judge the reputation of the 
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railway and, thus, develop appropriate emotions as a response to the brand reputation 

and services received. In this regard, consumers might not be comfortable with railway 

services, which did not meet their expectations. When consumers do not feel good 

about the brand, they are likely to be unhappy and upset (i.e., develop negative 

emotions). As a result, consumers might spread a bad word of mouth, harming the 

brand reputation. Unless the brand reputation is restored, consumers will develop 

negative emotions due to the poor services provided by the railway brand. Also, 

because of the poor services, the Pakistan railways might not be the first choice of 

transportation for consumers. The poor services by the frontline staff could further 

harm the brand reputation.   

This finding of the study is in line with the S-O-R theory that postulates that 

environmental stimulus, such as the brand reputation of the Pakistan railway, can 

influence consumers’ emotions. So, if the brand reputation is good, consumers are 

likely to develop positive emotions and vice versa. This study helps to understand that 

Pakistan railway needs to improve its brand reputation to minimize the negative 

emotions of consumers. Therefore, brand managers should step up their efforts to 

maintain the brand reputation of the Pakistan railway. A good brand reputation should 

be supported, nurtured, well planned, and vigilantly guarded.  

5.6 Relationship between Brand Relationship Quality and Negative Emotions  

Brand relationship quality can be explained as consumers’ feeling that the relationship 

meets their needs, expectations, and desires regarding the overall relationship (Jarvelin 

& Lehtinen, 1996). According to Morgan and Hunt (1994), brand relationship quality 

refers to all actions that are focused on developing, creating, and sustaining a useful 

relationship with the brand and consumers. 
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The result of this study showed an insignificant relationship between brand 

relationship quality and negative emotions. The present result is inconsistent with past 

studies (Ekinci, Yoon, & Oppewal, 2006; Hudson, Roth, Meaden, & Hudson, 2015). 

The finding indicates that brand relationship quality might not influence the emotions 

of consumers. Plausible explanations for the insignificant relationship are as follows. 

The majority of Pakistani railway consumers are young, who made up 96.60 percent 

of the entire study population. The young consumers are between 18 and 25 years of 

age. According to Kundi (2018), youth make up the largest portion of Pakistan’s 

population. People of this age segment might not be attracted to the brand because of 

the poor quality of the relationship but could be attracted by other factors. Consumers 

of this age group might prefer lower prices instead of developing a long-term 

relationship with the brand. They might not have a good experience or may regret 

choosing this brand due to overpricing. As a result, they might find alternative ways 

to travel. It might also be that the railway was not helpful in the case of unpleasant 

situations. It could also be that the consumers felt that the brand did not suit their 

personality, as the major portion of the travellers were young. They could not find 

suitable transportation that met their budget or had an attractive offer.  

5.7 Relationship between Negative Emotions and Consumer Brand Sabotage 

Negative emotions are negative responses or mental preparation phases that occur as 

a result of particular events or experiences (Bagozzi et al., 1999). The study showed a 

significant relationship between negative emotions and consumer brand sabotage. The 

result revealed that negative emotions encouraged consumers to sabotage the Pakistan 

railway sector. The present finding is consistent with previous studies (Gregoire et al., 

2009; Johnson et al., 2010; Romani et al., 2012; Alba and Lutz 2013; Bryson et al., 

2013). The significant relationship also supports the S-O-R theory. When consumers 
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are not happy with the railway services, they are likely to react to the brand, and one 

way they react is by sabotaging the brand.  

Several explanations can be offered for the findings. Consumers might feel irritated 

or distressed when using the Pakistan railway due to poor services, such as low quality 

of food and arrogant staff who treated them poorly. Another plausible explanation 

could be that consumers might feel that the money spent on consuming the railway 

services was not worth the value. Consumers might also be dissatisfied when using 

the railway to travel because of the lack of excellent physical facilities. For instance, 

torn seat covers would make consumers angry, motivating them to sabotage the brand. 

It could also be that consumers were tired of the empty improved quality promises 

made by the railway management, triggering consumers to destroy the brand. In 

keeping with the result, managers should take appropriate steps to address consumer 

complaints by providing quality services promised to minimize consumer sabotage 

behavior.  

5.8 The Mediating Effect of Negative Emotions on Brand Experience, Brand 

Reputation, Brand Relationship Quality, and Consumer Brand Sabotage 

Three hypotheses were developed and tested via smart PLS to address the last research 

question. The goal was to examine the role of negative emotions in mediating the 

relationship between brand experience, brand reputation, brand relationship quality, 

and consumer brand sabotage. 

5.9 The Mediating Effect of Negative Emotions on the Relationship between 

Brand Experience and Consumer Brand Sabotage 

The findings of the study showed a significant mediating impact of negative emotions 

on the relationship of brand experience and consumer brand sabotage. The result 
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suggests that the bad experience of consumers with the brand makes them unhappy 

(i.e., develop negative emotions) with the brand, leading them to sabotage the brand. 

The significant finding suggests that consumer experience with a brand plays an 

important role in how they respond emotionally and behaviorally. In the case of the 

present study, consumers might develop negative emotions or become angry because 

of the low-quality food or arrogance of the railway staff. When they were distressed 

emotionally, they might try to take revenge against the Pakistan railway. Another 

possible explanation could be that consumers felt they were mistreated and did not 

value for the money from their consumption, which irritated them emotionally. As a 

result, they might think to break the rules and destroy the property of the Pakistani 

railway. The S-O-R model could also explain the significant mediation of negative 

emotions. The bad brand experience may serve as a stimulus that prompts consumers 

to develop negative emotions, which could be considered as an organism. 

Inappropriate experience of consumer service may make them angry and frustrated, 

leading them to sabotage the brand. Since negative emotions of consumers tend to 

make them adopt hostile actions, the Pakistan railway should focus on providing an 

excellent brand experience. Moreover, SOR theory also explains that stimulus causes 

an organism. The good brand experience causes a lower level of negative emotion that 

decrease the sabotage behaviours of consumers 

5.10 The Mediating Effect of Negative Emotions on the Relationship between 

Brand Reputation and Consumer Brand Sabotage 

The present study demonstrated the significant mediation of negative emotions in the 

link between brand reputation and consumer brand sabotage. The literature revealed 

an indirect brand reputation association with consumer brand sabotage (Ma, 2018; 

(Kahr et al., 2016. This study contributes to the literature further by presenting 
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empirical evidence of the mediation of negative emotions in the relationship between 

brand reputation and consumer brand sabotage. The significant mediation of negative 

mediation could be explained as follows. Because of bad brand reputation, consumers 

might develop negative emotions, which then made them decide to sabotage the brand. 

It could also be that consumers might get distressed because of the lowered brand 

reputation, leading them to destroy the brand. Consumers might get furious from the 

railway brand due to the bad reputation it has, making the consumers adopt aggressive 

behavior. It could also be that consumers might get offended by the negative reputation 

of the brand, which failed to deliver the expected services associated with the brand. 

Consumers might develop negative emotions as a result and decide to harm the 

property of the brand. Brand reputation is a representation of the brand in the minds 

of consumers; it is linked to consumer feelings and emotions. As a result, consumers 

are likely to adjust their satisfaction and comfort with the brand, resulting in a long-

term relationship with the and repurchase (Hsieh et al., 2004). Therefore, the 

management of the Pakistan railway should work to save its reputation from 

consumers’ negative emotions and the brand from getting harmed. Furthermore, SOR 

explains that the good reputation of brands enhances the chances of downturn in 

negative emotions of customers that leads to lower the level of sabotage of brands by 

customers. 

5.11 The Mediating Effect of Negative Emotions on the Relationship between 

Brand Relationship Quality and Consumer Brand Sabotage 

Unexpectedly, the present study did not find a significant mediation of negative 

emotions in the relationship between brand relationship quality and consumer brand 

sabotage. Since the present study did not find a significant relationship between brand 

relationship quality and negative emotions, the insignificant mediation was expected 
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(Preacher & Hayes, 2004). The finding could be explained as follows. Firstly, the 

majority of the respondents were youth, who might perceive that relationship quality 

was not important in affecting their emotions. Instead, other factors, including high 

prices, uncomfortable journey, bad quality of food, and delays in service, would 

negatively affect their emotions and subsequently make their respond by harming the 

brand. Another possible explanation could be that consumers might not be 

comfortable with the location of the railway stations, the arrogance of the railway staff, 

the low performance of the railway staff, the slow services, and the unavailability of 

tickets in cases of emergency. The majority of the respondents were youth, who tended 

to use the railway to go to work or study place. It could be that the railway station was 

far from their destination or they did not get easy access to work or study place, making 

them unhappy and prompting them to harm the Pakistan railway brand. 

The S-O-R theory postulates that stimuli lead to an organism, which produces a 

response (Russell & Mehrabian, 1977). Therefore, if there is no impact of stimuli on 

an organism, then a subsequent reaction also may not exist. 

5.12 Implications of the Study 

Brands need to minimize the sabotage behavior of consumers because it can benefit 

the brand in various ways. This includes generating generation, smothering activities, 

managing existing consumer attrition, attracting potential consumers, and improving 

the brand. The sabotage behavior of consumers not only harm the brand, but it also 

harms the perception of other consumers. Other consumers may have a negative 

perception of the brand when they see that other consumers are aggressive toward the 

brand. As a result, potential consumers are likely to shun the brand. Therefore, the 

brand must reduce or even prevent the sabotage behavior of consumers. Minimizing 
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the sabotage behavior not only impacts existing consumers but also help potential 

consumers to trust the brand and enhance their services. 

The sabotage activities can be viewed in four ways. Firstly, the sabotaging behavior 

becomes a barrier to attract potential consumers. Lowering the sabotage behavior of 

consumers will enable the Pakistan railway to attract future consumers to use their 

services. Secondly, the sabotage behavior of consumers encourages unsatisfied and 

unhappy consumers to promote a negative word of mouth. When consumers talk badly 

about the brand, potential consumers are less likely to trust the brand, and existing 

consumers are likely to abandon the brand. Hence, minimizing sabotage behavior will 

diminish the negative word of mouth and enhance the trust of potential consumers. 

Thirdly, when consumers sabotage the brand, they are less likely to provide feedback 

about the brand. Consumer feedback is crucial in improving brand services. When 

consumers harm the brand, they may not give their suggestion about how to improve 

the quality of the brand services, about how to fix ongoing problems in operations, 

etc. Fourthly, brand sabotage also means that consumers expect the brand services are 

not disrupted, and their sabotage behavior indicates that they are not happy and 

impatient with such a disruption. Because minimizing the sabotage behavior of 

consumers benefits the Pakistan railway, the management of the railway must pay a 

serious attention to it. The significant result of the present study has several 

implications, as discussed below. 

5.13 Theoretical Contributions 

The present research provides an empirical evidence of the influence of several 

antecedents on the sabotage behavior of consumers. In particular, the result pointed 

out the significant role of brand experience and brand reputation in reducing sabotage 

behavior through the mediation of negative emotions. Unexpectedly, brand 
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relationship quality did not receive empirical support. It highlighted that Pakistan 

railway sector should focus more on brand experience and brand reputation to 

minimize the sabotage behavior of consumers through minimization of negative 

emotions. The study didn’t find the role of brand relationship quality in Pakistan 

railway sector. Overall, the results of the study are consistent with previous studies 

and the SOR model in the context of the Pakistan railway. Also, this study adds to the 

body of knowledge in studying the antecedents of consumer brand sabotage in the 

railway sector of Pakistan. Such a study in this context is rare and scant, and this is the 

major contribution of the present study. 

5.14 Practical Academic and Managerial Contributions 

This study has managerial and practical implications in that the results provide insight 

for managers in the railway sector of Pakistan on how to improve the brand. The 

findings of the study demonstrated that brand experience and brand reputation 

significantly influenced the negative emotions of consumers. Based on these findings, 

the management of the railway brand should strive to enhance and improve the brand 

experience and reputation of the Pakistan railway services. By doing so, existing 

consumers are likely to stay loyal and not harm the brand, and future consumers are 

likely to be attracted to the brand because it is a trustworthy and reliable brand. When 

consumers have a good experience with the brand, they are less likely to harm the 

brand and more likely to support and promote the brand. When the brand reputation 

and experience is enhanced, and consumers are satisfied and happy with the brand, the 

railway establishment is likely to see an increase in its profits. 

Various measures can be taken to enhance the brand experience. Essentially, the 

management of the Pakistan railway should concentrate on a friendly and pleasant 

experience for consumers. The railway management can provide a comfortable 
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atmosphere and sensory indulgence so that railways passengers can travel with 

comfort and have memorable travel experience. Also, consumer brand experience can 

be generated through multiple brand-related stimuli and promotional activities to elicit 

positive consumer feelings. Organizing events, such as friends and family celebrations 

with consumers, packages to explore new places, and mileage reward points are some 

of the initiatives that can be undertaken. Furthermore, managers should focus on 

trouble-free check-in and check-out, entertainment, and good quality onboard food. 

Such brand efforts will motivate consumers to lower sabotage behavior. 

In enhancing the good reputation of the railway brand to lessen the negative emotions 

of consumers, brand managers of Pakistan railway should work to spread the good 

word of mouth about the brand. The Pakistan railway should be recognized for its 

good services, consumers satisfaction, immediate actions on feedback, and resolving 

consumers’ complaints quickly. Moreover, a good reputation is a source of consumer 

attraction, and they are likely to prefer the Pakistan railway over competing brands. 

When the services offered are up to their expectations, consumers are likely to be 

happy and satisfied, and they will have a favourable perception of the brand. 

5.15 Methodological Contributions 

Apart from theoretical and practical contribution, this study contributes towards 

methodological consideration. A big number of past studies used traditional 

instrument validations such as measuring Cronbach’s alpha and basic tests. these tests 

were not sufficient to justify need of complex analysis. Review of literature 

highlighted that previous studies on consumer brand sabotage and its predictors tended 

to use the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) and moment structure analysis 

(AMOS) in their analysis (Curth et al., 2014; Dang & Arndt, 2017; Hansong et al., 

2012; He et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2016; Revilla-Camacho et al., 2015; Shamim et al., 
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2017). A few studies also used partial least square modelling of the structural equation 

(PLS-SEM) (Ho et al., 2017; Yi & Gong, 2008; Yi et al., 2013, 2011; Zhu et al., 2016). 

However, studies that used SPSS and PLS-SEM simultaneously are rare (Tan et al., 

2017). Hence, this study incorporated both SPSS and PLS-SEM. The present research 

used SPSS to screen and clean the data and then applied PLS-SEM to check the 

model’s robustness and predictive ability to explore the relationship between the 

variables. The use of both statistical tools is relatively rare and an important to the 

marketing literature. The systematic assessment of measures used in this study 

contribute to help future researchers to develop more valid and reliable measures.  

Since consumer brand sabotage measurements were adapted from earlier studies, their 

reliability and validity had been established. Also, the discriminant validity, composite 

validity, and convergent validity were considered satisfactory. Thus, this study makes 

a methodological contribution by assessing the reliability and validity of the adapted 

measures in the context of Pakistan. Another methodological contribution of the 

present study is the mediation test of negative emotions by using Preacher and Hayes’s 

(2004) method. The result indicates that negative emotions mediated the relationship 

between brand experience and consumer brand sabotage and the relationship between 

brand reputation and consumer brand sabotage.  

5.16 Limitations and Future Studies 

While the present study offers worthy literature contributions in the context of 

Pakistan railways, it has several limitations that should be considered when 

interpreting the results. The study focused on passengers traveling on railways in 

major cities of Pakistan. Future studies should expand the sample by focusing on 

consumers in small cities which can help to gather more information about the factors 

that cause sabotage behavior and can get enhancement in terms of generalizability. 
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This study used a quantitative approach, i.e., survey, to collect data. Future studies can 

collect data through interviews to enable consumers to express their views in detail. A 

mixed method of qualitative and quantitative approaches can also be applied to 

investigate consumer brand sabotage in depth. The study was conducted in the railway 

sector of Pakistan. The theoretical model of the study can be empirically evaluated in 

other contexts including banking, agriculture and transport because these sectors 

heavily contribute in GDP. The study gathered cross-sectional data due to a limitation 

of time and cost. The data gathered from consumers through a one-time survey could 

not predict long-term consumer behavior. In future research, a longitudinal study can 

be considered where data can be collected several times to analyze changes in 

consumer behaviors. It would add more value to understand the complex relationships 

of variables and change in them which occurs during a specific period of time. The 

longitudinal analysis can be used so that causality between the variables can be 

inferred. By doing so, consumer behavior could be analyzed in-depth, and the results 

of this study could be verified further. In this study, reflective measurements were 

used. Future studies may consider formative measurements or any combination of 

formative and reflective measures. Moreover, unidimensional scales were used to 

measure the key variables. Future studies may consider multidimensional scales, 

check the relations of sub hypotheses and extend framework by having relationships 

with dimensions. 

This study used negative emotion as mediating variable. Other kind of emotions also 

can be studied by future researcher in this relationship. Furthermore, future studies can 

apply moderator in this relationship or choose control variables to examine the effects 

on dependent variable.  
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5.17 Conclusion 

This study aimed to highlight the importance of sabotage behavior of consumers. This 

research explored the variables that influence CBS among consumers of the Pakistan 

railway by using the stimulus-organism response model theory. The theory of stimulus 

organism response is linked to consumers' rationality with stimuli to their response. 

The stimuli are further divided into two main components, namely brand-induced 

external stimulus and internal variables triggered by individual factors. This study may 

help the Pakistan railway to minimize CBS, regain market share, attract new 

consumers, generate profits, and promote a favorable brand. Overall, the current study 

was able to meet the research objectives and address the research questions. Many 

studies on consumer brand sabotage and its predictors have been conducted; however, 

this study is one of the few studies that examined CBS from the branding perspective. 

It offers crucial insights to brand managers of the Pakistan railway to design relevant 

measures to enhance consumer satisfaction and reduce sabotage behavior of 

consumers. The findings of this study suggested that Pakistan railway should focus 

more in polishing its reputation and smothering the experience which will lower 

negativity from emotions of consumers and urge them to minimize their sabotaging 

behavior towards the brand. 

This study formulated seven hypotheses, out of which five hypotheses were accepted, 

and two hypotheses rejected. Brand experience and brand reputation were found to 

influence consumer brand sabotage through the mediation of negative emotions. 

Negative emotions also had a significant relationship with consumer brand sabotage. 

However, brand relationship quality did not significantly influence negative emotions 

and consumer brand sabotage. The mediation of negative emotions in this relationship 

was also not found. Moreover, this study used Preacher and Hayes’s (2008) approach 
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to test the mediation. This study also provided methodological, practical, and 

theoretical implications. The limitations of the present study were also highlighted 

along with the directions for further research. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
Determinants of Consumer Brand Sabotage: Exploring the underpinning Mechanisms 

and Conditions 

Dear participants, 

My name is Saba Qasim, a PhD scholar at Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM). I am currently 

conducting a research project to better understand consumer brand sabotage towards railway 

sector in Pakistan. This is an anonymous survey whereby all responses will remain confidential 

and will be used strictly for academic purpose only. It will take only 5 to 10 minutes to complete 

this questionnaire. Thank you for your thoughtfulness, honesty, and participation. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

SabaQasim 
PhD candidate - Marketing 
Email: sabaqasim90@yahoo.com 
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Section A 
 

Please answer the all the questions based on the railway you use.  
 
Gender:  a. Male                                    b. Female 
 
Age group:  a. 18 years to 25 years            b.26 years to 35 years 

c. 36 years to 45 years            d. above 45 years 
 
Qualification:  a. Matriculation                    b. Intermediate 

c. Bachelors                          d. Masters  e. PhD 
 
Profession:  a. Student                               b. Employee  c. Business 
 
Railways:  a. Punjab                                b. Sindh 

c. KPK                                  d. Baluchistan 
 
Class wise:  a. First class                          b. Business class 

c. Economy class                  d. Second class 
 
Purpose of travel by train? 

a. Business tour                       b. Travel with friends 
c. Travel with family               d. Study tour 

 
How frequent you travel by train? 

a. Daily                                     b. Once a week 
c. Once a moth                          d. Once a year 
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Section B 

Part 1: Brand Experience 

This section explains your experience towards brand. Kindly indicate the magnitude to which 

you agree or disagree with each statement. 

S/N Brand Experience Strongly 

Disagree 
Slightly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Slightly 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 

BE 1 

Pakistan railway is interesting in 

sensory way (e.g. sight on attractive 

environment) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 2 

Pakistan railway makes a strong 

positive impression on my senses (e.g. 

comfort, and over all pleasant journey) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 3 
Pakistan railway focuses on experience 

through positive senses 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 4 
Pakistan railway induces positive 

feelings 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 5 
I have positive feelings for Pakistan 

railway 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 6 

Pakistan railway focuses on experience 

through positive emotions. (e.g. 

railways – So Good) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 7 

Pakistan railway tries to remind me of 

activities I can do.(e.g. friends or 

family gathering) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 8 

Pakistan railway makes me to think 

about life style (e.g. hang out, travel 

out) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 9 
Pakistan railway brand focuses on 

experience through activities 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 10 

I engage in a lot of positive thinking 

when I encounter this Pakistan 

railway.(e.g. comfortable travel 

moments with friends or family) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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BE 11 
Pakistan railway stimulates my 

curiosity (e.g. reward points) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BE 12 
Pakistan railway focuses on experience 

through positive thoughts 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Part 2: Brand Reputation 

The following statements explains brand reputation of your railways. Kindly indicate the 

magnitude to which you agree or disagree with each statement. 

S/N Brand Reputation Strongly 

Disagree 
Slightly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Slightly 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
BR 

1 

The Pakistan railways is a big brand so 
everyone recognizes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BR 

2 

Pakistan railways is well known 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BR 

3 

Pakistan railway has good reputation 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

Part 3: Brand Relationship Quality 

The following statements explain brand relationship quality of railways. Kindly indicate the 

magnitude to which you agree or disagree with each statement. 

S/N Brand Relationship Quality 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Slightly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Slightly 
Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

BRQ 
1 

I am intrigued by Pakistan railway 
because it shows who I am 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ2 Pakistan railways goes so well with 
my life style that I would feel empty 
without it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ3 Since this Pakistan railway show who 
I am I would feel empty without it 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ4 I like Pakistan railway because it 
makes me feel more special that other 
people 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ5 Pakistan railway is exactly what I 
want 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ6 I don't regret choosing Pakistan 
railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ7 I really like Pakistan railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
BRQ8 Using railway is good experience for 

me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ9 The performance of Pakistan railway 
is better than my expectations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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BRQ10 I really enjoy by using Pakistan 
railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ11 I don't have to consider other brands 
in presence of Pakistan railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ12 I want to keep using Pakistan railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 13 I want to maintain a long-term 
relationship with Pakistan railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 14 I enjoy my relationship with Pakistan 
railway So I want to keep buying it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 15 Pakistan railway always cares about 
the consumers’ needs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 16 Pakistan railway keeps its promises 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
BRQ 17 I believe that Pakistan railway would 

help me in any unexpected situation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 18 Pakistan railway works hard for my 
well-being 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 19 I am familiar with Pakistan railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
BRQ 20 Pakistan railways makes me feel 

comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

BRQ 21 Pakistan railway brand fits me 
naturally 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Part 4: Negative Emotion 

This section explains your emotions towards the brand. Kindly indicate the magnitude to 

which you agree or disagree with each statement 

 

Part 5: Consumer brand Sabotage 

This section explains consumer brand sabotage towards railways sector of Pakistan. Kindly 

indicate the magnitude to which you agree or disagree with each statement using the scale 

provided above by either a tick or circle that best describe your feelings or opinion. 

 

S/N Negative Emotion Strongly 

Disagree 
Slightly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Slightly 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
NE 1 I feel enraged while using Pakistan 

railway 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

NE 2 I feel incensed to Pakistan railway 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

NE3 I feel furious to travel in Pakistan 

railway 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

NE4 I feel irate to use Pakistan railways 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

NE5 I feel distress to use Pakistan railways’ 
services 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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S/N Consumer Brand Sabotage Strongly 

Disagree 

Slightly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Slightly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

CBS1 I recognize that I have misused some of the 
Pakistan railway 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CBS2 I have refused to follow instructions from 
the Pakistan railway staff 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CBS3 I try to violate the rules of the Pakistan 
railway 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CBS4 I tend to dirty the rail more than I could 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CBS5 I put less effort into my duties being a 
consumer of Pakistan railway 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CBS6 I use resources of Pakistan railway more 
than acceptable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Table 4.9   

Demographics   

Characteristics Frequency Percentage 

Gender   

Male 298 78.00% 
Female 84 22.00% 
Age   

18-25 years 369 96.60% 
26-35years 9 2.40% 
36-45 years 1 0.30% 
More than 45 years 3 0.80% 
Qualification   

Matric 8 2.10% 
Intermediate 124 32.50% 
Bachelor 245 64.10% 
Master 3 0.80% 
PhD 2 0.50% 
   
   
Profession   

Student 370 96.90% 
Employee 8 2.10% 
Business 4 1.00% 
Use of railway in province   

Punjab 361 94.50% 
Sindh 5 1.30% 
KPK 10 2.60% 
Baluchistan 6 1.60% 
Class   

first class 9 2.34% 
business class 8 2.1% 
economy class 364 94.8% 
second class 1 0.52%  
Purpose of travel   

business tour 29 7.60% 
travel with friends 135 35.30% 
travel with family 182 47.60% 
study tour 36 9.40% 
Frequent of travel   

Daily 13 3.40% 
Once a week 18 4.70% 
Once a month 52 13.60% 
Once a year 299 78.30% 
Table 4.3.1.1 
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Missing Values 
 Valid Missing Mean Minimum Maximum 

BE1 382 0 3.64 1 7 
BE2 381 1 3.61 1 7 
BE3 380 2 3.8 1 7 
BE4 381 1 3.86 1 7 
BE5 380 2 4.29 1 7 
BE6 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE7 382 0 4.19 1 7 
BE8 382 0 3.97 1 7 
BE9 381 1 3.86 1 7 
BE10 382 0 4.03 1 7 
BE11 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE12 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BR1 382 0 3.98 1 7 
BR2 382 0 4.39 1 7 
BR3 382 0 3.66 1 7 

BRQ1 382 0 3.49 1 7 
BRQ2 382 0 3.36 1 7 
BRQ3 382 0 3.45 1 7 
BRQ4 382 0 3.61 1 7 
BRQ5 378 4 3.57 1 7 
BRQ6 376 6 3.87 1 7 
BRQ7 380 2 4.02 1 7 
BRQ8 378 4 4.08 1 7 
BRQ9 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ10 375 7 3.95 1 7 
BRQ11 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BRQ12 382 0 3.96 1 7 
BRQ13 381 1 3.97 1 7 
BRQ14 380 2 3.8 1 7 
BRQ15 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ16 381 1 3.6 1 7 
BRQ17 382 0 3.74 1 7 
BRQ18 381 1 3.67 1 7 
BRQ19 381 1 4.28 1 7 
BRQ20 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BRQ21 382 0 3.96 1 7 

NE1 382 0 3.71 1 7 
NE2 382 0 3.89 1 7 
NE3 381 1 3.87 1 7 
NE4 381 1 3.9 1 7 
NE5 382 0 3.98 1 7 

CBS1 382 0 3.18 1 7 
CBS2 382 0 3.38 1 7 
CBS3 382 0 3.2 1 7 
CBS4 382 0 3.23 1 7 
CBS5 382 0 3.51 1 7 
CBS6 382 0 3.7 1 7 
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` Table 4.3.1.2 
Missing Value Analysis (After Treatment) 

 Valid Missing Mean Minimum Maximum 
BE1 382 0 3.64 1 7 
BE2 382 0 3.62 1 7 
BE3 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BE4 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE5 382 0 4.29 1 7 
BE6 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE7 382 0 4.19 1 7 
BE8 382 0 3.97 1 7 
BE9 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE10 382 0 4.03 1 7 
BE11 382 0 3.86 1 7 
BE12 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BR1 382 0 3.98 1 7 
BR2 382 0 4.39 1 7 
BR3 382 0 3.66 1 7 

BRQ1 382 0 3.49 1 7 
BRQ2 382 0 3.36 1 7 
BRQ3 382 0 3.45 1 7 
BRQ4 382 0 3.61 1 7 
BRQ5 382 0 3.57 1 7 
BRQ6 382 0 3.87 1 7 
BRQ7 382 0 4.02 1 7 
BRQ8 382 0 4.08 1 7 
BRQ9 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ10 382 0 3.95 1 7 
BRQ11 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BRQ12 382 0 3.96 1 7 
BRQ13 382 0 3.97 1 7 
BRQ14 382 0 3.8 1 7 
BRQ15 382 0 3.78 1 7 
BRQ16 382 0 3.6 1 7 
BRQ17 382 0 3.74 1 7 
BRQ18 382 0 3.67 1 7 
BRQ19 382 0 4.27 1 7 
BRQ20 382 0 3.88 1 7 
BRQ21 382 0 3.96 1 7 

NE1 382 0 3.71 1 7 
NE2 382 0 3.89 1 7 
NE3 382 0 3.87 1 7 
NE4 382 0 3.9 1 7 
NE5 382 0 3.98 1 7 

CBS1 382 0 3.18 1 7 
CBS2 382 0 3.38 1 7 
CBS3 382 0 3.2 1 7 
CBS4 382 0 3.23 1 7 
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CBS5 382 0 3.51 1 7 
CBS6 382 0 3.7 1 7 
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